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Thar she blows I Arsonist
convicted
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
A flame and a can of gasoline 
were the tools Roy Moran used 
to seek a fiery revenge.
The local man was angry 
after losing a fight in a pub 
parking lot last November. So 
later that night, he splashed 
gasoline over the Harbour Boat­
building premises and set them 
aflame.
For his actions, Moran, 42, 
was sentenced to a year in jail in 
Sidney Provincial Court last 
week.
The fire was quickly contain­
ed by two men working late in 
the neighboring Alpha 







counsel Derek Lister 
if not for fate, those 
nearby might have 
perished in the blaze.
In a preliminary hearing in 
July, the Alpha F'ibreglass 
owner testified he saw Moran 
leave the boatbuilding business
carrying a gas can shortly 
before it went up in flames.
.After that hearing, Moran 
changed his plea from not guilty 
to guilty.
Before the fire. Moran had 
lost a fight outside the Golden 
Bear pub. The man who beat 
him wa.s the son of the owner of 
the fire-ravaged boatbuilding 
business.
The son testified in the 
preliminary hearing he had not 
wanted to fight Moran, even 
though the accused man had 
challenged him several times.
Then Moran insulted his 
mother, and the son became 
enraged, he told the court. Ac­
cording to his testimony, he ad­
ministered a fierce beating to 
Moran outside the pub.
A number of onlookers who 
knew both men did not in­
tervene.
Defense counsel Win Lewis 
portrayed Moran as a man 
frustrated and tormented by his 
inability to find a decent job. 
“Were it financially possible, he 
would make restitution,” she 
said.
STANDING TALL . . . The B.C. Hydro smoke stack was 
a landmark for fishermen and local residents to find 
their way home.
ON TOP OF THE STACK. The reporter stands at the 
top ... as the column lies like a felled tree. CRD forces
Brentwood landmark demolished | yjater
After two attempts, the 80-year-old B.C. Hydro smoke 
stack in Brentwood Bay was felled as more than 30 local 
residents watched, photographed and filmed the impressive 
sight.
Dynamite experts, using 20 pounds of explosives, failed to 
topple the structure with one blast because of the age and 
thickness of the concrete. ,
Plumes of smoke billowed from the top* prompting 
onlookers to crack jokes about the old tower. “L bet that 
thing hasn’t smoked for 20 years,” one person commented.
The demolition crew had to go in again, drilling more holes 
for more dynamite to create a five-meter slice into the col­
umn.
An hour later, at 12:30 p.m., the stack fell exactly where it 
was suppo.sed to, up the hill.
Most of the residents said they were curious to see how the 
stack would fall.
“It was fantastic, really exciting,” said Frances Cowley of 
973 Paconla Place.
Others commented they would miss the local landmark.
One onlooker sasd she cOuld always tell she was close to 
home when the tower vvas in sight, but added she wasn’t .sorry 
tosee itgo.
The 2.83-hectare property was sold last May to a Van­
couver developer.
Knife wielder in sexuol ossoult 
given two years in joil by judge
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
A masked, knife-wielding 
sexual assault on a lociil woman 
brought Steven Mark Paul of 
Brentwood two years less a day 
a jail.
Paul. 20, was sentenced Fri­
day in Victoria County Court 
after he attacked a 45-ycar-old 
Central Saanich womtm in May.
Judge .I.J Gow described his
sentence as “extremely le­
nient”, saying he had been in­
fluenced by the “extraordinary 
circumstances” of Paul’s 
background.
Defense lawyer Rory 
Morahan said Paul was of sub­
normal iniclligencc and had dif­
ficulty coping with his emo­
tions, He argued that Paul was 
young and had very little 
criminal background.
Morahan .said there wa.s no 
rehabilation program in the
federal penitentiary system for 
someone with Paul’s level of in­
telligence and social function­
ing.
A .sentence of tinder two years 
would allow Paul to go to the 
provincial Newhaven correc­
tional centre, a much belter 
rehabilitation progrtmi for him. 
said Moralian.
Gow also sentenced I’atil m 
three years probation.
Paul said he had just inietulcd 
to scare the woman in ilie tii-
lack, which took place while he 
was under the influence of 
drugs.
He hid in a tree wetiring a ski- 
mask and armed with a knife, it 
was icvealed at his trial. Paid 
chased the woman and dragged 
her into the grass.
He fondled her but sexual in- 
Icrcoursc did not take place.
Tlic woman suffered broken 
ribs tind missed it nmnth of 
work.
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
A Capital Regional District 
directive which \vill force 33 
homeowners to hook up to the 
public water system along 
Lochside Drive has been called 
“arrogant” by one affected 
resident.
At the Nov. 5 meeting, the 
CRD health committee decided 
unanimously that hook-ups 
were necessary because a large 
number of private w'clls were 
contaminated intermittantly.
The 8500- and 8600-blocks of 
Lochside Drive arc affected by 
the first phase of the conver­
sion.
North Saanicli Aid. Eugene 
Bailin .said, “Eight people re­
quested tests and of them six 
were bad and three hooked tip 
to the public system immcditilc- 
ly.”
The CRD action was started 
to avoid further eoniarninalion 
of w'cl! water by the malfunc­
tioning .seplic fields in the area, 
said acting health officer Dr. 
Brian Allen.
“There are a large number of 
malfunctioning sc|)iic .sysicni.s 
which don’t seem to be correcti- 
ble becau.se of the Itigh water 
table,” he said.
“So we are left with a sewage 
dispo.saL problem which North 
Saanich seems to be dealing 
with but will take a long time 
because of cost.”
In the first phase of the direc­
tive, 33 residences have 90 days 
to complete the hook-up which 
will cost $1,200 to connect and 
bring the line from the meter to 
the individual residence.,North 
Saanich staff said it would take 
three months to complete the 
work.
“I think it’s pretty arrogant 
of them,” said William Gallon 
of 8657 Loeliside Dr. “They 
don’t live down here. It’s not 
their problem. The well water i.s 
better than the mains, wliich has 
chlorine in it. This water make.s 
the best cup of tea and eofl’ce 
you can have.”
ingeborg Stevens, 8662 
Lochside Drive, .said “we don’t 
want to join. We have perfectly 
good water — we would con­
sider action because our water is 
perfect.”
Allen said once the Loch.sitlc 
Drive residents arc hooked tip, 
the CRD will examine the area 
to the north, encompassing 
Amity. 7’hose Itousc.s are af­
fected by “a high flow of walcr 
coming from the hills,”
i'ii




Television caincrtts moved from the nervous Itridc ami 
groom to the barbed wire and guard lowers of Kent mii,\imiim 
security prison,
Married inside prison wtills Oct, 12were North Saanich 
poet Susan Miisgiiive ;md hank-rolibcr turned novelist 
Stephen Reid,
Musgrave had discovereil Reid, serving a 2()-yei'ir sentence 
for a gold bullion robbery, when she read liis first manuscript 
in 1984. '('he connection not only rcsnlied in the publication 
of Reid’s first novel. Jackrahhii Farole, but in “an epic love 
affair.”
“H was instant love before first sight,” stiys Musgrave, “I 
fell in love with Hobby, the iiuiin cluuaeicri tmU projected 
that person onto him,” V
For Mnsgraee, the highly-i'uihlici/ed marriage w.as the 
latest chapter in ji life tluil lias captnred puhlic fa.sciniuion for 
two decades,
After she gm bored at school and ran away from liome at 
1,5. her p.'ucnls had her committed
Bui her p.sychiatrisl read her poetry, Me had the sense to 
pill promitieni Victoria poet Robin Skelton in uuich with her .
And so Musgrave. at 16. sem some of hei work to poetry 
natgiK'.incs, fium a li'a tlaii SKclion gave iici, i ive ol tiie 
mtigti/ines wauled to publish it,
Now, afiei 20 ycjiis and nine hooks of poetry, Musgtuve 
.uiy.s ”1 liaie being hoictl moie ili.m anything, I only write 
wlicn things ate veiy iniciisc in my life,”




Guyana, meeting the world’s most successful defense liiwycr, 
Sir l.ioncl laickhoo, who luul 228 consecutive murder acc|uii- 
lals.
She is c(|iialty likely to be in Irehind with her dying 
landlord’s family or in (he Queen Charlotte,s with the Haida.
Does she seek out imenst,* pefsomil experiences, like her iU" 
volvcmcnt with Reid, a.s part of her crctitive process? “Ntii 
con,sciously,” she says,
She just writes about what is closest to her. “You’ve got to 
write things that are painful if you wtml to get tmywhere,”
Author of works like Songs of the Sea Witch and Cocktails 
at llie Mausoleum, she is sometimes misapprelientled as a 
kind of dark f igure, almost wiich-likc lieDicIf.
A visit to lier Deep Cove home on ti Saturday tifteiiioon 
reveals an entirely different Susan Mn.sgrave, canning green 
tomato icli.sh, and scheduling her day atoimd her diiuglilei's 
ballet lesson.
I'hese days, tier foin-yetu-oid dmighier is one pre« 
occupation. Charlotic is an only child, “But .she makes u|> for 
it by being cquivaleiK to 10 of them most of the lime,” jokes 
.Musgrave, ^
Vtcspilc lici iiavcls, she has based her sell on the I'cnmsula 
for 12 years. She has very deep roots here.
F'rom the window of liei serene, ordeily Deep Cove home, 
she can see iltt' spoi in the <ans* wlit'Ci" her tnrrdier rmd f'lthi'r
first met, (lit'ir boats bumping into each otIuiT.
A fourth iJcneralion Vimcvniver Islauder, she knows Itovv to 
find a Muspiave I amline on Saltspring, a Musgrave Rock,
Site loves it here. Muserave describes how she recently cop- 
sidcrctl amove to Mi.ssion, hut iifier a trip to downtown
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Come to Wlljl’s^o look you; best.-
‘THE MEN’S SHOP”
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Steak, Ribs, Pizza & 
Spaghetti House
“Get out of the Kitchen” 
INCREDIBLE NOVEMBER SPECIAL
NOV. 12,13,19, 20, 25, 26 ONLY
2 8 oz. New York Steaks
includes: Salad, Potatoes ^ Q95
or Spaghetti (Dinner menu only)..............................  I








Saanich Peninsula Hospital was slated to be hit by strike action 
this morning (Wednesday) that would reduce the hospital to essen­
tial services.
Administrator John Benham said SPH was one of 13 B.C. 
hospitals that would be affected by a Health Sciences Association 
strike.
All elective surgery will be restricted and 20 beds closed, said 
Benham. Workers of the Health Employees Union deemed essen­
tial by the labor relations board would continue to work; others are 
not expected to cross the picket line.
Emergency services would continue as normal.
Benham predicts the strike wilt last a month.
Local poet thrives 
on extreme emotions
Continued from Page A1 
Sidney, couldn’t bear to leave 
the familiar sights. “I was very 
surprised ... 1 was practical­
ly weeping.”
Over several cups of lea, 
Musgrave is open, friendly, 
funny. These days, she’s 
working on her second novel, 
a suburban farce set on Van­
couver Island, as well as help­
ing her new husband launch 
his own novel this month.
She travels to see Reid in
Cali
Matsqui every week. He is 
eligible for parole, but three 
escapes before he started to 
w'rite work against it.
And then, every week she 
takes the ferry back to Van­
couver Island. Though her 
latest poem may find her in a 
shoot-out in Colombia, here is 
home.
‘T like extremes,” she says.
‘‘I like extreme 
peacefulness.”
Wind comes through the canyon, 
a soft wind with 
no name or direction.
It lights upon your eyes like 
wakening birds
and love, once something so small 
and ordinary, touches me.
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Cleoning borbeque ends In disoster
" ”’V' y w
“Why didn’t she ride ii to 
school today?’’ her mother 
queried. “She just bought it.”
Buchanan said the main 
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SIDNEY FIRE CHIEF Mel Baldwin pulls up more hose 
to extinguish the garage fire at 2220 Bradford Ave.
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
If Bob and Joy Jackson had 
left their house any sooner it 
would have burned to the 
ground.
Instead, their garage was gut­
ted and the sundeck destroyed.
The fire, which started by a 
freak chain of events and spread 
rapidly through the garage, 
began when Bob Jackson clean­
ed his barbeque on the patio of 
2220 Bradford Ave. Nov.5.
His wife left the house shortly 
before 2 p.m. to go to work and 
noticed smoke in the backyard. 
She asked her husband if the 
small pile of leaves burning in 
the backyard was smoking too 
much.
But on closer inspection, the 
smoke appeared to be coming 
from the garage.
Jackson tried to enter the 
garage but the aluminum door 
was too hot to touch.
“I can’t believe how quickly 
it took,” Bob Kackson said, 
shaking his head.
The Jacksons couldn’t phone 
the fire department immediately 
because their phone lines were 
down. Instead, they had to 
phone from Dennis Keen’s 
house across the road.
“It seemed like the depart­
ment took forever biil when 
they got here they were fan­
tastic,” said Joy.
“I was so frightened, rny first 
and only thought was to get the 
bird out of the hou.se,” she said 
in tears, watching Sidney 
volunteer firemen fight to con­
tain the blaze.
“If we’d left any earlier, the 
house would have gone — we 
were just leaving,” the "wife 
said.
Sidney fire inspector l.any 
Buchanan said the fire appeared 
to begin when Jackson lit some 
solvent to clean his barbeque 
outside. “You should never 
light solvent. It’s very 
dangerous.”
“After that he used his in­
dustrial vacuum cleaner to suck 
up the residue on the bottom 
and evidently some sparks were 
alight,” the fire inspector said. 
“He then took the barbeque in 
the garage to begin cleaning the 
top again using the vacuum.
“Sparks must have flown out 
and smouldered in the garage. 
The occupant then disconnected 
the barbeque, took it outside 
and went in to have a cup of 
coffee with his 'wife,” 
Buchanan e.xplained.
At the time, Jacksorf said he 
had no idea what could have 
caused the blaze and he didn’t 
notice anything while he was 
working.
However, a neighbor had 
noticed 20-feet flarries leaping 
from the back of the house.
“There goes all my new stuc­
co job,” said Jackson as the 
firemen chipped away at the 
garage to see the extent of the 
fire, contained at the adjoining 
house wall.
The Jacksons built their 
home 16 years ago and had just 
installed new wiring, put in new 
curtains, and' refinished the 
stucco on the outside of the 
house.
Their youngest daughter 
Lesley’s new bike wa.s detroyed.
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BOB JACKSON COMFORTS wife Joy as they watch 
Sidney volunteer firemen fight the garage blaze.
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SECOND CLASS MAIL REGISTRATION NO. 0128
Wednesday, November 12, 1986
EFI sfafhfhs 
confme issue
As in most elections, a group of vocal, determined 
people with acknowledged, .self-interests, altruistic or 
otherwise, surface to create an issue during campaign 
time. This go-round. Early French Immersion is topping 
the talk around many dinner tables.
Removing emotions from any volatile debate is near 
to impossible, as is avoiding the use of various statistics 
and infinite studies to back the differing viewpoints.
Few would question the value of learning a second 
language; most would agree it’s a valuable tool. But 
should French immersion be taught in public schools or 
left to the private school system? Does Early French Im­
mersion lose its impact if started at the Grade 1 level and 
not Kindergarten. Does French as a Second Language 
— providing 20 minutes instruction per day — give 
enough exposure to proclude EFI? The philosophical 
grey areas start here.
But there should be some black and white answers to 
at least a few questions. Unfortunately, these too, are 
open to interpretation.
At present, there are five schopls in the Saanich 
district involved in French Immersion classes. The 
statistics are as follows:
Total
School
Schcx)l Grade Eng. French Population
Deep Cove K 24 20
1 27 28
2 29 37
3 ■ 35 29
4 33 23
5 30 24 339





5 38 29 472
Cordova Bay K 30 16
Sansbury K 15
Mt. Newton 6 144 41
7 144 23 512
DISTRICT STATISTICS School
School Grade Eng. French Population
Elementary K-8 3909* 487 4396
"Note: All Kindergarten, Grade 1 and Grade 3 to 12 students take French.
A spokesman for the ministry of education’s research 
and analysis branch says the popular argument that EFi 
doesn’t cost local taxpayers is not true. The province’s 
statistics show an additional cost of $381 per year for 
those students enrolled in French immersion.
The bulk of the extra amount is calculated to include 
the hiring of a French co-ordinator: one-third allPted to 
EFI, one-third to FSL and one-third to other matters.
Regular students not in French immersion would not 
incur that cost.
Another reason for the extra cost is that French im­
mersion classes are smaller. But discovering true pupil- 
teacher ratios — in English or French — is unobtainable 
as school administrators, part-time teachers and 
numerous other factors are taken into account.
The calculated additional cost of EFI is les.sened by 
$70 per student, which comes in the form of a grant 
from the federal government to cover the cost of tex­
tbooks, materials and supplies. In total, the feds con­
tributed $18,000 to cover the start-up costs incurred the 
first year of operation.
In general, the ministry believes students enrolled in 
Engli.sh courses cost $1,415 per year; French immersion 
students, $1,796.
If there were more French immersion students, the 
costs per pupil would go down.
If the additional cost can be substantiated, can EFI 
parents be made to pay the $381 ?
Will the district’s “capping” policy, allowing a max­
imum of 50 per cent EFI students at existing EFI 
schools, be again under attack if pro-immersion can­
didates are elected? And conversely, will the succe.ssful 
progranr be thwarted and eventually pliased out if 
Parents for French lose (heir next baitie?







Last week, as darkness fell 
over the no hunting area of the 
Saanich Peninsula, several 
rifleshots rang out in the Mar- 
tindale valley and five or six 
Canada geese fell dead to the 
ground in a bare field, while 
several more in the flock 
faltered on the wing . . . 
wounded . . . perhaps to die 
slowly over the next few weeks 
of lead poisoning.
This idyllic scene was all 
legal.
If you are a land owning 
farmer, say the magic words 
“The geese are destroying my 
crops”, the police will give you 
a permit and the Canada geese 
are yours for the shooting.
Tame the geese all summer; 
never set out a noise maker, a 
scarecrow, never honk at them 
each time you enter the field 
and by October they’ll be so 
tame you can drive to within 
almost 30 feet of the flock and 
blast all you want. That’s the 
w'ay this farmer did it.
I could understand it if there 
were flocks of hundreds of 
Canada geese every day on these 
flats but they don’t even flock 
down here until end of 
September, mid-October. Even 
then, the flocks are not 
overhwelrning.
The crops are past the 
delicate stage of young tender 
green shoots, most of the fields 
are bare of crops at this time as
the harvest is half over and 
many of the fields left are only 
partially harvested and much of 
the vegetables are plowed back 
into the soil.
If this was the act of a respon­
sible farmer why wasn’t every 
effort made all summer to 
frighten these “marauding” 
geese away from the fields? 
Why does no one in authority, 
such as a conservation or 
wildlife officer, not have to 
come out and assess crop 
damage before these drastic 
measures are taken?
Why were they hunted 
moments before absolute 
darkness? Why were so many 
shots fired in succession when 
three shots in the chamber is
maximum allowed for a 
shotgun before reloading? Why 
are they shot so late in the 
harvest when most danger to 
any crops is well past?
Why was every effort not 
made to track down the wound­
ed birds which were seen to 
falter in the sky one of which 
was discovered dead the next 
day by a second party one- 
quarter of a mile away, full of 
shot. How many others were 
not found?
These are all questions I ask 
which make the scene I describe 
seem much less an act of 




Animal experiments should be banned
Editor;
According to recent studies, 
experiments on animals to solve 
human disorders may cause fur­
ther illness to our kind. One 
reason being that physiological 
differences between species are 
vast and experiments to cure 
one by the other yield 
mi.sleading dtita results.
E.xperinientcrs use animals 
either bought or bred and, in 
.some instances, stolen from tlie 
streets, for their researcli. One 
can assume, generally speaking, 
that these animals whether they 
be cals, rats, or dogs, arc 
healthy creaiurcs when they 
reach the laboratory. They're 
without disorder until induced.
This leads me to believe that 
because these diseases or 
disorders arc not contracted by 
natural cause, the research data 
is farce.
In my view, there is a great 
wrong in using animals for 
human maladies, I strongly urge 
the .scientific community, name­
ly the vivi.scction branch, to 
stop and take a deep breath and 
explore the alternatives, Think 
of what you are doing to these 
creatures who deserve all the 
right to life that you do.
Study human models in your 
attempts to solve human 
malfunctions. Don'i,sever little 
kittens* spinal cords when it 
serves no corrective purpose in
curing anything. The only thing 
I’ve seen it prove is that futile 
lancing leaves helpless animals 
half parali/.ed, crying, frighten­
ed, and abandoned.
This behavior will not be 
tolerated by many anymore. 
Thinkitig that animals are here 
merely to use must stop now.
Although, in their subtle way, 
the kindly creatures are having 
their day by providing incorrect 
information on death row . , . 
soon the door will be open, 
though, as new legislation to 
amend the Criminal Code is in 
the making. George V, Sloane
Sidney
Letters to editor 
vyelcomed by Review
VICTOUlA - Premier Hill 
Vandcr Zalm wants to .strike a 
blow for the democratic pro- 
ce.ss by improving the voter 
registration sy,sicm, a latidtible 
effort, but hardly a pressing 
is.sue.
The NDl* has always mittlc a 
big deal of the inefficiencies of 
the provincial voter rcgisirii- 
tion system. For a while dm-
up
ing (he last session of the
legislature, not a week went hy 
without Gordon Hanson liaiti- 
mcring Provineial Secretary 
Grace McCanhy about ttil 
tliosc downtrodden folks who 
would be robbed of tlieir fraii- 
chi,<ie because they weren't on 
the voter's list.
Now wc’rc tC'ld that .m
estimated 6H,0(K) people tuay 
have been left of the list. I hai 
figure i.s too high, no dmijbt. In 
a system where civil wih and 
anarchy Itave Itecn replaced hy 
(he ballot box, nobody should 
ideally be tlisflaneltised.
Hut whose fault is it that 
these 60,(MX* people wereri’i on 
the voieis* list? 1he govein-
Anyone who rctilly wanted 
to be registered eould liavc 
taken steps to make cerifdn 
that iltcy were on the list, rite 
taxpayers spent lumdreds of 
ihonsjinds of dollars t)n 
newspaper, railio tmd televi­
sion ads, reminding people to 
m.'ike sure ihey’re (Ui the 
voters'list.
It's unlikely that 60,(HM) 
people missed those ads. And 
even if they did. they siiil had 
a elianee to vote under Section 
80 of the nicclion Act. Ail 
they nee,led to east tlieir h;d!ot 
was two pieces of identifica­
tion.
The only conclusion is tliat 
they couldn’t be liothcrcd.
I hat may be deplorable but 
shouldn't come as it surprise.
If every registered voter hatl 
gone to tlie polls Oct, 2.1:, the 
turnout would have lu'cn 
60,tM>0 N’oies shcui of 100 per 






cent. As it was, only itboiit 1.6 
million of the eligible voters 
cast their hiilloi for it Uiinont 
ofliiile more than 70 per cent.
Too niimy people just don’t 
gisc a dinvm about clcctioan., 
They should icgiird (heir right 
to vote its a sacred duty, bni 
llicy don’t. To whine about iin 
intTlicieni voter regtsiiiiuon 
system that disfranchises peo­
ple is rldiculons.
Nor do 1 believe in the luan- 
daiory voting system pritciised 
by s(»me conniries, ineinding 
Atisiralia, sslicre you get fined 
if yon don't vote.
I don't witnt lire outcome of 
an election to depend on 
voters whose only incentive to 
go to the polls is to evade a 
fitjc, I mncli prefer to i>ul my 
faith in thoM* v.'hu '•'bi'-' 
because they know it ’s impor- 
taiii.
1, Tlie only thing tlmi will im­
prove if\e system is an aicrcas- 
ed public awareness of tlie irn- 
poriance of the right to vote, 
.lust speiKiing more money on 
reminding people to rcgisiei 
won’t do it. Nor will silly 
Jaycee slogans icllin!.; people 
to "vote as yon please, but
please vote.”
There are two major 
segments of the democratic 
system that can play itn impor­
tant part in bringing about 
greater public patlicipation —■ 
the politicians tlicmsclvcs and 
themedia.
Thiblic opinion of politicians 
is not very good, And the 
media don’t fate much better. 
In fact, some surveys ha\c 
sbosvn that tire public has an 
even lower opinion of join- 
nalfsis than they have of poliii-, 
cii'in;., ,Aih! nciihcr v.Ticrc ir-e, 
high on tlie list
ihrliticians have come to be 
regarded as sksa/e bags, wliile 
rciMMiers arc otten eonstdered 
to be left-wing tadieals and 
trouble makers. Unfortnn.'tte- 
Iv. (here are examples to 
lusiify the pnhlic'iH mistrust of 
politieaos aiul the media.
A calnnct ministci who ftcis 
punched in theTnouth by the
hnsbaiui of, ‘’the oiluu' 
woman” does,n’t do iriucli to 
improve tniblic opinion of 
politicans.
And a television reporter, 
supposedly imparti;d aiul un­
biased, rvlio prompts a siibjccl 
(a teacher) ai an NL)P cam­
paign office on election iiighi 
by saying on the air that “tliis 
guy ('V'ander Zalm) lias gisen 
yon a lot of trouble in the past. 
'iVhat do tliink hewii! do to
1
is IU) credit to Idsyou lunvi 
profession.
These, arc ,iust two ex­
amples, hut they make rny 
point. If ihe politicans .and the 
media ehntned up (heir respes • 
live act, the public may even" 
Itt.iro luoc moi V II iisi in buih, 
an achievement ihitt eouUin’t 
help but create gieaicr pulilic 
confidence in the entire 
demociaiic system,
Witilc commcmi.ihle and 
cert a in IV not eonnier- 
jirodnctive, Vtuider /aim's 
plan nr impiawe the voter 
registration system will treara 
symptom at lu’si. but noi the 
disease."'
!
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ll had been almost a year since the Yamani and Nasli 
families had spent much time together so wiien Ahmed called 
the other day and said he needed to see me I was very pleased 
to invite them over.
W'hile our wives exchanged ethnic recipes and ytimmered 
about whatever they do when they’re alone, the Siicik ;ind 1 
grabbed rakes and wtmdered into the back yard to scrape up 
leaves and shake down world events.
Ever since Ahmed had taken on that oil minister's job 24 
years ago and got mixed up with OPEC (Oil Price Excessive 
Club) he’d acquired the habit of periodically dropping 
around to bounce ideas around. He figured anyone with more 
than one car plus a houseful of teenagers just had to know 
quite a bit about gas and oil.
And he’.s riglit. Did 1 ever tell you about the time . . .7 No, 
forget it. T hat’s another story for another time.
“1 hear the King gave you the old heave ho,” 1 said, gently 
introducing the subject of his recent change in status. “What 
happened? .Somethitig you do gi\ e him gas?’'
When my laughter had died down, Ahmed admitted he’d 
been a bit disturbed with the press for twisting his resignation 
into a firing but added that you could never trust the crttxies 
in the news bi/. to haw the intelligence to get anything remote­
ly accurate anyway.
When his laughter had died down, we heaped the wheelbar­
row' full of leaves and trundled it off to the street.
“What are you going to do for an encore?” 1 asked. “How 
about teaching at Harvard? You know' the old saying Tliose 
that can’t do it, teach it.’”
He smiled, clipped me with his rake and admitted he’d had 
some offers along that line. There w'ere a few' company direc­
torships in the w'ind too but none with the zip of running the 
w'orld’s oil business.
“1 could ask Don if he’s got a spot open? Alberta’s having
a hell of time with Ottawa now'. Calling the shots for one pro­
vince may not be world-class stuff, but it’s better than just sit­
ting around,” 1 said.
Ahmed said he’d rather take over that dog of a Dome 
Petroleum than get hit by the drilling mud Alberta and Ot­
tawa are throw'ing around. “I mean,” he said. “Where does 
greasy Ottawa get off not helping Alberta now' when things 
are tough? The Li’oerals stole .Alberta’s money for Eastern 
Canada a few- years ago w'hen oil, prices were high. Now when 
prices are down, the Conservatives w'on't give it back. Eastern 




The leaves were in one pile at the curb so we stuck a 
newspaper under the middle, fired it up and w'atched smoke 
drift into the neighbors’ houses.
“You thought about going back to practicing law-?” 1 ask­
ed, although 1 guessed that even the slam-bang excitement of 
torts and writs would be thin gruel compared to showing a 
bunch of cocky North Americans who really controlled world 
oil prices.
“I’ve thought about it, but I don't think so,” he said. 
“Even the slam bang excitement of torts and writs w'ould be 
thin gruel compared to showing a bunch of cocky North 
.Americans who really controls w'orld oil prices.
“What I'd really like to do is w'rite more poetry. Do you 
still have that little collection 1 gave you a couple of years 
ago?”
“Yeah, and you still liaven’t changed any of those Arabic 
squiggles into English for me.”
“I’ll do it now,” he said. We stirred the ashes and charred 
leaves into a tighter pile and retired to my study where for the 
next hour Ahmed quietly translated his verse.
When the Yamanis left for .Saudia Arabia the next morn­
ing. 1 went back to bed. Ahmed’s poems were on the night 
table. They spoke of peace, tranquility, getting along with 
others, sharing, understanding, things like that.
Ahmed really hadn’t needed to talk to me. He’d just need­
ed some space to move his thoughts around on a different 
plane, and to give me a message.
The world could be quite a different place if few'er people 
wTCUe laws and built bombs, and more people composed 
poetry and burned leaves.
Kv:?:, -■
SPECIAL on SCULPTURED 
NAILS on,ly I
10 X) OFF a fuff set of fulls 
Nails by Jackie 
Quailfied Nail Technician 
English & French Acrylics & Tips
■ e---------- -------------- DOD-ZZJJ KITTEN
I Open Mon.-Sat. 9 am-5 pm 108-2506 Beacon Ave.
Rose garden or turnip patch?
Editor:
Rose Garden or Turnip 
Patch? was a question asked in 
1983 by the editor of The 
Review at that time. In the 
editorial, the editor deplored 
Sidney council’s treatment of 
the Advisory Planning Commis­
sion by refusing to consider its 
advice. Sad to say, the same is 
true in 1986.
For more than 70 years, 
Sidney has yearned for its 
“chalice on the waterfront.” A 
chalice that would add to 1ho.se 
words “a jewel waiting to be 
cut.” It appears that Sidney is 
to get its chalice, but will it be 
the freshly cut jewel, a place for 
our children and your childrens’ 
children or will it be a chalice of 
clay, a plethora of houses, a sea 
of parked cars?
The present council began at 
the start of its tenure to address 
the waterfront, as have many 
other councils over the years. 
They started with a big ad­
vantage — they had a water­
front. They had to decide —- 
what.
,A development proposal was 
drawn up by Mtiyor Norma 
Sealey and staff. In spite of 
pleas by former alderman 
Stuart McKay and two other 
members of council for some 
profe.ssional help with the pio- 
posal, council voted 4 to 3, not 
to ask for help, but did agree 
that when tlie proposals came 
in, profes.siona! help would be 
engaged, So ftn:, this has not 
been done.
Much tnoncy was .spent tm 
advertising the calk Out went 
more titan .K) proposals, One 
new one came back. Surely the 
molehill had ptodneed only 
another moldiili.
Sidney Pier Holding.s (the one 
new one) is being considcretl hy
OUTBURSTS'
Insights and Outbursts is an 
opinion article reserved for 
readers who believe they re­
quire more space than nor­
mally permitted under Let­
ters to the Editor to make 
their point. The opinions 
expressed are those of tire 
writer, and not necesssurily 
those of the newspaper.
council and is likely to be ac­
cepted. It has more than 50 
residential units on it plus room 
for parking. I find it difficult to 
believe that people will sail their 
boat over to Sidney to look at 
houses.
The Novacorp report stated 
clearly and emphatically, that 
the economic future of Sidney 
lies with the Pat Bay Highway. 
Nearly 2 million people a year 
go past Sidney, and waterfront 
houses will not bring them in to 
Sidney.
Those of you who have been 
lucky enough to visit the lovely 
Island of Maui, will have .seen 
WTialers village. .A tribute to the 
Hump-backed whale of Maui. 
What is wrong with Sidney hav­
ing its own Whalers Village? .A 
tribute to the Orca Whales that 
are in our waters. I hcre could 
be high icch video shows of the 
Life of Miracle, perhaps the 
skeleton ol an Orca. IT.ere 
should he space on the wtiier- 
froni, and .above all an open air 
maikct for all, .as c;m be seen in 
Seattle, Vancouver, tind yes, 
even Ottawa. Sidney's Wtttcr- 
front must be it people place, 
not .'I sub-division.
About the hast tiling wanted 
on thewtiterfront ,ire houses, or 
huge buildings. T he team thiti 
guive us the I.andmark and the
costliest piece of road in 
Canada, is negotiating with the
developer about the waterfront. 
It is being rushed through under 
a deadline that it is said the 
government has set, and 
beautiful Sidney by the Sea may 
end up with a chalice of clay.
Please call your aldermen or 
the mayor and express your 
views. We must build the Port 
of Sidney as quickly as possible, 








Who invites her previous 
clients, and new clients to 
join her at 
MASTER SCISSORS
Pre-xmas Perm Safe 
1 week only Nov.15~Nov.22
Fashion nails by Jean 
20% off Nov. 15 - Nov. 22 656-2321 #7-9843 2nd St.






"HEY, DAD! You know how we haven’t soon Uncle 
Hoitry since ho holpod us slack the hay'?,,,
Editor:
It w'a.s a great surprise and an 
unpleasant shock to learn that 
local members of the Girl Guide 
and Boy Scout organizations 
were faced with the prospect, 
indeed" the reality, of paying 
taxes for the Guide/Scout Hall 
in Sidney. Generally speaking, 
Guide and Scout properties arc 
given tax exemptions.
1 believe everyone knows ol‘ 
the vahic of the.se non-profit 
organizations, to the boys and 
girls themselves and to their 
communities. The aims and ob­
jectives of both organizations 
stress .service and the develop­
ment of good citizens with an 
awareness and appreciation (if 
I heir environment. Both 
organizations are 75-year-old 
members of the world com­
munity. Consider the empty 
spaces there would be in froni 
(if town hall on Nov, 11 if it 
were not for iliese boys and 
girls! , . . ,
1 can speak only for the Girl 
Guide Association when 1 pre­
sent Ta few interesting statistics 
with reference to membership 
nurnliers. There are K..3 million 
,«irls and women in 108 coun­
tries; 34,285 (1985) in BC; 170 
in Dogwood District (which 
comprises Sidney and North 
Saanich).
I have made a conservative 
calculation of the number of 
hours per year that the 22 guide 
leaders in this district give to 
Guiding: 5,000 hours! This is a 
great deal of volunteer com­
munity service,
If the community had to pay 
for these 5,000 hours — even at 
a modest S5 an hour --- the cost 
would be $25,000 a year. Quite 
apart from any other considera­
tion, 1 believe we arc a valuable 
financial as.sel-surely worth the 
taxes on the Guide/Scout Hall. 
Of course the $25,000 does not 
reflect the Scout side of the 
story,
We know we arc of value to 
the community in providing a 
woriliwliilc program to 150 
young women promoting good 
citizenship and value.s in the 
wot id tlicy live in,





Girl Guide.s of C?anada
Monday Nov. 17 OR ............. 7 pm
Tugs. Nov. 25 .............. ....................... .. 7 pm
$4.50 per person INCLUDES WINE & CHEESE
DR. S. McTAGGART 
VETERINARIAN
is pleased to announce her 
new location at 
591 CROMAR RD. 
between Wain and Downey 
in DEEP COVE.






The unfortunate events of 
last spring in school board af- 
fiiirs have not been forgotten hy 
those affected. Wc arc such a 
family. My children no longer 
attend school in the district in 
which tliey live. We, like a great 
many oilier families, decided to 
move our eluTdren to a more 
positive and .stable educntiontil 
environment, Through this 
move, Di.siiaict 63 loa in.iriy
children who arc not in the irn- 
rncr.siDn program, but in 
elementary middle and high 
scltools throughout the area. I 
fear the unccriainty is still not 
resolved.
It would behoove voter,*; to 
remember that the true colors of 
trustees are a matter of record, 
•lust onotlicr note giving anx* 
iou.s reservation.H near election 
time turbulence, Robyn Sale 
Saanichion, B.C.
7105B W. Siianicli Rd.
Co-operation appreciofed
Editor:
On behalf of the officers and 
firef iglticr*. of i)u* Sidni*y 
Volunteer l*ire Depanment ! 
wish to thank you for the recent 
“ITie Prevenlioii Week" ar­
ticles iirinted in your 
newspttpcr,
Co operation of this type is 
impussible to rucasurr iu dolhus 
but leads to gi cater fire and life
safety throughout the com­
munity.
klcTouftlv WC to tltank
you for the exposure given out 
department 'w puhlic relations 
ha*', always been a most impor- 
lanf aspect of fire i!lep,'irtments 
tind their activities within the 
community, \ Mel Baldwin
Fire Chief 
Sidney Volunteer Fire Dept
Junior Aquarium Kits
83249




PPJOU GO TO RESTAURANTS 
FOR A FANCY ATMOSPHERE?
OR DO YOU GO FOR GOOD FOOD!
Well, If you,vja.n1 .GOOD FO.OD in .a wurni.' 
“country homo" sottlngi o! AFFORDABLE 
FRIGES. Our name says it all...
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BC F6RRIGS
1 IN N. SAANICH




Effective Friday, November 14, 1986 through Thursday, 
February 26, 1987.
For details, pick up a copy of the new schedule from 
any BC Ferries terminal, office or ferry.
Or call our Information Service;
Victoria
Salt Spring Island 







Engineer Eugene Bailin says 
he will fight to keep the rural 
character of North Saanich in a 
second term on council..
“There’s been a majority on 
council the last two years that ! 
believe have subverted the com­
munity plan by allowing major 
housing developments in the 
central rural core,” Bailin toUi 
the Review.






Capital Regional District direc­
tor and a member of the 
Panorama Leisure Centre parks 
and recreation board.




FOR NORTH SAANICH ALDERMAN NOV. 15
Butler Brothers fiUXE IT YOUR WAY, MAKE IT A 
BUTLER BROTHERS DAY!








THREE m m m




from our LARGE 
SELECTION of name- 
brand quality appliances, ' 
§l(ymicrowaves, T.V,, stereo,
VCR,
ALL SPECIALLY PRICED FOR 
CHRISirMS GIVING!
\W/cA j f
We make it easy for Santa ^
V
f ^ ' this year. Pay only 1/3 down,
the balance in two equal payments/* #*1 
...with 30-60 terms. INTEREST FREE!! ' •
a-
Enjoy the magic of Christmas when they find 
that special gift under the tree this year. 
HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM 










L MAYTAG * KEI.VINAT0R • NORGF • INGLIS • HITACHI • RCA • F.LECTROHOMF • TOSHIBA • MODERN MAID:
he has battled the proposed 
reservoir in John Dean Park.
“The election one year ago 
clearly demonstrated people 
w'am large developments to be 
restricted,” Bailin said, adding 
he would push for a strengthen­
ed community plan to prevent 
further spot zoning in the rural 
core.
Bailin said he would also 
fight to keep North Saanich’s 
volunteer Environmental Ad­
visory Commission and Ad­
visory Planning Commission in­
tact.
The 15-year local resident ad­
ded that the question of sewer­
ing Deep Cove and the south­
east quadrant is a critical one 
facing the municipality.
Bailin said he would use his
30 years^ of engineering e.\- 
perience to explore alternative 
methods that would minimize 
the cost to home-owners and the 
impact on the environment. He 
added he would work towards 
the prevention of high density 
housing, if sewers eventually go 
in.
Bailin fears that erosion of 
North Saanich’s rural nature 
and growth of local population 
will result in increased taxes.
On the proposed $600,000 
renovation of the municipal 
hall, he said he would look for 
another option which would be 
much less expensive and am­
bitious. i
Bailin thinks council needs to 





Bill Gordon said he decided 
to run for a North Saanich seat 
after watching council meetings 
on television — and getting 
frustrated.
“I get a little sick,” he told 
the Review. "‘It looks like it’s
turning into a two-party system.
1 don’t think that’s right.
“People are tired of waffling 
and dissension. 1 would listen to 
the constituents as a whole 
rather than select groups.”
The 57-year-old retirement 
tax planner said “I think 
they’ve procrastinated on an 
awful lot of things for an awful 
long time.”
Gordon said “We’d like to 
see North Saanich stay the way 
it is.
“I’m generally against the 
removal of land Jfrom the
1. “Pffi
BILL GORDON




For Alderman Sat. Nov. 15 
COMMIHED
- My aim is to have those things 
done that need to be done for 
the public good.
of sticking as close as possible 
to the community plan. ’ ’
Gordon, who has lived in the 
Dean Park subdivision for a 
year and a half, is a former 
chairman of Calgary’s landlord- 
tenant advisory board ' and 
worked on Calgary’s approval 
authority, which monitors 
charitable fund-raising.
He said heWould like the 
CRD to consider the option of 
extending 911 emergency 
telephone service to the entire 
regional district, including* 
North SaanichV ‘ ’""T/
‘‘There ’ s a h.i g h, 
predominance of retired people 
on the Peninsula; 911 is awfully 
easy to dial.”
He said he is, as yet, undecid­
ed on the Dean Park Reservoir 
issue: “There’s good points on 
both sides.”
Gordon has another concern: 
“Those re.sponsib!e for any 
development in North Saanich 
must approach that completely 
divorced from any other 
association so there is no 
possibility of any conflict of in- 
lerest.”
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH 
YOUR PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
ask your , .,
PHARMASAVE
Pharmacist
l( no!, Phafinrisfsvn'in Bidnoy can prnvido 
you with lash eflicienl proscription 
sc*rvice, along will'i a Irlondly qualiliod 
profossional, Pharo'iacist
Wo are a conitriunity drug .stort? wilh tfie 
rnosi up to data pharmacy cornpuloi 
•’PHABMAGCRIP’’. Out cotTpuler 
providoB inlocnvihon to our Priarmacist 
about your modicallon hisioiy, tlie drug 
and provides you with vvrjtten pamphlet 
about the medicine yoi,i .'tro proscritied.
At Pharmasave wo care about your 
health care,
Drop in vind share a coHo-'e vvith oiJr 
Pnarmacrfil; Bud Matisonder, and atrk lor 
a riornonsiration of our coiripuioi 
systorn. Vou'H aqreo Itiat Pnatmasavn ts
YOUR HEALTH CARE CENTRE
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IN N. SAANICH:
Lott: Continuity needed for better understanding
Incunbent alderman Chris 
Lott aigues continuity is needed 
on North Saanich council.
Lott says many aspects of 
counci work, notably the 
budget process, take a year or 
two tounderstand.
Lott, 38, lives with his wife 
and tiree children in North 
Saanich and practises law in 
Sidney “1 represent a view­
point on council that hasn’t 
been mere for a while, consider­
ing mi' age and professional in­
volvement.”
“I think the pro and anti- CHRIS LOTT
development thing is a bit of a 
red herring,” said Lott. “I 
wouldn’t characterize myself as 
pro-development. ’ ’
Lott said he voted for rezon­
ing the Aylard farm on Wain 
Road to allow a 75-unit 
townhouse development. ‘‘1 
think it’s the most sensible use 
of the property.”
He added, “If anything, this 
council has stymied develop­
ment e.xcept for the one big 
issue.”
In other cases, Lott said.
where he thouglit it in the com­
munity’s best interest, he voted 
against a commercial develop­
ment on McTavish Road and 
against subdividing blocks of 
farmland.
Lott said he voted to disband 
the Environmental Advisory 
Commission: “We’ve been told 
by our lawyer that having an 
improperly constituted commis­
sion is dangerous.”
On sewering Deep Cove and 
the south-east quadrant, Lott 
said “1 don’t think there is anv
other alternative. I don't :hiiik 
septic systems will work.”
He w'ould also like to work on 
improved co-operation between 
area municipalities.
“1 don’t think council shotild 
be in a pro or anti development 
mode.”
“We can’t hide behind the 
ALR and force the agricultuial 
community to keep everything 
beautiful for us,” he said.
“We’re probably going to see 
some attractise development 
proposals and some ghastly 
ones.”
“You have to have a council










W YOUR “HOME TEAM”
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. 












FOR ALL YOUR CEDAR REOUIREMENTS
•Siding ^Decking ®Dimensionai Lumber
•Fencing •Shakes •Interior Cedar
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE
652-4474
2126 KEATING X P.OAD (Next to CO-OP)




We Carry Peter Storm Deiux 
Thermal Clothing
•Long Sleeve Top 36®^
•Long Johns 39®®
STOCKING STUFFERS 
•Nautical Key Chains 
^ “Local Nautical Note Paper
Christmas Decorations & Cards are In!
PBJINSULA LUGGAGE
Retal Sales & Service
9-S8i3 2ndSt.
We ere also a Sears agent. Place your Soars order twith us arrd pick up hero, too. _ DECOR im
,2497 Beacon Ave. 656-2412
3 day Sale is over
BUT
We Stiff have some Great Specials 
in the Store
Clipper Glasses
25°/< great tor entertainingO off &9'<t giving
MU T T 6 T
2389 BesGon Avg. re^^eii
lOU \S h
656-0011 T





For your convenience drop 
boxes have been established 
in your neighborhood.
Please use them for 
classifieds, letters to the 
editor or contest entries. 
Locations:
n BRENTWOOD BAY PHARMACY 
7181 West Saanich Road. 
Oionlwood Bay
V BUTLER BROS. SUPPLIES LTD, 
2046 Koaling X Road, 
Saanichion
* OAKCREST FOOD STORE 











M iiliiMM linii 11 i Mill II iitiTlfitibllllillfiMiii III
We 're getting back 
llj to your old 
^ favourites.
Look for our winter 
menu in next 
week’s issue of 
the Review.
B56-7023 
10134 McDonald ParK Road
OPEN SUNDAY 
2215 Canoe Cove Pd. 




A Four Week Mini SerlGS on 
INVESTING 
StarUng Wed., Nov. 5th
Wod,, Nov. 5 IntoroBl Income -Taxation & How lo 
mnximbo your yield
Wai., Nov. 12 Dividend income - Taxation & How to 
maximize your yield
Wod., Now. 19 Mutual PundQ - Capital Gains & How to pick 
suitable) funds
Wed., Nov. 26 Common Stocks * Tho market & what It 
holds for Ihe investor








PRICED AS LOWfAS 
S39900
•FOR AVERAGE 2400 
SO. FT. HOME 
•INC, 2 INLET KIT,
HOSE & ATTACHMENTS 
•SPECIAL: ELECTRIC 






A PBS SPECIAL......... 5*^'’
STRAIGHT FROM
THE HEART by Jean 5-95


















‘'At the Bmomid Isle''
4*ioi»* liorinEiiitinwiiy
656-0905
ii2-^310 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C. V3L tX2 
Cuslomor Forking at Roar
Dint* in Elegance 
! at Affordnbk* I^riccfi
New iunrjtioon, rJinrior and allornoon tea! 
menu, tfjatuflng fresh baked scones with] 
Devon croatri. Wide selection of ap­
petizers. New lunefwon and dinner 
speclate daily.











9767 Fourth St. Sidney, B.C.
For Personalized service af 
your doorstop give 
Jack McLeod a call.. 




MADE IN OUR DARKROOM ON PREMISES
■TJ810-7thSl.' , ^ ■ .. '
M»Hner Village Mali
Reg. Store Hour«i;,
Mori, to Sat.9 - n
<WiMil't8ai<iir<l>>» MUlKMMru
li
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SAVE ON GAS. GET GREAT SERVICE AND VALUE
PLUS ^500.CASH
Yoyr fabolous week in 
Hawaii will Include:
e Return airfare Victoria to Honolulu 
on Continental Airlines
• Lei greeting on arrival
• 7 nights accommodation at 
Marine Surf Hotel
• Airport transfers
• Dinner show on Aikam>
Catamaran Cruises
• Society of Seven cocktail show 
at Outrigger Waikiki




Proof that man was meant to fly.
Experience Maiden Pacific 
Hciidays Hawaii. You’ll be greeted 
by the friendly staff at Continental 
Airlines in Vancouver. On board 
Continental’s wide-bodied DC10 
you’ll enjoy the “Pub in the Sky”, a 
great place to stretch your legs and 
meet new friends. You will be taken 
care of by experienced attendants, 
with your choice of hot entrees, 
complete open beverage service, 
stereo headsets and a first rate 
movie.
In approximately SVa hours you’ll 
arrive in Honolulu,, Hawaii on the 
island of Oahu. Relax, you are now 
on Hawaiian Kine time, enjoy a 
week of beauty .
If you are the lucky winner of this 
fantastic Maiden Pacific Holidays 
trip for two to Hawaii, your trip can 
be taken between April 1 and 
December 15, 1987 subject to 
availability. Draw will be made Dec. 
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Each Monday a draw will be 
made from all entries received. If 
correct, that entrant will receive 
$100.00 in gift certificates which 
can be redeemed for goods or ser­
vices at the specified participating 
merchant. Only original newspaper 
entry forms will qualify, 
photographic reproductions not ac­
ceptable.






































Should the winning entry drawn 
be a Review subscriber, at time of 
draw, that entrant will qualify for 
$200.00 in bonus gift certificates 
for total winnings of $500.00. In the
everit the winning entry is not a 
subscriber, the $200.00 bonus will 
be added to the next week’s 
subscriber bonus. Cali 656-1151 to 
start your subscription.
A MICROWAVE OVEN
A second entry will be drawn 
December 29th and that lucky en­





Find the business names below In the puzzle, the names may be horizon- 
tal, vertical, diagonal, forwards or backwards. Circle the tetters. The letters 
uncircied can be combined to form the mystery sentence. Enter this 
sentence in the space provided on the entry form below, with your name, 
address and phone number.
Entries may be dropped off at: Thrifty Foods, Radio Shack, Tanner’s 
Books, Island Furniture or The Review and should be received each Mon­
day, before 10 a.m. to qualify. Weekly and grand prize draws will be made 
from all entries received. Have fur*. Enter often,
Sidney Tire 









Sidney Radio Shack 
Paulines
Peninsula luggage 
Tunes ’n Tees 
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Review Subscriber I..J Yes 11 No
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Alan MacGillivray is con­
cerned with keeping “a 
business-like approach to the 
management of North 
Saanich.”
The 35-year-old owner of the 
Glengarry Realty and Invest­
ment Corporation said, ‘‘There 
seems to be an inherent problem 
of not wanting to make a deci­
sion on issues of the utmost im­
portance.”
‘‘I moved out here (eight 
years ago) because 1 like the 
rural atmosphere,” he said, ad­
ding ‘‘There has to be some 
areas designated for future 
development.”
‘‘The problem with the com- 
munity plan,’’ said 
MacGillivray, ‘‘is that there was 
a direct request to have a re\iew 
of the ALR holdings to come 
back with designa'ted areas to 
target for future develop­
ment ... to this day there has 
not been that analyzaiion.”
Areas that are obviously not 
productive farmland should be 
removed from the ALR, he 




.MacGillivray is co-owner of 
Garry Oak Farm and a profes­
sional trainer and breeder of 
standard-bred horses . He has 
been active in the community as 
a member of the Sunset Riding 
Club and a corporate sponsor 
of amateur athletic teams.
MacGillivray and liis wife 
have a four-year-old son. He is
past president of the B.C. 
Homebuilders Association.
On other issues, MacGillivray 
said he would like to see the 
EAC and APC streamlined into 
a single, smaller body. On the 
question of sewering Deep Cove 
and the south-east quadrant, he 
said ‘‘I’d like to see a game plan 
set in motion so it’s not an un­
due hardship on the la.xpayers.”
MacGillivray said controlled 
development, on land released 
from the Al.R as not useful for 
farming, could help broaden the 
tax base to pay for the sewers.
On plans to renovate the 
municipal hall, MacGillivray 
said, “In my past experience, it 
costs you higher to renovate 
than to start a new project. 1 
would like lo see some in­
vestigation of a completely new 
structure.”
WIN A ROBERT BATEMAN
FRAMED LIMITED EDITION PRINT 
“STREAMBANK-JUNE” (Value $335.00)
To be Drawn November 15th
ENTRY FORMS ALSO AVAILABLE AT THRIFTY FOODS & TOMMY TUCKERS
20% OFF ALL CUSTOM FRAMING
(UNTIL NOVEMBER 15th)
DITION PRINTS « ART POSTFRS « OILSTOM framimo ^
Mariner Village Mall
9810 7th St., Sidney _ ____ _____ _____ _





□ / will spend time in Centra! Saanich schools every 
month as an accessible and effective liaison 
between district staff and area residents.
IN N, SAANICH:
Michaluk: Threatened Lot*
676 AIR CADET 
SQUADRON
□ / will dedicate myself to restoring trust in the 
school district at all levels and to avoiding 
confrontation.
Linda Michaluk said she 
decided to run for alderman 
because the reasons she and her 
husband moved to North 
Saanich are threatened.
‘‘I’ve attended just about 
every council meeting and most 
committee meetings in the last
dividuals who are not known 
for a long period of time seek 
election.”
Michaluk argues that studies 
on septic field problems in Deep 
Cove are superficial and only 
look at the worst areas.
She said she has extensive ex­
perience through her profession 
in studying different methods of 
sewage disposal. She would like 
to explore cheaper, alternate 




□ / will encourage frank discussion of issues that 
will affect the future of our children.
Oranges
order now . . . 




Central Saanich children 
deserve the best.
On Saturday, November 15, vote
LINDA MICHALUK
year,” she said. “I think we’ve 
seen the community plan erod­
ed.”
,, President of the North 
j^Sdanich Property Owner’s 
Association, the 32-year-old 
biological engineer served on 
the municipality’s Environmen­
tal Advisory Commission.
Michaluk is concerned that 
the EAC will be disbanded.
“Council has an opportunity 
to take advantage of the exper­
tise of people in the en­
vironmental field,” she said. 
“It’s free advice.”
Michaluk also acted as 
spokesman for the Friends of 
John Dean Park in their suc­
cessful fight against the con­
struction of a reservoir in the 
park.
“The Iasi two elections liavc 
indicated voters did not want to 
move towards ad hoc develop­
ment,” Michaluk told the 
Review.
“Once elected people have 
been known to change how they 
feel on certain key issues. That 
can be a problem when in-
.. Super family gift |
^ L' CoCo® 3 is the homecompu- ||
ler your kids will never tire of. it
------- - Attach it to your colourTV for ||
_____ _ hours of fun and education— ill
\ at a terrific price!
save
^*129 26-3334
Sound value makes a terrific Christmas gift




Tandy EX/SX gives you everything you ever 
wanted In a computer. AH at fantastic low 
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IN C. SAANICH:
Eric Lewis, seeking a third 
term as Central Saanich alder­
man, feels things are running 
smoothly in the municipality.
“I don’t consider there are 
issues,” Lewis told the Review. 
‘‘1 don’t see too much flak in
Lewis: Things are running smoothly
the municipality.”
The 56-year-old Waddling 
Dog Inn owner says he is proud 
of his record as chairman of the 
public works committee, 
especially renovations to the 




• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northtawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 




1 the yellow awning" a
ERIC LEWIS
budget.
On the issue of expanding the 
Butler Brothers gravel pit, 
Lewis said he would resist 
public pressure to have traffic 
rerouted to avoid problems with 
Bryn Road.
“I will never make a recom­
mendation to move the problem 
of Bryn Road. I say leave the 
problem where it is.”
DID YOU KNOW?
We use unbleached flour in all 





Marble Pound Cake each 2o39 
Crusty Rolls doz. 99^
2354 Beacon Ave. 656-3132
Chapel of Roses 
YOUR COMMUNITY 
CHAPEL SERVING . . .
Sidney
656-2932 388-5155













• Support for a flexible community plan.
• Support for a balanced environment for 
business and agriculture. '
• Maintain a commitment to parks and 
recreation facilities.
• Controlled economic growth providing 
job opportunities for adults and youth.




The debate on whether to 
move the Saanich fair to 
Cumberland Farm provoked 
the most calls in last week’s 
televised all-candidates meeting. 
Lewis, like the two other in­
cumbents, opposes the move.
Lewis was part of the 
unanimous vote not to rezone 
the Cumberland Farm property 
to allow the fair there.
‘T think it is the issue because 
ken Stanlake has made it the 
issue,” Lewis said in that
IN C. SAANICH:
debate. ‘‘For the last two or 
three years, he has been running 
around saying if we 
didn’t . . . vote his way, he 
would run a slate of candidates 
against us.”
Lewis suggested perhaps the 
midway could be removed from 
the current fair to create addi­
tional parking.
‘‘(Cumberland Farm) is in the 
land freeze, and it is one of the 
best agricultural properties here 
on the Peninsula.”
On the issue of recreational 
vehicles at Island View beach,. 
Lewis said ‘‘the government 
was telling, us to get every 
available space for Expo.”
‘‘The RVs have been down on 
Island View for many, many 
years. What we have done is 
recognized and made it legal.”
‘‘It’s always easy on any issue 
to go along with the majority,” 
said Lewis. ‘‘I’m an indepen­
dent person.”
MacFarlane: Keep taxes down
George MacFarlane, the 
senior member of Central 
Saanich council, is seeking his 
seventh term in office.
‘‘I’ve been there six times 
because I’ve always supported 
the majority,” MacFarlane told 
the Review. ‘‘I’m elected to do 
what they want me to do. I’m 
not elected to do what I think is 
good for them.”
• MacFarlane also opposes 
rezoning the Cumberland Farm 
to accommodate the Saanichton 
Fair. ‘‘It’s in the ALR. It was 
the finest farm in Central 
Saanich.”
MacFarlane said his top 
priority is to keep ta.xcs down. 
He wants to assist the business 
community in economic 
renewal.
‘‘I put great faith in the 
economic development commit­
tee we are forming.”
The 64-year-old retired naval 
commander said he wants to en­
sure full public input into the
IN C. SAANICH:
GEORGE MACFARLANE
planned development on the 
former B.C. Hydro property in 
Brentwood Bay. ‘‘I’d like to see 
it retirement-oriented, with 
public access along the water­
front and generous parkland 
dedication.”
McFarlane added he would 
like to see a new cultural centre 
near Centennial Park, funded 
with Expo Legacy money. The 
centre would also contain 
change rooms for athletic teams 
using the park.
If an Expo Legacy grant is 
not forthcoming, he said, ‘‘we 
could raise the money locally. I 
think it’s worth a try.”
MacFarlane also thinks the 
municipality should try and find 
a way to make water available 
to farmers, and noted they are 
working on a special ‘‘high- 
tech” system that may make it 
possible.
On allowing RVs at Island 
View Beach: ‘‘We were kind of 
forced into it. The permit for 
RV vehicles is an interesting ex­
periment.”
MacFarlane said the response 
at the public hearing will deter­
mine whether or not the tem­
porary permits for the Island 
View RV park will be renewed.
Watkins: Business skills
Wayne Watkins, seeking his 
second term on council, believes 
his business skills will be a con­
tinued asset to the municipality.
Watkins, 43, is a partner in 
the two Glenn’s Sandwiches in 
Victoria: ‘‘I have some good 
basic skills I’ve developed 
through business and communi­
ty organizations.”
He says he would like to see 
the Brentwood library expanded 
into a cultural centre to ac­
commodate various community 
groups.
As chairman of the parks and 
recreation committee, Watkins 
said he hopes Centennial Park 
can be upgraded, inclifding im­
proved washrooms and 
changeroom facilities.
He also sees the need for a 
park in the Keating Ridge area, 
full playing field size.
‘‘As a matter of philosophy I 
tend to push for parks and 
recreation in the budget pro­
cess.”
Watkins would also like to 
develop a mosquito abatement
program for Central Saanich: 
‘‘The mosquito problem is vir­
tually intolerable for a lot of the 
residents.”
On the Cumberland Farm 
issue, Watkins said, ‘‘The com­
munity plan doesn’t provide for 
an institution to locate on 
agricultural land.”
In the televised debate, 
Watkins noted that agricultural 
fair organizers in Armstrong, 
B.C. were recently denied per­
mission to relocate their fair on 
Continued on Page All
ALL POINTS AUTOMOTIVE
KEATING X RD. & WEST SAANICH RD. 
(Entrance to Butchart Gardens) 
BRENTWOOD BAY
652-2122 652-1423
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8 AM TO 5 PM
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farmland.
He also said relocating the 
fair may mean the municipality 
would have to pay for a new 
road in the Cumberland Farm 
area, at considerable expense to 
local taxpayers.
On the Island View RV issue, 
Watkins said he would be in­
clined to support renewal of the 
permit for the temporary RV 
park. “We have had one season 
without any major difficulty.”
He said the recreational vehi­
cle owners serve as “unofficial 
watchdogs” for the beach.
C. SAANICH:
Ken Stanlake is the only 
challenger fighting three in­
cumbents for seats on Central 
Saanich council.
Stanlake, 70, has fought a 
long running battle with council 
over its opposition to the 
Saanichton Fair moving to 
Cumberland Farm.
“Do the people of Central 
Saanich want their fair to last or 
disappear?” he asked during 
last week’s televised candidates 
debate. “The policies of past 
councils have crippled the fair.”
He said the fair must move to 
have enough space to support 
itself financially, and that there 
is no otlier appropriate property 
available for relocation in Cen­
tral or North Saanich.
Stanlake argues that area 
residents support the move, and 
believes the majority of the 
farm could still be used for 
agricultural purposes.
Stanlake stresses that he is 
not a one-issue candidate. “In 
the past six months, I’ve knock­
ed on six or seven hundred 
doors,” he told the Review. 
“I’ve got the trouble spots pin­
pointed.”
He added he will fight against 
the RV park on Island View 
beach. “If I’m in there, they 
will have a hell of a time renew­
ing (the temporary permit).”
Stanlake also said he would 
like to make water for irrigation 
available to local farmers. More 
sidewalks for pedestrian safety 
are needed in some parts of the 
municipality, notably for 
children on the way to Keating 
Elementary, he said. 
I^T'he^former Saanich Gablevi- 
s'ion owner also said he would 
like to see “something for the 
people” go onto the former 
B.C. Hydro site in Brentwood 
Bay.
Stanlake served as a Central 
Saanich alderman in the early 
1970s. “When this municipality 
was a year old 1 was out peli-
For Alderman Sat. Nov, 15
EXPERIENCED
- Current Chairman of 
Public Works
FOR NORTH SAANICH 
ALDERMAN WE SUPPORT
or 60% Whole Wheat. 570g Sliced Loaf
Snow Star
ce
Asst’d. 2 Litre Carton
Eugene will continue to seive North Saanich with devotion 
arid integrity. His years of experience in management and in 
erigineering together with his two years on C/Ouncil are proven 
assets,
ESCARGOT
Safeway has a wide assortment of gift packs to 
suit every taste ... and every budget! 
Pick-up yours today to avoid the Christmas rush!





• Escargot for one
• Irish Coffee for 2
• Marble Cheeseboard




• Tasty Tea and Jam
• For the bar etc. etc. etc.
Linda has undertaken extensive resenich on North Saanich’s 
municipal and community concerns. She will apply this 
valuable knowledge wilh inlelligonco, competence and good 
humour,
Sylvia & Colin Graham 
Tony & Lewis Alexander 
Dr. & M(». D. Blngliam 
Susan & John Lapharn 
Jo & Chris Dornan 
Murray Cameron 
Kay & Edgar Farthing 
Hairel & Bill Blaauw 
Gwon & Dan Cashlon 
Kalhloon a Bill Taylor 
Murlol A Chuck Ford 
Qortrudo A Doug Lawrio 
Dos Crossley
Daphne A Maurice Chazotlos
Dr. Cy Hampson
Hattie A Jack Gamier
John Hulchings
Dr. DIotor Woichort
Dr. Joan A Barney Marsh
John Bapadakis
Lin A Howard Willoughby
Eva A Lob Hinton
Dr. J. Gower
Pal Lewis .
Mary A Aft Foosey 
i John Mftrko '
Petty Millar 
i Dr. Margaret Nix 
I Anna A Tony Emory 
Dr, Molly Mach 
Betsy A George KIrkcndalc 
DIano Cross
Yvonne A Bill Turner 
Hoalher A Bob Oolerhout 
Betty A Bill Powell 
Ben A Jack Andrarson 
Wendy Cadger 
Sally A Noil Stewart 
Inga A Helmut Franko 
Gloria A Norm Twoodhopo 
(illo A Alox Matheson 
Dr. Helen Wnltor 
Grace A Lome Howoy 
Elisabolh A Edo Nyland 
Mary A Ken Marlin 
Joan Trottlei 
Bov. A DIM Clansson 
Janet Konsmo 
Vivian A Les Moore 
Ethel A Harland Clark 
Stovo Qormanluk 




Dr, Joe Gaylon A TIggor 
hick Thomson 
Laura A Allen Milne 
Mrtfjfirle A f'hnrien 
Evelyn Qwynne 
Put Humphrey 
Minty A Arnold Rothery 
Mnrjori«» Kelly
Stock up early on these 
Christmas Chocolates ... 
A super gift idea!











• Moir’s Chocolates 
" Allan's Candy Canos
• Ferraro Racher 
etc. etc. etc.
Check Safeway’s Selection of 
Delicious Chocolates and Candles!
To Britain wiih love!
This Christmas, let Safeway help you remember 
your friends and relations back home in Great 
Britain! There are 25 different packs to choose 
from such as Kidney Pies, West Coast Smoked 
Salmon, Boxes of Roses, Apples from B.C. and 
Ontario and many more. Prices range '19P to “126?"
Pick up a brochuro at any Sniowoy sloro and cimply cornploto 
Ihft Inlormalion and pay our cnshlor, Wa suggost you order 
early lo avoid dittappointmeni.
It’s the Perfect Gift! 
Safeway Gift Certificates
Sofowoy Qifi Cortificales - In any denomination you do«.lro. 
Ported for friends, rolallves, your pastor, the bobyslllor, etc.
Our Gift Cortlllcates are Ideal for your oul-oMown Christmas 
list because they can bo redeemed at any Safeway sloro In 
North America, England or Scotland, It’s Jus! so easy! 
Decorative envolopoo are Included with your order. FREEI 
Phone (S0<) 688*4430 or 687-4633, )
C A IM A O A SAFEWAY LI M ITE O
Advertlaed Prices in Effect Nov. 10 to Nov. 16, 1986-
Wo reserve the righlto limil sales lo retail quantities.
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N. Saanich trustee
Grant: Fears slate will control board
A life-long resident of the 
area, Marilyn Grant hopes to 
step from involvement at local 
schools to policy making at the 
board level.
Currently residing in the 
south end of the district, she is 
running to represent the north 
zone. “I wanted to give North 
Saanich residents a choice,” she 
said, noting Saanich Parents for 
French are running a slate. 
‘‘I’m not opposed to French im­
mersion, but I fear a slate will 
gain control of the board.”
Expanding the EFI program. 
Grant said, ‘‘would put further 
strain on the small schools and 
would would disrupt the 
neighborhood school concept.”
Grant, 45, says she has been 
in every district school and has 
taken an active role as both 
parent, charter president of 
Confederation of Parents’ 
Associations of Victoria, helped 




Luxury Cruises at prices that 
won’t send you overboard
CARIBBEAN 
Jan. 4 - 7 days - Festivale 
Reg. $1985 jntra rate®1719
SAVINGS PER COUPLE $S32
Feb. 1 “ 7 days - Jubilee
Reg. $1929 intra rate®1809‘
SAVINGS PER COUPLE J240
ALASKA
May 26-7 days on Noordam
Reg, $1455 intra rate^12Q5
SAVINGS PER COUPLE S500
June 13-7 days on Mieuw Amsterdam
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WIEXICO 




SAVINGS PER COUPLE $300
SOUTH AMERICA
Mar 1-4 days 
on Stella Solaris 
Reg. $4215 
INTRA RATE^3794
SAVINGS PER COUPLE $842
li^TRA ALADDIN TRAVEL
2393 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 
656-5561
You’re on top of the world with INTRA
Other dates and 
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Call us Soon!




® Lowers home heating costs 
® Suitable for cottages, 
recreational vehicles, campers & offices 
® Tested to insure long product life
• Portable-smaller than a6" cube
• You are able to select areas to be 
heated
MICROFURNACE'
is the answer to your supplementary 
home heating problems. It is small 
less than a 6” cube), safe and can be moved to any area 
In your home which requries additional heating.
Heats approx. 900 sq.ft.
for $1.00 PER DAY PRICE






establish the Association for 
Children and Adults with Lear­
ning Disabilities and pre.sident 
of Royal Oak Middle School 
Association. She also serves on 
the board’s expanded Educa­
tion Directions Committee.
Previous to raising a family. 
Grant worked as head of the 
bacteriology department at Vic­
toria General Hospital.
While she would oppose ex­
panding the French immersion 
program, ‘‘there is a place for
EFI; a limited balanced enrol­
ment at Deep Cove and 
Keating.”
Grant believes long-range 
planning is necessary. ‘‘French 
immersion can become disrup­
tive in schools if it is not proper­
ly planned and channeled.”
Recognizing the need for a 
choice, she notes a good French 
as Second Language program 
‘‘would serve the greater ma­
jority.”
The new candidate would like 
to see the board focus on the 
middle 80 per cent of district 
students. ‘‘We serve the needs 
of those w'ith high academic 
achievements, athletic and with 
special needs. But we could do a 
lot better for the majority of the 
kids.”
Grant believes the computer 
programs and ‘‘tapping their 
creativity” is the way to go.
Her first priority, she says, is 
to look at the pupil-teacher 
ratio. ‘‘I think we’re spreading 
teachers too thin. The class size 
is creeping up.”
However, she is against, in­
creasing teachers’ salaries unless 
more provincial money is for­
thcoming. ‘‘But we might look 
at getting enough staff to make
the job easier.”
Grant said she was pleased 
the previous board ‘‘held the 
line” on taxes.
Although Grant said teachers 
and parents have good input in­
to board decisions, she would 
like to see better communica­
tion. ‘‘It needs more public rela­
tions so parents understand why 
the board makes its decisions.”
‘‘1 would like to see the board 
actively foster an open door 
policy in schools with parents. 
Parents can be an asset and 
should be encouraged to get in­
volved.”
The previous board, she said, 
“had a bit of an ivory tower 
syndrome. Some of the trustees, 
she noted, now have children 
out of the school system. “It’s 
time someone who has a closer 
touch and is actively involved be 
given a chance.”
On other issues. Grant said 
she would like to see more 
quality class time devoted to 
basic subjects, increased focus 
on using computer keyboards, 
and would favor mandatory 
review of teaching staff.
“A child’s whole future can 
depend on one teacher. . .A 
marginal job is not good 
enough.”
Firefighters block rood 
dyring propone tank leok
The 8800-block MacDonald 
Park Rd. was blocked off for an 
hour Saturday night by North 
Saanich fire department and 
RCMP after a propane tank at 
the Chevron began leaking.
A faulty gasket in the main 
valve was the probable cause of 
the leak, said fire chief Terry 
Towle.
“Until we made sure the 
valve wasn’t leaking, we 
wouldn’t let any traffic 
through,” hci^dded.
The department set up gas 
detectors to determine whether 
the gas was penetrating into the 
surrounding air.
“We are following it up to­
day (M.juday) and will take the 
gar detectors back.
“If the propane settles, we 
could get into an evacuation 
system,” said Towles adding 
that he didn’t think it was like­
ly.
Sidney man charged 
in sexual assault
A 41-year-old Sidney 
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- Former Chairman of 
Legislation
to two counts of sexual 
assault and one count of 
common assault, all involv­
ing children.
The man appeared in 
Sidney Provincial Court 
Nov. 6 and elected trial by 
judge and jury. He will ap­
pear for preliminary hear­
ing Feb. 5. .
At a bail hearing last 
month. Judge Robert Met­
zger ordered that the accus­
ed did not have to remain in 
custody while awaiting 
trial.
His release was subject to 
several conditions, in­
cluding the order he have 
no contact with children 
under age 16, except in the 
presence of a responsible 
adult.
The charges followed a 
month-long investigation, 
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N. Saanich trustee
Walsh: Proud of district
Long-time school board 
member Lois Walsh is proud of 
the district’s track record in 
balancing area needs with fiscal 
responsibility.
She attributes much of the 
district’s success in handling 
budget cutbacks to the ad­
ministration staff and she 
believes students’ needs are be­
ing met.
The core subjects, Walsh 
said, are producing students 
with higher than provincial 
averages. “Five per cent of our 
Grade 12 population received 
provincial scholarships. The 
provincial average was three per 
cent.’’
The district’s fine arts cur­
riculum is equally proficient, 
the candidate claims, but voca­
tional studies may need increas­
ing. “That area might need 
looking at,’’ Walsh said, noting 
there’s a “problem with 
students leaving the school 
district’’ for vocational train­
ing.
A 20-year resident of North 
Saanich, Walsh has been a 
trustee on the Saanich School 
Board since 1973, and served 
two years as chairman.
“Although my prime concern 
is with the quality of education, 
I believe that it is the respon­
sibility of a trustee lo e.xercise 
the greatest care in spending 
public money.’’
She is currently a member of 
the board’s finance committee 
which recommended not to in­
crease the mill rate for 1986.
On the Early French Immer­
sion issue, Walsh has re­
evaluated her initial recommen­
dation to establish a single-track 
EFI program at Royal Oak.
“I believe parents should be 
able to make a choice. French is 
one of the official languages of 
our country and there is federal 
grant money available,’’ she 
said.
Walsh believes French im­
mersion programs do not cost 
ta.xpayers any additional
LOIS WALSH
money. “In fact it costs less 
than English programs.’’
She hopes to reinstate immer­
sion at the Kindergarten level, 
but the candidate says controls 
are needed to cap the popular 
EFI program. “We can’t have it 
in every small school. We have 
to be careful we don’t deplete 
students in the English program 
to the point their education is 
inadequate.’’
The newly-elected board, she 
says, must work to find an ac­
ceptable long-range plan for 
EFI.
The board also needs to look 
at class sizes, Walsh said. “But 
I’m not sure where we’ll find an 
answer.’’
“While in this economic 
slump. I’m not prepared to in­
crease the mill rate. Reducing 
the pupil-teacher ratio has got 
to come from extra provincial 
money, not from local ta.x- 
payers or from (cutting) pro­
grams.’’
District teachers, she said, 
“have got to keep up with the 
standard of living, but they 
can’t have their cake and eat it 
too. It’s PTR or salaries. Not 
both.’’
The North Saanich candidate 
likes the direction the district is 
taking in regards to computer 
training and believes board 
members are in touch with 
district needs.
VValsh also served on the
Public
on top
Candidates in the Nov. 
15 municipal and school 
board elections will square 
off tonight (Wednesday) at 
two public forums.
The North Saanich all­
candidates’ debate will take 
place at 7:30 p.rn. at the 
Research Station Pavilion, 
8801 East Saanich Road.
Members of the public 
wishing to po.se questions to 
civic and scliool board can­
didates running in the Cen­
tral Saanich race can do so 
at 7:30 p.m. tonight at Sici­
ly’s Secondary School.
Doth meetings are spon­
sored by iltc Saanich Penin­
sula Chamber of Com­
merce.
•A NATURAL FOOD STORE-
OPEN7DAYS A WEEK 
6S2-1 211 
7060 W. Saanich Rd. 
Droniwood Bay
: From your ffovoTUr:
Price
25 cards with envelopes . . $9.98
50 cards with envelopes . $18.98 
■ ' jes., $34.98100 cards wltli envelop
II you prefer ilc» hnve votir portrnlls 
profctiiis.ioiinUy tnken Juki phone tlic 
Sootcr studio nmciit you todny, 
C«mcr« fee $10.00.10 dllferent poses 
lo citoose (rorn. Prices m above,
Board of Governors of 
Camosun College, and is cur­
rently education chairman for 
the Vancouver Island Branch of 
B.C. School Trustees Associa­












Tuesday, November 25th at 6 pm
in the Oak & Barrel at 
the Brentwood Inn Resort
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- My aim is to have those things 
done that need to be done for 
the public good.
/■
Hair Styles by KAPTEYM HAIR 
Cosmetics by KRISTINE KAPTEYN
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COMES TO GLASS”?‘WE’RE FIRST CLASS, WHEN
Sidm^ Q LASS ltd.
•WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENTS •INTERIOR STORM SASH 
•THERMO WINDOW CONVERSIONS •MIRROR WALLS 
• GLASS OF ANY KIND
4-10019 Galaran Rd. Emergency 656-1313, 656-2377 ^ 
^ I.C.B.C. Clairns Handled Promptly
C Saanich trustee
Garnett: More consultation needed
Central Saanich school board 
candidate Jan Garnett wants 
better co-operation and more 
consultation between trustees, 
teaching staff and parents.
DISCOVER US
C; WE’RE WORTH LOOKING FOR!
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and pass the savings 
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who shop Pirjo-Liisa and save 
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Although she has children in 
French immersion and is a 
member of Saanich Parents for 
French, Garnett says she is not 
running as a pro-immersion 
candidate. “And this is not a 
one-issue campaign.”
Her top priority is to lower 
the pupil-teacher ratio. “We are 
among the five worst districts in 
B.C.” she said. “We have to 
find a way to get class sizes 
down to the mien.”
She suggests looking at 
garnering some of the funding 
now directed towards private 
schools. “Maybe we need more 
teachers, but I’m not prepared 
to say we need to increase taxes 
yet.”
Teachers’ salaries, she said, is 
not an issue.
Garnett said she is a bit con­
cerned that only 50 per cent of 
the curriculum involves core 
subjects. “That may be a bit 
low.”
However, she agrees with 
teaching children a basic 
knowledge of computers, “if 
developed alongside of thinking 
skills and problem solving.”
She says the Classroom of the 
Future is an “excellent idea,”
C Saanich trustee
JAN GARNETT
but is concerned about future 
financing and would like to see 
Canadian content guaranteed.
Another concern facing the 
district, she said, is replacing 
Mount Newton Middle School. 
“The facility is inadequate. It is 
being encroached by a gravel pit 
and there is only one playing 
field for 500kids.”
Garnett believes the previous 
board practiced “crisis manage­
ment” which “is a waste of time 
and energy.”
She charges that certain 
board members “have axes to
grind,” and there is “a lot of 
personal ‘ philosophies that 
aren’t representative of the 
district.”
Garnett would like to see 
more parental involvement at 
board level, doesn’t see pro­
gram cuts in the future, and 
would like to protect special 
needs programs for the han­
dicapped and learning disabled. .
The mother of three is a 
former speech and language 
therapist, a past president of the 
Countryside Co-operative 
Preschool and currently 
presides over the Keating 
Elementary School Home and 
School Association.
On the controversial French 
immersion issue, Garnett said 
the previous board “arrived at a 
compromise; not the best but it 
allowed the program to remain 
in the district.”
Noting the program should 
not expand if neighborhood 
schools are to survive, Garnett 
said establishing a south zone 
EFI school “would take the 
pressure off Keating Elemen­
tary.”
“But there would be no 
benefit of expanding beyond 
one school in each zone.”
Loveless: Continue success
Seeking a third term on 
Saanich School Board represen­
ting the Central Saanich zone, 
Marilyn Loveless believes 
trustees have led the way to a 
number of local successes.
Moving towards 
technological improvements, 
she cites the Classroom of the 
Future as “vital.”
“This pilot project will pro­
vide significant material for 
other districts throughout the 
province. If it’s successful, it 
will expand; if alterations are 
needed, they will be made.”
Loveless, 42, also said “the 
board communicates openly 
and honestly with schools and 
parents. The relationship; bet­
ween the board, teachers and 
schools. The only unresolved 
issue that creates instability on 
the board is over Early French 
Immersion.” -*
Last spring. Loveless’ motion 
to“cap” existing EFI programs 
and slowly phase immersion out
ft^ARILYN LOV^ESS 
replacing it with French as a Se­
cond Language, drew fire from 
Saanich Parents for French pro­
ponents.
Loveless hopes this election 
does not turn into a single-issue 
campaign. “Until EFI issue was 
addressed, a disproportionate 
amount of time and energyWas 
spent on a small group of 
children.”
“The unpredictability of 
enrolment and the previous un­




You've waited in restaurants ...
You've iined up in banks ...
You've been ignored in department stores ... 
You can't find staff in supermarkets ...
In Sidney you won't have to wait, tine up, be ignored 
or look for staff when you want good service and 
quality goods.
We want you to ...
PLEASE BOTHER US!
SIDNEY ASSOCIATION OF MERCHANTS
... WO care.
for French to cap the program 
has created difficulties.”
The broad-based committee 
to study the problem, she add­
ed, “has promise” although she 
would vote against any EFI ex­
pansion.
“I believe in focusing on 
quality education for all the 
6,000 children in this district,” 
says the mother of three boys.
The previous school board 
“has done a great job,” 
Loveless contends, noting she’d 
•like to continue “creating 
classroom conditions that result 
in effective teaching.”
The pupil-teacher ratio issue, 
she said, is a difficult one to 
assess. “There is no strict magic 
number because of individual 
class compositions and various 
teaching styles.”
Loveless said she is not in 
favor of increasing the mill rate. 
“I don’t see any economic in­
dicator that would justify a tax 
in6rea.se.”
She is currently president of 
the Vancouver Island School 
Trustees, a director of the Com­
munity Arts Council of Greater 
Victoria, and public , relations 
officer for the Saanich Penin­
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BLOOD PRESSURE CLINIC 
NOV. 13
courtesy Sidney Personal Care Home
SENIORS DAY EVERY THURS.
BUD MASSENDER 
Manager
H© shoots, h© scor©s - und@rwcit©r I
SLIDING ALONG the bottom of a pool with a brass puck.
Jim Cosgrove photos
What kind of sport provides 
spectators with snorkels and 
masks?
Answer: Underwater hockey.
Like seals out of water, 
underwater hockey players on 
the pool’s deck tend to flop 
about. But, once in the water, 
the cumbersome fins act as pro­
pellers, enabling the par­







Because the sport is pia^ ed in 
a recreational swimming pool, 
you wouldn’t think spectators 
could enjoy the game. Not so.
Local player Janet Erasmus 
said California teams set up 
bleachers along the pool edge 
and give fans snorkels so they 
can watch the action below.
Anrther unique characteristic 
of the .sport is the use of 
sno kcls rather than scuba 
tanks.
This means the average time a 
i^.dycr stays undcrwttler is 10 
seconds.
Imagine. The player has to jet 
down to the bottom, knock the 
hall -A nitiybe even score a goal 
— then ret urn to Ihe surface in 
less than .10 seconds. And in tul- 
dition to conceutrttling on their 
performance underwater, 
players must tilso co-ordinate 
team members to tivoid 
everyone surfacing al the stiine 
lime.
Some basic ftici 
water hockey are 
tliis point.
According lo the ILC'„ Untlei ' 
water Hockey Association
rules, the game is played by si.x- 
member teams on the bottom of 
a tiled swimming pool. Each 
player is equipped with fins, 
snorkel, mask, and a protective- 
glove to hold the stick, which 
prevents scraping the hand on 
the pool bottom.
Teams are identified by using 
different colored sticks — 
usually black and white. The 
object is to push, pass or shoot 
a brass and lead puck along the 
bottom of the pool, while 
holding one’s breath.
Erasmus said there is usually 
no referee unless it’s a cham­
pionship game.
Teams are mixed. Under­
water hockey does not allow 
any advantage for sex. The 
water density takes away the 
strength factor, she said, allow­
ing a 10-yea.r-old boy to com­
pete equally with a 30-year-old 
woman.
Erasmus, who has played for 
four years, said although the 
average play lasts 20 to 30 
seconds, “you are playing flat 
out and get a good workout 
aerobically and anaerobically.”
now, were competitive swim­
mers who got tired of swimming 
lengths and also wanted a sport 
with a so hi! life,” Erasmus ex-
UlKvi.
And scuba divers like the 
sport because it makes them feci 
comfortable with iiiuierwatcr, 
said Yunker.
Yunker and Erasmus have 
organized pool time to play 
every Monday from 10-11 p.m. 
at Panorama Leisure Centre.
Interested players should 
.show up at the pool equipped 
with snorkel, mask and fins. 
Cdoves will be supplied.




Sidney’s tall ship is off on another adventure.
The 65-foot ketch Providence, a familiar site at Sidney 




it's a good 
workout”
IS of uiulcr- 
nccc.ssaiv at
But it is exercise for all age 
groups. Mark Yunker, a local 
player for 12 years, likens the 
skills of underwater hoekey to 
moun tain-climbing. “Moun­
taineers can still work al 45 and 
50 (years) hecati.sc it is more of a 
mental sport than physical.”
B.C. and Ontario are the two 
strongest imdcrwater hockey 
provinces. B.C. won the iiti- 
tional mixed championships this 
year, Ontario the year before 
and B.C. the year before that.
But the sports’ emphasis is 
not competition.
“A lot of people playing
The 83-year-old sailing ship has had many diverse lives, in­
cluding a period in the Nazi navy and a time bearing smug­
glers’ booty.
Rescued and restored by current owners Peter and Barbara 
Watson in 1978, it has more recently, after a thorough 
restoration, provided five-day .sailing tours to Expo.
But with the fair at a close, the Providence slipped her lines 
last week to fulfill the Watson’s original dream. They arc 
bound for Peter’s birthplace, Jamaica, for an indefinite 
period.
Thanks to the Watsons, the Providence has been reborn in­
to a beautiful twin-masted ketch.
They found the aging ve.s.sel neglected and in a sad stale of 
repair at a quay in the seaside Danish town of Holback. But 
they recognized her potential, and after 18 weeks of work, she 
was ready to sail the Atlantic again.
Once they got her back to Canada, they spent Ihe next three 
ycitrs transforming the battered, jury-rigged vessel into the 
beauliftil sight it is today. They cut their own 50- and 72-foot 
masts from a friend’s property.
And Sidney sailmakcr Rick McBride made 2,(X)0 square 
feet of .sail from Peter’s carefully drawn plans.
The Providence, which had plied the North Sea as a fishing 
ketch when the first World War was just a black cloud on the 
horizotj, was reborn as a charter vessel that conjured up 
memories of a more romantic time for its pas.sengcrs.
Local residents may miss the sight of the beautiful tall ship 
at Sidney docks, but, ,say the Watsons, she will one day be 
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COACH CHARGES:
Locol ¥olleyboll needs public support
Local volleyball is receiving a 
raw deal by everyone including 
the media, challenges Mike 
Toakley, coach of the successful 
Paradise Grill tnens’ team.
“When we win, everyone 
wants to know, but if we don’t 
then nobody cares,’’ he said.
Players have to scrape just to 
afford gym time at least twice a 
week, Toakley said.
“Until last year. University 
of Victoria charged us for gym 
time, now they realise we are 
producing some good players
for them so they let us use their 
facilities for free.’’
Although there is no official 
volleyball program in the area, 
Toakley and Dennis Say, a 
substitute teacher at Claremont 
and Royal Oak schools, 
through their “love for the 
sport’’ are attempting to raise 
the profile of volleyball.
Toakley feels to have a suc­
cessful mens’ team, the quality 
must begin at the midget level 
— age 16 and under. “Wc have 
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youth teaiTis. Currently there juvenile team last summer, 
are six Distriei 63 gi-aduates “Eight out of 12 isn’t bad 
playing for UVic and eight boys and a lot of them are Claremont 
made it to the provineial kids,’’said Toakley.
The only successful program 
to date was a girls’ team at the 
YWCA, which always qualified 
for the national championships
^ ’ '(''"'A '
STINGERS’ SETTER pounds away another point as Stelly’s volleyball team ad­
vance to the Island championships for the first time.
coached under Ron Green and 
local Ray Spencer, he said.
“The reason it wa.s successful 
was because the girls had a 
guaranteed place to practice 
every week.’’
“If we could get some kind of 
sponsorship happening and 
could organize it where the 
responsibility wa.s distributed 
on several shoulders, then the 
game would become stronger.
“The problem is, how do you 
make it so kids don’t run out of 
pocket.’’
To rent a gym in a school, it 
would cost Toakley .S26 an 
hour. To practice, a minimum 
of two hours is required, twice a 
week.
The season runs for five mon­
ths — from December to May 
— which means a cost of $2,000 
for gym time in addition to 
uniform and transportation 
costs to be footed by the players 
if there is no sponsor.
“We cannot raise that kind of 
money here now and we don’t 
even think of trying. Instead, 
we go around the problem and 
ask for free time,’’ he said.
“It’s kind of vindictive 
because we can’t pay for the 
gym but it sits there empty 
anyway. We’d pay if it was 
reasonable.’’
Ultimately, Toakley would 
like to have sponsors for the 
teams, cheaper gym space at 
guaranteed times and a higher 
profile for the sport.
And his theory is proven 
because Paradise Grill, which 
has a sponsor for the first time, 
is top of the mens’ A league and 
headed for the B.C. champion­
ships.
eye
Stelly’s Stingers have swung 
from having no league 
volleyball team in the last few 
years to qualifying for the 
Island championships later this 
month.
But teammates do have one 
obstacle — they have to beat the 
Gulf Islands’ team which has 
the right to challenge the fourth 
team in an attempt to make the
play-offs. “We should be able 
to beat them,” assesses new 
, coach Paula Passmore who has 
14 years experience.
The Stingers beat St. :AiT-: 
clrews in action at Stelly’s Nov. 
3 which sent the team on to a' 
sudden death play-off Nov. 5.
Stelly’s had to beat Clare­
mont to win the final berth in 
the Island single A girls’
championships
volleyball tournament Nov. 14 
and 15.
In a close opening game, Stel­
ly’s narrowly held on to the win
with a 15-^13 score. Claremont
responded in the last points of
the second game to win 17-15.
Despite close competition — 
not reflected in the score — 
Stelly’s eliminated its opponents 
15-0 to advance in fourth place 




Paradise Grill has opened the 
lead at the top of the mens’ 
volleyball A division by eight 
points over Far West A.
Out of . 20 games Paradise 
Grill has lost only one bringing 
its total lo 38.
And in action at Royal Roads 
Nov. 5, the top team defealed 
bottom-placed Warriors 15-4,
15- 2 and ihird-placc Far West B
16- 14,15-7.
“ Tlie most interesting race is 
for third place between Far 
West B, Silver Threats and West
Wind, who arc separated by on­
ly one game,” said captain 
Lome Chan, who also teaches 
and coaches at Parkland.
The upset of the day was the 
Threats, an older team, which 
.scored an upset victory over the 
second team Far West A.
“Rookie John Carey, power 
hitter, showed that lie will be a 
factor for Paradise Grill this 
year. And veteran Tom Watson 
who plays middle blocker is 
returning to form,” said Chan.
RE-ELECT
as School Trustee for North Saanich
□ executive member of the Vancouver 
Island branch of the B.C. School 
Trustees Association.
[ i member of the education committee 
of the B.C. School Trustees 
Association,
(] Former Chairman of the school 
board.
ill Concerned about education 
standards.
I I fiscally responsible.
Quality Educatioiri is a sound 
iiivestmcnt for the future.’*
In North Saanich, on November 15. vote
Walsh, Floreince Lois
Rea! Estate Licensee
Parkland Panther,s swim 
team have topped the Island 
and members are now on their 
way to the B.C. championships 
held Nov. 21 and 22 at Universi­
ty of British Columbia.
The team is coached by stu­
dent Terry Dean who swims for 
the Piranhas during the sum­
mer. He was awarded the Smirl 
trophy for outstanding swimm­
ing, which is “very significant,” 
said Parkland principal Torn 
Brown.
“It’s the first time a 
summer swimmer, has 
awarded the trophy for 
category,” Brown added.
At the Campbell River meet 
Nov. 1, all the Panthers 
qualified, racking up poitils 
totalling 323 to beat Mt. Doug 
at 175 and Campbell River with 
160.
These were: James Bowler, 
Maria Calder, Michelle Carr, 
Jeff Dahl, Terry Dean, Andrew 
Ens, Parncht Ens, Kirsten 
Jacobsen, Chris Kipot, 





McDonald, Peter Maxwell, 
Trevor Metid-Robbins, Erin 
Patterson, Ann-M.arie Porlier, 
Jane Potter, Nadine Sibley, Ian 
Soellncr, Lyle Wegelin, Kirsten 
Williamsen. Also Robin Steven­












• D,E, CHICKEN WINDS 
•SWEET A SOIIH PHAWNS






•CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
•CHICKEN PRIED RICE 
•REf-F CHOP BUEV 
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Kicking the boil 
only hoif the fun
“Daddy can we go rent a 
movie after this,” said one tiny 
soccer player to his watching 
father.
Six little boys grouped 
around their soccer instructor 
Mike Etherington half paying 
attention and half trying to get 
their parents’ attention.
Their philosophy is simple — 
despite Etherington’s instruc­
tions to the contrary — they see 
the ball and they kick it. Fre­
quently into their own goal.
At this level, the emphasis is 
on learning to kick the ball, 
which is half their size. Com­
petition is absent as both teams 
follow the ball around the field.
The favorite time is vvhen 
parents join in with their 
children at the end of the train­
ing and attempt to play a game.
In the last lesson before the 
spring at the Panorama soccer 
field, the childrens’ faces drop 
at the thought of no more soc­
cer. But the tiny soccer players 






2480 Beacon Ave. 656-1512
BMX
litfler than an 
elephant
but this ad performs be (ore more than 








I was born and raised in North Saanich 
My wife Lynne and i are raising our family 
in this community.
My professional and business life is 
centered here.
I have a personal and public commitment 
to retaining the essentially, rural.naturc of 
North Saanich.
I would appreciate the ppporlunily to con­
tinue to serve our community as a member 
of Council.
Mini girls triumph
North Saanich mini girls 
basketball players won their 
first game of the season Nov. 7 
with a convincing 16-10 score 
over the First United 
Automatics at S.J. Willis.
Solid team checking led to an 
easy 12-2 half-time edge.
Scorers for North Saanich in-
eluded I’aula Harding, 6; 
Shelane Peace, 4; Kim Painter. 
4; and Tanis Carlev. 2.
CE^RAL SAANICH I
RICKHANSEN
Man in Motion World Tbtir
BUkL Bros. Realtv 
Lid. is proud (u 







For Alderman Sat. Nov. 15 
COMMITTED
- I speak out openly and in­
dependently before council 





designed (or simplicity. Gives 
depths from 2 ft. to over 400 
ft. Alarm unit can be set from 
2 ft. lo too ft.
B1GGES1
0955 hrs 8.6 ft 2215 hrs 2.3 ft 
Sunday Nov. 16 
0615 hrs 10.6 ft 1500 hrs 10.2 ft 
1055 hrs 9.1 ft 2240 hrs 1.9 ft 
Monday Nov. 17 
0710 hrs 11.0 ft 1530 hrs 10.0 ft 
1200 hrs 9.4 It 2310 hrs 1.6 ft 
Tuesday Nov. 18 
0755 hrs 11.2 ft 1545 hrs 9.8 ft 
1310 hrs 9.6 ft 2345 hrs 1.6 ft 
Wednesday Nov. 19 
0845 hrs 11.3 ft 1600 hrs 9.6 ft 
1420 hrs 9.5 ft
CENTRE




Check winning team for each game listed. 
DeSiver entry to any merchant listed. Con­
test is open to everyone except newspaper 
employees and immediate families. Good 
Luck! .
Every Monday morning we keep 
drawing entries till we get one 
with ail the correct answers.
If it’s yours, you’re a winner!
BONUS KEEPS 
GROWING UNTIL WON!
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NOV. 19 Montreal Hartford
NOV. 19 Minnesota St. Louise
NOV. 20 Toronto Ny Islanders
NOV. 20 Pittsburg Calgary
NOV, 21 Washington Detroit
NOV. 22 Hartford Ny Islanders
NOV. 22 Toronto f?hlladelphia




Duticr Bui lor Brothera HOME CENTRE
ARE YOU A 
REVIEWSIJBSCRIHER
(In,c880 of 0do, count as a wln)„
YESD NO n
JOHN DEERE S





7065 E, Slinnich Hd. Snnnichlon
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WITH THIS COUPON 
WE WILL DEUyEn .
ITrlUcAlB IwiiTlo..... Aliioi
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832 Verdier Brentwood Bay
FOOD STORES 
SAANICHTON 






QAS PERM CONTACT 
LENS SOLUTIONS 





ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED 
BY ANY OF THE PARTICIPATING 
MERCHANTS OR THE REVIEW 




If H’s Sports 














WED. & THURS. 
Kenny Shaw & Co.
In Pub.
I® .C '’MP"j""'— Don’t got caught in tho cold this yonr. Give 





(IT SNOWED NOVEMBER 3rd)
^ cy I » Cars H l.lqhi TnickB., ,.
0 cy I w Cam & Light Trucks,.,,,, i„ii,t>0Mioniy^34i^^; 
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GORDON,
FOR NORTH SAANICH ALDERMAN NOV. 15













INSERTED BY COMMITTEE TO ELECT ALAN MacGILLIVRAY
SAY HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
m A DISTIM£TI¥E
NEW WAY!
Christmas cards with 
matching stationery for 
tuck-in notes! It's a fun 
way to keep in touch with 
; friends and loved ones.
Located between
Village Gallery Lunn’s Pastries Deli & Coffee Shop 
Georgette's Fabrics Felicia’s Boutique










I WILL CONTINUE TO 
WORK FOR:
• Halting Trencl fovtfarcl Urbanization of North
' Saanich. , ^
• Sironglhentng the Communlfy Plan.
• A solution to the problem of Increasod septic 
effluent, mlnlmiti'lng expensive sewering, 
with prospect of resulting high dettsity 
housing.
• The oncouragornenl and support of farming 
operations. Investigate lower water costs.
• Efficient and open government. Malntaht in­
tegrity of environmental advisoiy ctprnni. and 
the advisory planning cornmlssfon.
• Expedite new wafer fanl< presently held np 
by Saanich Peninsula Water Coinm.
• Co-operation but AfOT aniolganuition wdh 
neighbouring municipalities.
Nornlnatod By —v
C(.Tlin Graham and Bill Turn)if
INSf:nTi:DHVf'r:)MMirr(.(: IOUIi:.M.rj(,irjj HAi’i'l
Peninsula Bantam rep hoekey 
team is sliaping up as a strong 
team in the AA Nortli Island 
league.
Under new coach Gary Berg- 
quist, the bantams are winning 
most of their games — when 
they play, which is every two 
weeks, filling the interim witli 
e.Khibitilion games.
Playing against single A Vic­
toria Raquet Club Nov, 3 in an 
e.Khibition match, the local team 
dominated the entire game out- 
shooting the Victoria team 51- 
15 to win 10-1.
Peninsula look an early lead 
four minutes into the game and 
continued from that point with 
two goals in the first period, 
then four and four with the last 
netted in the closing minute.
Greg Wagnor, Shawn Bazin 
and George Bazin each scored 
two goals while Chris Johnsen 
netted a single and four assists.
They have played nine exhibi­
tion and two league games, said 
Bergquist.
“We stand at 1-1 winning 8-4 
and losing 7-5 in the games
against North Island.”
Overall, the Bantams stand.
including exhibition games, at 
7-3-1.
Next league game is in two 
weeks against Campbell Rivet.
BANTAMS CLOSE IN ON THE VICTORIA GOAL, as the local team record a 10-1 win 
against the Raquet club, Nov. 5.
Parkland runners win berth af B.G.'s
Six Parkland cross country 
runners have advanced to the 
B.C. championships held in Ab­
botsford Nov. 15.
For the girls, Kim Mc­
Cullough, slightly off form, 
finished 14th. Coach Jaak Magi 
blamed the lower standing on
nervousness.
The other four who qualified 
are: Ann Loken, Corinne 
Donaldson, Tammy 
Braithwaite and Jenny Shaw. 
The runners who didn’t advance 
were Kirsten Jacobsen, Amanda 
Turner and Helen Loken.
Overall, the girls’ team finish-
Hobbits beat Blue Jays
Hotel Sidney Hobbits 
womens’ field hockey team is 
continuing its strong season 
with a 4-0 win over the Blue 
Jays from Victoria.
Last year, the Hobbits had 
trouble finishing strongly, but 
this year the older team is im­
proving with every game.
The 2-0 score at half-time in 
the Oct. 25 game doubled in the 
second half.
Roxy Petts, who also plays
for Parkland, put two in the 
goal along with single scorers 
Joan Carlow and Shelley Collis.
And goalkeeper Nicky Tyn­
dall gave a strong aggressive 
performance at the line.
Spokesman Frances Cowley 
said the Blue Jays were shor­
thanded which contributed to 
the win.
The Hobbits’ Nov. 1 game 
was cancelled because the op­
posing team dropped out of the 
league.
Rockets make': f 1 naIs
In the semi-finals of the 
men,s’ C division, Harvey’s 
Rockets squeaked into the final 
in overtime play with a 21-14 
win over Johnny Zee’s Knights.
Harvey’s started slow but 
with changes to the offence and 
defence, the team picked up.
Badminfors players 
win fomney
All five members of the 
Brentwood junior badminton 
team competing in the Camp­
bell River tournament won last 
weekend.
Jamie Tudway-Caitis and his 
partner Tammy Fvansoti cap­
tured tlic gold in the A flight 
under-16 mixed doubles.
Jacob Martin itnd Jeff Gor­
don eotitimied to itiko Ihe A
-X, ■ ;‘V"i ,v /, '1
• •* •
'S'?
, y < 4v(j








ed third behind Mount Doug 
and top team Claremont.
“This is the first time 
Parkland has had a team which 
qualified for the B.C.s although 
Kim has gone four times,” said 
Magi.
Ian Soellner placed 23rd and 
advances, but George McKechie 
experienced shin problems 
which marred his performance.
The top four teams and top
25 runners if their team didn’t 
qualify go on to the champion­
ships.
The five Parkland runners 
will compete against 300 other 
school participants on the tough 
Lower Mainland course.
Magi said the Abbotsford 
course has two big hills but it is 
flat along the lake adding that 
“it’s a demanding but good 
course.”
making two touchdowns and 
two punts in regular play.
, In overtime, the local team 
scored a touchdown and con­
vert to clinch a place in the 
finals played at University of 
Victoria Nov. 16 al 9 a.m.
flight under 12-boy.s doubles. 
Gordon won the under-14 B 
singles and was runner-up in the 
under-12 A boys singles com­
petition.
Jeff Gleeson was runner-up 
in the under-16 C flight.
h’or the girks’, Lianne Olceson 
and licr Comox ixn tner won the 
uiuler-14 D girls’ double.s and 
was runner-up in the mixed 
doubles for the .same age group.
BMX CHAMPIONS
Two local BMX bike riders cleaned up in their categories at 
the first provincial race held at Poco track in Port Coquitlam 
Oct. 12.
Jeff Bain of Brentwood Bay placed sixth in the top 10 boys 
in B.C. and won his 16-year age category.
In the cruiser category, Bain placed first in the 16-24 age 
group and first in the province top three class.
Melissa Lapshinoff, 7, of Sidney was age group champion 
• and second in the top five provincial girls placement.
LADIES GOLF
Glen Meadows ladies golf division held its annual genera! 
meeting Oct. 28 to decide the new boai’d for 1987.
Elected were: Edna Hay, captain; Ruth Trelawny, vice­
captain; Betty Davis, secretary; Bev Bannister, treasurer; Pat 
Leahy, match chairman; Bernic Davis, rules chairman; 
Veronica Keith, handicap chairman; Jean Noon, social con­
venor; Shirley Anderson, junior development and Lorraine 
Jacklin, business ladies.
RINGETTELOGO
Island ringette chose its logo for the teams’ uniforms with a 
contest judged last week.
Lisa Jean designed the winning emblem which features a 
ringette player and the Island encased with a ring.
For information about the sport, phone 478-8000 or 727- 
6558.
MASTER CURLING
Glen Meadows Masters’ curling club finished well with tsvo 
rinks in the Duncan BonspicI Nov. 3, 4 and 5.
Bill Gostick, Don McCord, Bob Nicolson and Bob 
McMynn were runncr,s-up in the A division.
Bill Gabriel, Bob Barr, Dennis Gabriel and Camille 
Chcvrcitc won the E division.
Curling continues at Glen Meadows club and a few spares 
“would be welcomed,” said Bill Giiliriel. Interested players 
should turn out every Tuesday ttnd luaday with drttws at 8:45, 
11 a.m, and 1:15 p.m.
RUGBY LOSS
In a milestone victory, Parkhmd junior rugby letim was 
defeated by Esquimali, 37-6,
Graluun Stacey scored the try aiid Terry .lames ilii. (.•onvert.
Claremont beat Sicily’s 40-3. Paul .iolmson won ilie iluec 
points with a penally kick.
SENIOR SOCCER
Sicily’s senior boys' soccer letini siiii tetl its week with a 6-0 
victory over VicMigh cuhuinaiing witli a 21 win over rival 
Claremont for the Times Shield final.
l*ai Robbins scored on a lieadcr off 
.Soon, Soon iilso clinched tho game wi 
inimiic of play.
it tcbouiul by 






Sholly would liko to wolcomo 
hor former & now clients to tho 
Culling Donch.
Mako your (ippointrnont with 
Sholly today.
WE CUT PRICES 
NOT QUALITY
PRICES; Ii
Cut.......................StO. Hkihlloltlfl .. I1B.
(Chlldion undor
17),.,,................... tt OnPn............. ...tin
Perm $73 Collfjphiinfi .... 114
All Gflrvlcpa Intludo Glmmpoo,
CondRImtttf «(id Plow Dry, Wo imo ft 
rocommond JOtCO ptoduRi#
Mon., Tiios,, Sal. Q-OWetl., Thurti., Fri, 9'9
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A burglar with light footsteps 
snuck into a Sidney man’s 
bedroom the night of Nov.3 and 
made off with his jeans.
The Rathdown Road man 
woke up the next morning to 
find his jeans on his front lawn. 
His wallet, left in a pocket, had 
been robbed of $120 cash.
FERRY BURGLARS
Sidney RCMP have arrested 
three men in connection with a 
break-in on the ferry Queen of 
Victoria.
Staff Sgt. John Penz said the 
men were allegedly found with 
stolen property related to a ven­
ding machine break-in.
He added charges are pending 
against the three, two of whom 
are from Nanaimo, one from 
Coquitlam.
RCMP have been in­
vestigating several late-night 
break-ins at the ferry terminal 
in which vending machines were 
targeted.
BACK OFF
Following a three-car chain 
reaction rear-end collision on 
Highway 17 Sunday night, the 
first two drivers in the stack-up 
were charged with following too 
closely.
Two people suffered minor 
injuries in the crash.
The drivers facing charges are 
a Victoria man and a Vancouver 
woman,
THREE HURT
A Langley man who allegedly 
made an unsafe lane change ap­
parently triggered an accident
tothat sent three people 
hospital Nov.8.
Jeffrey Tabb was charged 
with changing lanes unsafely in 
the two car crash, which 
resulted in $2500 damage.
lou'll see fast resu!ls...up 
U) 10 lbs. in 2 weeks.. .wiilioul 
drugs, shots, crash diets, or 
expensive foods to buy.Your 
first individual consultation 
with your own personal coun­
selor is free Call now.
Mon. »Frl. Sat.
6:30 am-1pm 8 am-11 am!
for appointment
656-gS05
•Ittr 1 pm phono SS^49S2
15843-2nd St. Marina Court
Downtown 385-2148
Colwoofil 4TI-8911 McKonjIo 721-8SSS
! TJIIIcurn 811-4822 0«k n«y 8»I-1BU|
NOV. 1"15 DINNER SPECIAL
CAESAR SALAD 
NEW YORK STEAK OSCAFr
•omi N»w York $l0itk Bmoth»r0a with heal Ounoarteaa Crab » topped with hollandalao 
SERVED WITH TWO FRESH 
VEGETABLES AND POTATO 
IRISH POTATO BREAD AND BUTTER 
-SPANISH COFFEE
$6.95 EARLY EVENINfi PlklMPR
MON • RIB EYE RO/ 
mil* LEMON SOLE 
WID • CHICKEN COO AU VIN 
IHUH • BEEF STROGANOFF 
nil • SALMON FILET
^INCtit \
OOMEOItt ''y ^ ®
*tHMi woi iwmnftilmnB* n.
DISCOUNT TP SAANICM PL'NINSUtA :, ,......—
)*.<*,ijuj DtiKnnn ion SUADH aii’tNS'Trn;nvsTwrri»'tr;nrr^!7!r^
ntiriipFNTr.
652-2413 Brentwood Inn Resort 652-9515
4Hers presented awards
More titan 130 people turned 
out to the annual Saanich 
Peninsula 4-H Beef Club’s 
award banquet Ocn. 25.
Darren Blackwell and Eirin 
Kennedy were recognized as the 
boy and girl who best represent 
4-H. Blackwell also won the 
Tom O’Reilly Award, while 
Kennedy won the Senior 
Achievement Award.
The Junior .Achievement
Award went to Kim Kenneds’, 
who also won gain of weight 
and record book awards. Kevin 
Giese won the Intcrinccliate 
Achieveme 111 Aw'tird.
Debbie Samaroo won the 
President’s Trophy and .Most 
Improved Member award. 
Outstanding Female was 
Michelle Passmore, also 












WHILE STOCKS LAST 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
STORE HOURS:
QUADRA AND TILLICUM 
H0N..SAT. SA.M..1I)P.J4. SUN. 8-7 
SAANICHTON
SUN. M SAT. A MON. »-7. TUES.-FRI. M 
SIDNEV: MON.. TUES.. WED., SAT. M 
THURS., FRI. M, SUN. »-7






3.29 kg 1 49lb.
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MEAT PIES isr .1.39 
SLICED BACON™,..2.99 
QUICHE LORRAINE ™,
REGULAR, CHEESE & 4 fih

















SMALL SIDE PORK J
SPARE RIBS. . VI









BAVARIAN MEAT LOAF.,.., 
PASTRAMI.. . ..,,99'
NABOB TRADITION OR SUMMIT
COFFEE 0
REGULAR, FINE, 












FLAVOUR MORSEL DRY Jl OQ
CAT FOOD S0.9....
BLACK DIAMOND CHEDDAR
MEDIUM, OLD,VnULOC WHITE 2250 .........
SINGLE THIN CHEESE
SLICES,.,
BRUNSWICK IN OIL, LEMON, F /n A
Q A D n IM C C tomato sauce, water, / o U H v
OnnUlliluw mustard, 1009.,,....
RAGU SPAGHETTI JjftQ
CM 10 CT plain, MEAT,
OnUwC MUSHROOM 750mL,.,.., f 
PHILIPS LIGHT
Pill PC40»60<100W














































































AVAIUbtf IN AU STORES
WESTON HOME MADE STYLE''
BREAD cQo
5780 ............ .. S'” .
' Ai-L iYC..WlL; J<l^‘j i-«'-






































LIMIT 2 PER FAMILY
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The Royal Canadian Legion
Pride Faith
IN OUR IN OUR
PAST FUTURE
THE CAHADiAH LEGiOM iS 
A COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
60th Anniversary Dinner and Dance 
Saturday 15th of November, 1986
6:00 p.m. - Cocktails before dinner
6:30 p.m. - Pipe in the Head Table and Dinner will he Served
Pacific Command President Comrade Fred Wynn will bring greetings
Branch history will be remembered by Comrade Les Martin
Zone Commander Ernie Cassles w'ill bring greetings from S.V.I. Zone
9:00 - Dancing to !rv. Lang Quartet
Armiy:&rsBry.2'Mi Home
At the Branch
Sunday, 16th November 1986
1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. - "ALL WECOME"
Refreshments will be served by the Branch Ladies Auxiliary 
Branch Padre Rev. Donald Malins will Re-Dedicate Branch Charter 
Presentation of plaque in recognition of Hall Extention
H.M.C.S. MALAHAT BAND WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE 
SAANICH YOUTH CHOIR WILL ENTERTAIN
Our Birthday Cake will be cut for all present
President of Pacific Command and Zone Commander will be attending 
Zone Branch Presidents, and their LA, Pre.sidents are invited.
Mayors of the four municipalities have been invited, also many other guests.


















RECORDS TAPES CD’S O
Music for your listening pleasure, Military, Classical, q 
Opera, Country and Western, Pop-Rock, Children’s, 
Nostalgia, Christmas, and more. ®
TEE SHIRTS HATS POSTERS©
Print your name on your shirt or jacket, transfers and O 
souvenirs, silk screen printing for teams, groups, companies q 
and organizations.






A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
OF BRANCH 37
In this year of 1986, it is fittiiu) that 
we, of Saanich Peninsulci Branch No,37, 
Royal Canadian Legion, reflect on our 
acoornplishmonis since reoeivinej the Legion 
Charter in 1926.
The main thrust of those pant 60 yonr'i 
has boon direclod towards the care and 
, concerns of the Veterarib of 4lu,' Saanich 
Poninsula District and their famiircs/ parti­
cularly the Disabled Vetornns of WW1, WW2 
and Korea.
Dug to tho excellent early leadership 
of many of our pant distinguishotl Comradc:i
and the continuing voluntary efforts of our 
Branch members , I believe w'o have met our 
mandate. Wo now liave expanded to include 
many community oriented and youth 
projects. But the Veterans' concerns must 
forever remain uppermost in our activities.
Thirty-throe years have passed since
Caruicia was involved in a "shooting war",
thank God, and wc are not getting any
younger. Thus, the future of the Legion,
and ijarticuliirly our Branch, now lies with
our Sons and Daughters, Encourage them to
supiiort yours, mine and the Legion's
aims and objects , . . . . ENROL THEM
NOW!I ,, .. , ,A/. (Aussie) Gronnw,
Blanch President,
The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 37 thanks 
the businesses listed here for their support and 
encourages the membership to support them.
rm A K3 A n A f 4S W A V i I M I v O
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• Toys & Gifts 
» Maps
® Cards & Wrap











We would like to wish the
Royal Canadian Legion (Branch 3?)
continued success and congratulate 
you on your Diamond Anniversary 
from the staff of
SEABOARD


















•Wet & Dry Vacuums
652-3908
Congratulations on your 
Diamond Jubilee
BRENTWOOD BAY 1 HOUR PHOTO
AND CUSTOIVI PHOTOGRAPHY
1189 Verdier 652-1412
WE WISH YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS ON 
YOUR 60tli ANNIVERSARY FROM
____ Cmiitrsi
1199 Verdier Brentwood Bay Shopping Centre 652-1192
“Congratulations on your 60th’’
British European Motors
VOLVO . MG - TRIUMPH & OTHER EUROPEAN MAKES







2497 Beacon Ave 656-2412









2323 Beacon Ave. 656-5115
CIGARETTE FIRE
A cigarette not properly ex­
tinguished was the probable 
cause of a bedroom fire 
resulting in SI,000 danuige to a 
house Nov. 7, said Sidney fire 
inspector Larry Buchanan.
Jon Coward’s son came home 
just before 10 p.m. and couldn’t 
get in. After circling the house 
on James White Boulevard 
once, he heard smoke alarms 
ringing, while Coward was fast 
asleep.
‘‘The smoke alarms most 
probably saved the chaps life,’’ 
said Buchanan.
“The fire was probably caus­
ed — arnd I’ll never know for 
sure — by misuse of a 
cigarette.’’
The curtains and table were 
burned along with the surroun­
ding carpet area and the 
bedroom suffered smoke 
damage, added Buchanan.
STOVE MISHAP
Central Saanich volunteer 
fire department were called out 
to a house fire on Venross Place 
which turned out to be a smoke- 
out, said deputy fire chief Art 
Curry.
Someone had left a screw 
driver and a metal coat hanger 
on a stove burner with the stove 
turned on, said Curry. The two 
objects started to smoke setting 
the smoke detector off.
Curry said the smoke damage 
was not extensive.
OIL RAG IGNITES 
A small vehicle fire on 
Trafalgar Square resulted after 
a motorist who stuffed his oil 
tank with a rag after losing the 
cap.
The rag touched on the 
manifold and ignited, said 
deputy fire chief Art Curry. 




A lone Central Saanich 
volunteer firefighter, who won’t 
reveal his name, became involv­
ed in a sticky situation when he 
responded to a fire at Island 
View Beach Oct. 29.
The fire was a routine bonfire 
that had spread out of control 
when nearby brush ignited at 
9:30 a.m.
After the man extinguished 
the bush fire at the far end of 
the beach, he packed up and 
proceeded to leave.
But the beach had other 
ideas.
An hour and a municipal 
backhoc later, the fire truck was 
heaved out of the .sand’s clut­
ching grasp. “It was really
fun,” said the man slightly sar­
castically.
“There was no road access so 
I had to along the top of the 
beach," said the anonymous 
firefighter, “and I got bogged 
down.’’
“Bui, 1 |)u! uui the file fir.M.”







A TRUSTEE WHO WILL LISTEN 
A TBUSTEf: WHO WILL ACT
F08Y0U!
t ot Ititlhiit Ifiloi(0,11100 coolact
MAI1I1.VN M 65B-aBB1
Oil’ ( (iHiinincp (,i ,.Ui,,i MuMlvn 
tii.liil. IntOii’if (ill Niiiih Siinnl,(/.
Ploliso nllond AJI Cnn- 
dldiilu’B MooHng VAid,, 
Nov, 12 . 7:30 p.m, 
AoilcuHiirnl Pnvilon, 8BU1 E. 
SttfinilchRd,
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Crowd turns ©yf f© cenotoph f© remeitiber wor deod
The crowd hushed to the 
haunting refrain: A lone bugler 
playing Last Post.
A canon fired, punctuating 
the end of the traditional 
minute of silence.
On Nov. 11, Saanich Penin­
sula residents — young and old 
— remembered those that died 
overseas.
Following the parade, 
members of the Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch 37, Army, Navy 
and Air Force, various cadet 
groups and armed forces per­
sonnel, joined representatives 
from the surrounding 
municipalities, provincial and 
federal governments, schools, 
fire departments, and numerous 
service clubs and organizations 
to lay wreaths and pay their 
respect to the 110.000 Cana­
dians that did not come home 
from wars.
Poppies adorned many winter 
coats, worn as the flower of 
remembrance, a reminder of the 
blood-red flower which still 
grows on the site of battles 
fought in France and Belgium.
The first British Poppy Day 
Appeal was in November 1921 
and has been continued since in 
Britain and in other countries. 
In Canada, the poppies are 
made by disabled veterans.
The two minutes of silence 
provides another significant 
way of remembering wartime 
while thinking of peace.
The First World War 
1914-1918
In the First World War, the 
Canadians’ first major battle 
was later seen as one of the most 
crucial battles in history. At 
Ypres, April 22, 1915, the Ger­
mans used poison gas for the 
first time in war. As 145 tonnes 
of chlorine gas drifted over the 
trenches, the Canadian tropps 
held and stopped the German 
advance. The casualties here 
and at the later battle near St. 
•Fulien were enormous. In 48 
hours, one of every three Cana­
dians was killed.
“The room was filled with dy­
ing and badly wounded men; 
trampled stra w and dirty dress­
ings lay about in polls of blood. 
The air, rank with the fumes of 
gas, was thick with the dusty of 
flying plaster and broken brick, 
and stifling with the smoke 
from the burning thatch.” ;
As the commanders of the 
period persi.stently applied more 
men, more guns and more am- 
munition, the conflict 
developed into a war of attrition 
\yith opposing sides struggling 
lo hold out longest against 
destruction,”
In April 1917, the Canadians 
helped turn the tide of battle 
when they won a major victory 
al Vimy Ridge. This triumph 
loo had its cost: more than 
1(1.(MM) casualties in six days. 
The war continued for more 
than a yetii but finally on 
Nombemher 11, 191.'>:, the Ar­
mistice was signed and the 
Canadian:-; look itari in the trim- 
pliant entry into Mens, in 
Belgium. Throughout this eon- 
Hici, Canadians proved that 
they could inill their weight, and 
by their effort ciirnetl for 
Ciinada a new pl.ace among the
LAYING A WREATH to remember their comrades who 
didn’t come home are RCL Branch 37 members Truman 
Green and Sid Butterick.
nations of the world.
The Second World War 
1939-1945
For almost six years, Cana­
dians fought valiantly on bat- 
tlefront around the world. More 
than one million men and 
women enlisted in the army, the 
navy and the airforce. They 
were prepared lo face any 
ordeal for the sake of freedrom. 
When the war was over, more 
than 45,(X)0 had given their 
lives. On the home front as well, 
Canadians were active as muni­
tions workers, as civil defence 
workers, as members of volun­
tary service organizations and 
as ordinary citizens doing their 
bit for the war effort.
In December 1941, Canadian 
soldiers were participants in the 
unsuccessful defence of Hong 
Koiig against the Japanese; 290 
Canadians were killed and 494 
wounded. Those who survived 
the fighting were imprisoned 
and many did not survive the 
brutality they experienced while 
in captivity. For the majority, 
the daily diet was rice — a hand­
ful of each prisoner. Occa­
sionally, a concoction of 
.scavenged potato peelings, car­
rot tops, buttercups were brew­
ed.
In August 1942, the attack 
upon Dieppe was launched. 
Canadians made up almost 
ninety per cent of the assault 
force. The raid was a disaster.
Of a force of 4,963 Canadians 
3,367 were casualties, only 
2,210 returned to England — 
the remainder were dead or 
were prisoners of war.
Canadians continued to play 
a part as the war continued. 
They participated in the con­
quest of .Sicily in 1943 and in the 
advance up the Italian penin­
sula. On June 6, 1944, Cana­
dians were in the front lines of 
the Allied forces who landed on 
the coast of Normandy. Here, 
ail three Canadian .services 
shared in the assault. In Nor­
mandy, the fighting was fierce, 
and the losses were heavy. Qf 
the approximately 14,000 Cana­
dians who landed, there were 
1,074 casualties of which 359 
were fatal. As the Allied forces 
pushed their way across 
Europe, it was evident that the 
war would continue into 1945 .
In May 1945, victory in 
Europe a reality and V-E Day 
was celebrated by millions. .Still 
ahead lay the final encounter 
with Japan. Then on August 6, 
1945, the Americans dropped 
the first atomic bomb on 
Hiroshima. Three days later, a 
second bomb destroyed 
Nagasaki. On August 14, 1945, 
the Japane.se accepted the Allied 
terms of unconditional .sur­
render and the Second World 
War was over.












® Slrauly' < ia/on^
’ 652-4386
6535 WALLACI: DRIVE, BRENTWOOD BAY j





EUGENE "•Consistent advocate of our community plan
5 LINDA
LINDA - Has demonstrated concern for our municipality, 
John Dean Park and Environmental Advisory Commission
INSfIRTED INDfIPENDLN TLY OF THESE CANDIDATES BY 
CONCERNED RFSI0(£NT,S OF NORTH RAANlCt (
With scarcely a rest from 
war, Canadian soldiers were 
again organized in 1950 to 
uphold th eideals of the United 
Nations Organization against 
aggression by North Korean 
forces. By 1951, they were also 
at war with the People’s 
Republic of China. In Korea, 
the Canadians were par­
ticipants, at Kapyong, at Cahili- 
li, in the advance across the Im- 
jin River, and in the patrolling 
of the Chorwon Plain. When 
the hostilities ended in 1953 
Canadians stayed as part of tho 
peacekeeping force.
nature of conflict. War has of the realities, we may work 
many laces but few of them arc more diligently to prevent them 
pleasant. Through knowledge from happening again.
Altogther, 26,791 Canadians 
served in the Korean Conflict 
and another 7,OCX) served bet­
ween the ceasefire and the end 
of 1955. Casualties numbered 
1,558 of which 516 were fatal.
From all these records of 
wars, the observations of the in­
dividuals who took part stand 
out as reminders of the true







Special Christmas Gifts for 
Gardeners and Flower Lovers









1981 FORD GRANADA GL 4 Door, 6 
cyl, auto, tilt wheel & A.C. Low 
miles. Asking..............$5495
1877 HONDA CIVIC Hatchback. 4 
Speed, low miles. Nice clean condi­
tion. Asking ............... $2295
1976 MERCURY COMET 4 Door, 6 
cyl, auto. All season radials. Extra 
clean condition, asking . $1995
1981 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 4 Door, 
automatic, hatchback. One owner. 
Low miles. Asking.......$3995
1980 HONDA ACCORD 2 door, 5 
speed, hatchback. Excellent fuel 
economy. Extra clean condition. 
Asking .....................$4995
1883 FORD ESCORT 2 door .Sedan, 
hatchback. Automatic. Red in col­
our. Extra clean condition. Asking 
........................$4995
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
•TRADES WELCOME-BANK FINANCING 
O.A.C. * CONSIGNMENT CARS WELCOME
656-8866
Horne°of“'^°'^ RENT-A-USED CAR”
For the Peninsula 
Rates from $6.95 A Day 
656-6353
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Handmade candles sold at bazaar
DUTCH AUCTION
Hobby Craft & Show 
Saanich Fairgrounds 
in Saanichton
NOV. 22 and 23rd 
10 am-5 p.m.
Donations or consignment items accepted a! 
office Tuesdays and Fridays.
652-3314
or eves, at 652-0798, 652-1540
LONG AND SLENDER, these decorator tapered candles made by Louanne Cali- 
ingham will be among the many crafts for sale this weekend.
was asked by the local parks 
and recreation commission to 
teach a course on making 
Christmas crafts.
She called a friend in Victoria 
to find out how to make hand- 
dipped candles.
“Then I started making them 
at home, mostly as gifts for 
friends.”
She’s now got the art down to 
a fine science, dipping up to 50 
pair in one day.
During the past few months, 
she’s crafted 150 pairs of 
decorator candles to sell at the 
Peninsula Community Associa­
tion’s Christmas Craft Fair.
The popular bazaar will 
feature a myriad of hand­
crafted items made by local 
talent at Sanscha Hall Nov. 29 
and 30 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
GPEM SUNDAYS*
i i am - 4pm






You don’t have to be a 
chemistry professor to make 
candles, but homemaker 
Louanne Callingham learns a 
little about the properties of 
parafin every time she dips into 
her large bucket of wax.
“It really is simple,” Call­
ingham says. “You just start 
with a wick and keep dipping 
until you have a candle.”
But the candle-making craft 
is not quite that simple.
Callingham melts parafin in a 
large tin container inside an 
even larger pot filled with 
water. “You don’t want to put 
the pot of wax directly on the 
burner,” she explains. “You 
have to be very careful of fire.”
When the melted wax reaches 
the right temperature and con­
sistency, Callingham adds a 
floral fragrance and a few drops 
of dye to produce warm pastel 
shades.
She then cuts off enough wick 
to dip two candles at one time.
“The ratio of wick to wax is 
very important,” Callingham 
says, “as that’s what makes the 
candles dripless.”
She dips each candle 30 to 50 
times, letting the wax cool for a 
few minutes before adding 
another layer.
Just before the last three or 
four coatings, she presses a 
spray or two of dried flowers, 
usually hydrangea, fuchsia or 
forget-me-knots, into the soft 
wax.
The long taper, she explains, 
is produced naturally through 
gravity. “But how much it 
flares out depends on the day. If 
it’s cool or there’s more humidi­
ty it seems to affect the amount 
of taper.”
Callingham started making 
candles about three years ago. 
While living in Nanaimo, she
Leorning workshop
Two Great Locations:
9810 - 7th St., Mariner Mall, Sidney 205-3749 Shelbourne, Victoria 721-3341 
655-"l422 Open Wed, Thurs. & Fri.’til 9 pm
Open Fridays to 9 p.m. Open Sunday 11-4
Do you suspect your child has 
a learning disability, or are you 
having difficulty coping with a 
mentally handicapped person?
An informative workshop on 
recognizing and dealing with the 
learning disabled will be held at. 
Saanichton Elementary School 
Friday, Nov. 14 from noon to 
3:30 p.m.
The session, sponsored by
Parkland Secondary School as a 
community extension program, 
will feature Victoria physician 
Frank J. Spellacy and invited 
guests discussing various types 
of learning disabilities, • brain 
damage and how to deal with 
the problems.
The workshop is free and 
open to everyone. Participants 
are asked to bring a written 




7820 Central Saanich Road 
Sunday School 9:45 am
Worship 11:00 am
E. KRATOFIL - Pastor 
477-8527 652-2723
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Assumption Sun.





10030 Third St, Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.











W. Saonich and Mills Ru. 
Sunday Smvicos 8 n,m. and 10 a.m, 
THE REV. O.L. MALINS«656-3223
ST. ANDREWS NORTH 
PRESBYTERIAN 
CHURCH
Corner oMIh and Sidney 
Service and Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
384-5734
LEWS
For Alderman Sat. Nov. 15 
COMMIHED
- If there is an issue you would 
like to discuss with me per­
sonally, please phone me at 
652-1146 or 652-0808.
UNIVERSITY CENTRE AUDITORIUM
NOVEMBER 14 & 15, 1986
8 p.m.
SEATTLE TIMES QUARTET 
HARMONIC TREMORS QUARTET
TICKETS $10.00
SoniorB & Students $8.00 (FrI. 
only)
Avaiinble at .Sidney Radio Shack
on PHONE: 477-31120 - 595-7401 
T'^arl ot proceeds flo lo 
trlendn of Schijophrenicfi
auamuMoiiMKMzaiMiiuia^^
ST. MARY’S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
Cultra Ave. Saanichton 
6:16 am Holy Communion
10:00 am Choral Communion
and ConoreuAllonn) moolino 
Youth Club. S School ft Nuiaety 
Raotor Rev. Roborl Snnaom OSe-OIMO 652-1611
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 
Mooao Hall 7925 E, Saanich Rd. 
Sunday School 0:30 n.m.




Ron ft Eunice Frooman Wolcomo you to
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4lh ft Mt, Bakur, Sidney 650-9057
SUNO/(V 10:30 a.m. Family Worahlp 
and Sunday School
A Carina Followohlp tor the Whole Family
The Counctl ol ihn Town ol ;:i!c-lnoy Iraondfs lo oclopl a bylaw an ic»n- 
ding tlie Zoiiing Bylaw No, 7bU to tozone tin? loHowing piopuily 
from "A ' nosiclonlini" lo "B.1 Mullipin nosidnniial" Inr Ihn pm 
pose ol, constfuctlon of tliroe additional rc-isidontinl lowphouso 
units complornoniiiKj the eyistimj diwi’lnpinent






Sun..<y Service 0:30 am, 11:00 nm 
Sundoy .School 9:30 am





10900 W. Saanich Rd.
Sun. Service 0:30 a.m.






ST. AWI0RLW'.S ANGLICAN CHURCH
ll(6»8-3rd, St., Sidney 
SUNDAY SrnVICFS 
8 am. 0 am and it am 
(Chouili Suhoii) ft Nuiaery at « am) 








V. ■ . . * Cunclay School












f iopy of Hie amnndinn hylaw may ho inaricniod al (ho 'inwn I inll on 
ie(jul«)i business days bolwoon Iho hoiiiG ol H a m and 11) m, Iroin 
Ihe dfito ol publicalion ol Ihis notinu nnlll Ni.ivemPei 19ih, I'.'ini.l 
Any porsons who doam.lhoir inlorosis may be allnntnd by this 
!C.‘:oning olionicl ''iihmit ilv'ii v/iainQ to hm-* nn<ii'i'''lni'i
od no lalunhfin,4 p,m. NovoiYiber IMiil inod ,
C S l.noan A Cyl G . fVAdm., C M.C,
i Aildiriii-nliiikJi 
.Ml I .‘.inlhiiy
■' Pirlnoy' B G 
V81, lV7
.QVERyTME^
I know full well that if bulbs are planted within the next 
month they will still flower this upcoming spring, but what a 
horrible choice to have to make. Can’t help but svish those 
darn plants would give up the ghost and make it easier for me. 
One thing that accounts for this very long blooming season 
for these particular plants is that they hae been dead-headed 
religiously twice a week all summer long.
While talking about planting things, it’s time to put in 
several potatoes for an early taste next summer,.and also time 
to put in some garlic conns. Plant whole potatoes using 
smallish ones from this year’s crop, rather than planting ones 
from your grocery order. Hazel, from next door, put in half a 
dozen of the latter last fall, and this spring nothing appeared. 
This fall when she dug her “main crop” spuds she discovered 
the ones she had bought from the super market. They were 
exactly as she had planted them, neither rotten, nor 
sprouting. 1 Wonder what kind of “sprout inhibitor” the 
grower had used. Makes a fella nervous doesn’t it?
Plant your potatoes about six inches deep with a good bit 
of peatmoss both under and around them, in an area that 
isn’t going to be loo soggy this winter, and it might be a good 
idea to mark the spot so that you don’t unearth them while 
doing your spring digging.
Garlic conns from filestore seem to be okay to plant. Use 
only the larger outside cloyes, discarding the centre, and plant 
each one a generous six inches from the next, about six inches 
deep in soil to which you have added some of your most 
delectable compost, plus some alfalfa meal (actually alfalfa 
pellets, since the meal is hard to find).
Several very interestiiig phone calls this week. One was 
from Mary Hayes who'grew 35 tomato plants this year. W'hen / : 
the weather began to cool off, she cut the plants off at the 
base, and brought them, stakes still attached, into their cool 
basement, and stood them against the wall. She says she is 
able to pick several ice cream buckets of tomatoes every week 
and her husband swears they taste just as delicious as those 
ripened outside in the sunshine.
Norton Tuftin called to share some fascinating ideas on 
organic treatments for filling insects, plus a new idea for mak­
ing a super efficient compost pile.
He suggests that if you have insect pests in your greenhouse 
that you shiu up all vents, and pour a cup of hou-sehold am­
monia over the floor, then quickly evacuate, closing the door 
firmly behind you. Within 24 hours your greenhouse should 
Lie pest free. This will eliminate earwigs and wood lice, plus 
almost anything else tluil breathes I’d guess. Ammonia makes 
mighty powerful fumes!
Hoirseplams respond lo a pesticide made up of one tables­
poon of rubbing alcohol, plus one teaspoon of camphor in a 
pint of water, used as a spray. In the garden he was upset to 
discover myriads of white-flies on his tomato plants and 
especially bad on iho cucumbers, T'he.se he attempted, 
relatively successfully, (o trap with “pest strips” made of 
three-inch slices of cardhoard, painted yellow, and coated 
willi langel-foot, vaseline or chain saw oil. These strips arc 
hung up near affected plants and the white-flics find the 
yellow color irresisiablo, and the sticky stuff deadly! Ho fur­
ther suggested that snips could be cut from yellow plastic 
tictergeni bottles (eliminating tlic painting otlicrwisc 
lU'cossary) and the sticky coaling applied to lliem.
He nminiains a ‘pliini hospital” for potted plants in 
disiiess, This is an inverted bo,': under which the plant is plac­
ed. A “iloor” is made in the sitle of the box, through which 
lie shoots Raid hou;>.c .'iiid garden spray, then quickly clo.scs 
the door, leaving the plant in this enclosure for 48 hours, 
Ihcslo, dead I'ugs!
lie also ineniioiK’d iisiii),! Q-lips dipped in alcohol to 
remove inealy bugs from luuiscplanis, but his most unusual 
idea was foi ir eomposi pile that doesn’t need to be turned. 
This Will have to wait until next week, but anyone who has 
; ever struggled svitli tliis inosi lMirdeiisoine job will, 1 am con­
vinced, bo nisliing off 10 buy four stout posts and enougli 
stucco wire to nuule sides for Norton Tuftin’s elevated com­
post makcit ..













‘'Carol or Sytlvlaj 
652-3606
952 Sfollytt X IW. (West off W. Snanlch Roncl)












143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce
19 Help Wanted 
200 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes
101 Motorcycles
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105* Reereation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service
126 Toys
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 








Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and tfiat part only ol 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
coiiY-'onent5 wtiich is or are, 
supplied in finished form to 
Island Publistters Ltd, 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and in­
corporated in sard advertise- 
■mr.5nt stmll rrrmoin in and 
belong to tho advertiser, 
WARNING
Mo material covered, under 
Iho copyright outlined above 
may be usod.witl'iout tho writ­






Clasalfid Rato; isl InsotTion - 
15c a word, minimum chargo 
$2,00. 2nd and subsoquenl
insertion...IDc a word por in-
smtion, minimum rthnrrgr;' 
$1,35 Chnrge orrierti by
plionrt .. arid $1 ,,5(,i prir r.id
Box. numt,)fji -- $2 00 pr.ir ad
>V>V< (IMI Al.it,I Ml iMI f ('hi,11,1 ,11 v„„ 
{tf} ,311(1 iiMf VI',A PI 1 Iff iAffl'i
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: :: ^
Ahru.iriil
In Inrril nrrin $1
Canada: $25 
f oreign ,' . , , $,ir,)
Muniiiiy 





CARING MOTHER OF ONE wishing to 
babysit, my home in Sidney area. 656- 
180_9._ 45/46
CHiIdMINDI NG AT PALS l^re- scltooi 
9760 4lh St. Every Wednesday 9:00 
a.m. - 6:00 p.m. S2.00/'hr. 656-4733.
45/47
BABYSIT MY HOME Monday to Friday. 
Good meals. Phone 656-2306. 46/46
HELP
WANTED
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Cornelion l-losiery is seething indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 721-2888 anytime. If no 
onswer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
AAATURE PERSON to babysit two 
children in my home. 2-3 doys a week. 
652-0598. 45/48
MATURE. RELIABLE BABYSITTER re­
quired for 19 mo. old girl. Weekdays 
(no weekends or evenings). W time. 
Preferably your home. 656-5036 after 6 
p.m. 45/46
SIDNEY AREA. General coffee shop 
help. No experience. For occasional 
winter work leading to part time sum­
mer and Easter work for successful 
condidote. 478-6650 evenings. 46/46 
WOMAN WFQuTRED~TLr ^wTi^kly 
housecleaning in Ardmore. References 
requested. Phone 656-7730. 46/47
SALESEXPERIENCED ADVERTISING 
PERSONS needed imediotely. 
Generous Commission, salary 
negotiable. Reply with resume c/o Box 
300 The Review 9781 Second St. 
Sidney. B.C. V8L 4P8. 46/46
WORK
WANTED
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Call 656-5382 after 5 p.m. 33/tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. 33/ff
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide opplicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688. 33/lf
SQS WINDOW CLEANING 
656-3317 33/tf
HAULING, Junk removal, basements, 
attics, Garden refuse, etc. and garden­
ing. 652-5020. 33/tf
CONTRACTORS, homeowners! Avoid 
the high cost of re-roofing. Call Done 
ot 652-5020. ; ■ 33/tf
HOUSECLEANING, getting you down! 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Call DIRTAWAY 652-0644. 35/53
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts., attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in- 
doors/oul, eavestroughs, painting or 
any job you don't find time to do. 652- 
0722. Reasonable rotes. 36/48
HANDYMAN HOME SERVICE, In- 
terior/Exterior repoirs and 
maintenance. Painting, fencing, 
eavestrough cleaning, yard cleaning 
and hauling etc. Seniors rates. 656- 
0045.727-6153. 37/51
HOME REPAIRS - large or small, quality 
workmanship, best price around, lots 
of local references available, 10 years 
experience. 652-0509. 40/53
HANDY-MAN painting, woodwork in­
side or outside. Local resident. 652- 
9351. 43/48
ALL THE JOM YOU HATE TO DO, wo 
can do. Coll us with your needs and let 
us do Iho work, Wives Unlimited, the 
name soys it all. 304-1774, 43/46
^RPENTER SEEKS JOBS of any klnci, 
large or small, Renovations, additions, 
sundrseks, etc. Free oslimatos. 656- 
6487, 43/46
SPECIALIZING IN TREE SERVICE, hodtjo 
pruning, cloon-ups, hauling. Sidney, 
Brentwood, Saanichton, 6.56-0730,
45/ 4U
TREE TALLER. 10 yr, oxporionco, fully 
equipped will lake any chain caw 
work, no job loo big or smoll, Froo 
estirnatos, MIko 656-2157, 45/40
PART TIME COMPANION or Flexible 
Itowis, Sensible, well educolod huinon 
being, fond of onlinaU sense . ol 
iHtmoui, a medical bockground. own 
cat ond excellenl rofotencos from ll'ie 
Royal Truul etc. ,590-2423, 45/47
FAST EFFICIENT SINGLE MOTHER will 
do liousework, windows, Christmos 
cleaning etc, 6,56-9462, 45/4B
LOW COST HANDYMAN 35 yr, o( ex- 
perlence in homo rtidintiiiuince and 
goner al repairs. Will olso do small 
rhnovollrjns ond cahlnots. Phono 656- 
9694 cKftc i 6 p.m, 44/46
EXPERIENCED AAAN will tio profes- 
slonol Irislollollonii and consultation 
vvoodstoves, firoplaco doors, molol 
chimneys and ropenrs, tooling guHers 
M,nny skillii and tools, Phoiio Jeff oven 
Itigs 652-1464 or call colloft 653-9301,
46/53
EAVESTRdUOM AND GUTTERS 
CLEANED. Gel If done nov/ hofoto tite 
heavy lains come. 655-1470, 656 9694,
46/40
MATLJRE WOMAN seeks employment 
In inoificolly I elated aioo. Tull ot pnit 
lime 629 3374, 46- 46
IIEPONSiriLE COLlEGt- STUDENT willing 
to do Tiodso nnt) yard clenn tipf. ot hen- 
ilynron jol.^s-, oltc-rnoons find wr-i ke-nd-, 
$6T» hi, Alriit, 656 3095. ): 46/46
23 BUSIKLSSSERVICES
FABRICARE*
Siuto y irt (,(,)(it'i' lido.r iiM,i
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NOW AVAIL. AT DAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRE, 2491 Bevan, TV sales and ser­
vice. Also microwaves. 656-8612. 33/tt 
fast,HOUSE CLEANING,  efficient, 
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home. DIRTAWAY 652-0644 com­
plimentary flowers. 33/53
TUTORING. All academic subjects and 
remedial areas. Certified teachers, 
652-0749. 36/tf
PRODUCTIONSFIRST-TAKE VIDEO 
video for all occasions, weddings and 
anniversaries etc. 656-5038, 652-4089.
45/46
SLIPCOVERS re-new your furniture. 
Quality workmanship. Mr. White. 479-
m69^___ 45/48
HAVING A XA/VkS PARTY invite Sonta 
along. Office, school, home parties. 
HO-HO-HO. Phone Pete 652-4347 
reasonable rate. 45/50
AAAKE EXTRA MONEY for Christmas. 
Cleon out your garage or basement. 
We pay cash for beer bottles and cons 
and pop bottles. Sidney Paper & Bottle 
Exchange Ltd., 10221 McDonald Pork 
Rd. behind Bowcott Trucking, next to 
highway. Open Mon.-Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 
5:00 p.m. Recycling service for 
newspaper and clean gloss. 45/48
WRITER you name it, I'll write it — 
brochures, advertising copy, letters, 
reports, resumes, essays, your life 
story! 656-6905. 46/46
ANTIQUE RESTORATION by museum 
trained professional. 595-6023. 46/48
ACCOUNTiNG
SERVICES
ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING 
SERVICES available in Sidney area 
weekly or monthly, 10 years ex- 
perience. 656-0482 after 6 p.m. 39/46 
BOOKKEEPING to trial balance, payroll 
A/P, A/R organize your files, banking, 




SUPERIOR REFRIGERTION repairs to all 
mokes and models, serving Sidney and 
The Saanich P.eninsula. Phone 656- 
3226. 45/45




Locally owned & operated 
Tues.-FrL 9:66-5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 
2491 Bevan Ave. 656-8612
SUPERIOR
REFRIGERATION 
Repairs to All Makes 
& Models of 























6043 W. Snanioh Rd. 
Dtoniwood Day, B.C, VOS 1A0
HOME RENOVATIONS 
AND ADDITIONS






l ight Caiiwlnirillnti •ml r (nil l•(lll•illlllrl
656-4915








COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211





Christmas Parties, Birthdays, 
Anniversaries, or just Special Occasions 
PIER ONE 
RESTAURANT Has
facilities to make 
it a party to remember.
Fully Licenced.
Call Evelyn or .Rene 
for details.














Specializing in waterproofing 
basements & buildings 
SUNDECK COATINGS
655-0242
SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich area. Present market 
condition mokes this the time to 
market your timber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 











• PEAT SOIL 
•SCREENED SOIL








• DRIVEWAY GRAVEL 
•CONCRETE GRAVEL
• We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8am-5pm 
2070 KEATING X RD. 
652-2614 656-3124
(yard) (eves)
FOUNDATIONS, framing, finishing, 
renos. Coll Ron Besley Contracting. 
652-2338. 45/03
EXCAVATING
GENERAL CARPENTRY all house 
repairs, alternations, light construc­




Trucking, Excavating and 
BackhoeWork
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICE, com­
















• Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 





COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES. 
New lawns, landscaping, clean-ups, 
hedge pruning, tree service, hauling. 





25 years experience 
Residenlial, indusirial 
Commercial
Rewiring, Electric Healing Repairs 
Appliance Connections




off Keating X Rd.




Woll Aged ........................ .ONLY CU. YD.
Cedar Chips






The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words) 
—Consecutive insertions $1.35 (20 words)
FREE
ADS
Any single item selling for $15. or less can be placed 
in Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for 
one week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE 
ORDERS.
PLANNING A XMAS PARTY, Mavci 
Color Polo do II lor you, Roo&onablo 
ralos, Pltotio your Homrt Cotor, 652- 
4347, 45/47
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW 9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Please run my ad for  ..........weeks under the ...........................
Glassification. I enclose ...............
Name.. >...........«... Address.............,,,,, Phorte....................................
OR PHONE 656-1151 - ADD $1,50 FOR CHARGE ACC.
Sorry no phone In FREE ADS accoptocl.
wo IN rOtJSinurriON rnn/.lrt/r 
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presents
Word Search
Wl N M on
REVIEWSUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus S20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
77 TOYOTA CORONA. Excellent condi­
tion $2:^.00 or^ffers. 6^-J305._46/47 
i978~HONDACIVIC.Exceirentco~ndi-
tjon$ljB95.00 656-8q68_. _____
1974'”M'ERCURf~COMET,’" 4Tclr, ' sport 
model. Beige leather interior. Ex­
cellent condition $1400.00 656-7731.
46/49
1976 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE $500.00 
Good running order. 656-9931. 46/46
CLARK ENTERPRISES, discount glass. 
9750-4th St., Super by 3mm. tempered 
42'/4x58, 42'/7x54, 46'/4x80, $22.50.
28'/jxl03, 28'/3x101'4, $28.00. 4mm 
24x67'/7, 22x67'/4 $24.00, 32V4x74,
34x75 $28.00; 34x68, 34x76 $30.00, 
29'/ix94V4, $40.00. Thermo units, patio 
doors and lots more. 656-6656 VISA 
and Mastercard. 37/tf
COLEAAA BOARD MANUFACTURING. 
2190 Weiler Ave., Sidney, B.C. Phone 
after 6 p.m. 656-7552. 44/48
2” iMpiRIA^^^ MATCHING
RUGS, exceptional quaity and size, 
19'xl4.4 and 15.6'xl3.6', replacement 
value $11,640 asking $4500. 656-2994.
45/48
ONE INGLIS superb harvest gold stove, 
excellent condition, $200.00. 652-1657.
44/47
14' HARBOURCRAFT aluminum and 
CALKINS trailer. All new last year. 
$900. 655-3099. 44/45
1978 TOYOTA CELICA 5 speed, one 
owner, city driven, kept in top condi­
tion. Must be seen at 52-1287 Verdier 
Ave., Brentwood Bay. 652-4007. 46/47
ARE YOU ON SEPTIC? To recieve a 
FREE 8 page pamphlet KNOW YOUR 
SEPTIC TANK FROM A TO Z write to 
box 2603, Sidney. V8L 4C1. 45/48
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. Aii 
seven words are linked to the same theme — take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven letter theme
amiGiisiaDnann
78 FORD TRUCK and 11 ft. camper. 
Good condition 460 motor. Low 
mileage $13,500. Consider trade on 
condo or townhouse. 656-3688. 46/48
RECEIVE A BEAUTIFUL ROSE and lace 
sachet in your mailbox. Send only 
$1.00 and a self addressed stamped 
envelope to Potpourri Delights, Box 
458 Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO. 44/47
SOLITARE DIAMOND RING, '/, carat 
clarity VVS2, estimated at $2500. 
Marie 656-9194.
stereo’ CONSOLE, Spanish walnut 
cabinet, 10 record chonger, 8 track. 
Good condition Offers. 656-4980.
45/46
DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOW 32x32, one 
double glazed bathroom window 
20x32, 1 28x68 hardcore prehung door 






74 CAPRICE CLASSIC 305 V8 lots of op­
tions. Excellent condition. $1400. 655- 
1675. 46/48
10" WALKER TURNER BANDSAW, com­
plete with stand and motor. $75.00. 
656-4109. 45/47
EXERCYCLE, typewriter, cedar chest, 
xmas decorotions, crockpot, plants, 
microwave, silverware, crystal exten­




1977 AUSTIN AAARINA. Low mileage, 
excellent condition, offers on $2,000. 
Phone 474-1461. 46/46
HHSatriBIl] !!]□□□□□□□□
mm 13 Ell] 00 
BEEEHle]
RECLINER ROCKER and footstool $75.00 
also rug protector for office chair. 656- 
2439. 45/46
TWO
MOUNTED WINTER TIRES D78xl4 656- 
4760. 45/46
ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBLE DEALER 
buys china, glassware, figurines, 
crystal, furniture, painting, silver, 
toys, dolls, jewellery, etc. plus the odd 




COLONIAL LOVESEATS. and 
swival rocker. $600. O.B.O. 655-1834 
evenings. 45/46
SHORTWAVE RECEIVER, excellent con­
dition, good for ham operator or as 
Christmas gift for radio enthusiast 
$199,652-0598. 46/47
WANTED TO BUY antiques, paintings, 
sketches and collectables. 652-0444 
eves. 479-9444 days. 41/48




1976 HONDA MOTORCYCLE 750-R 
motor in excellent condition requires 
some work. $900.00 656-9418. 42/43
EXECUTIVE WALNUT DESK, credenza 
and 4-chairs, $6,000. value sell $2500. 
Wanted smaller desk in trade. 656- 
2994. 45/48
1977 TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 750 cc A-1. 
Low miles. $1,000. O.B.O. 655-1174.
44/47
ANSWER;
SWIVEL ROCKER, chair, green, good 
condition, car top carrier, adjustable, 
strong, dual bicycle carrier for R.V., 
pair halgen seal beams, 2 prong for 
older model car. 656-1351. 46/47
SINGLE BED, Jenny Lind, with box spr­
ing $95.. double dresser with mirror 
$85. secretary chest of drawers $50, 
two pairs boys molded skates sizes 12 
and 1, excellent condition $15. per 
pair, boy's BMX bike $40., single dayb- 
ed with four pillows $75. Offers con­
sidered 656-6603, 656-7659. 46/47
WANTED: 18 in. louvred door or 36 in. 
full louvred bifold door. 652-5818.
46/47
PING PONG table wanted. 652-0598.
46/47
Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES
ANDREW'S SISTERS, early '78's Good 
condition $1.00 each. O.B.O. 652-5818.
46/48
CUSTOM AAADE quilted headboard 
teakwood with attached nite tables. 
Also good condition beige carpet 
15’xlf. 652-4007. 46/47
WANTED: miditrack II or III with 
midimale and manual and Atari 130XE 
656-3691. 46/47
1975 DODGE CENTURION MINI HOME 
19.5' 3-v/ay fridge, stove, oven, 
shower. 51,000 miles. 655-1420. 46/48
MEN'S X-LARGE BROWN DUFFLE 
CARCOAT, s.s cotton plaid sport shirts 
and "Icelandic" wool carcoat. C.C.M. 
exercise bicycle. 652-0811. 46/46
SNOWSUIT, 30 month. $10., snow 
boots, size 8 $5.. ladies Cowichan In­








E] I am a Review paid subscriber. 
n I am not a Review suberiber.




GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths. $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 33/tf
NEED A SOFA and chair, have little 
money to spare? Pick up free. Good 
condition, modern design. Phone 655- 
1337. 46/46
Please drop your entry off at
Oct. 29 winner was Hazel 
Chetey of Lochside in 
Saanichton. Unfortunately, 
not being a subscriber she 
did not qualify for subscriber 
bonus. Correct answers 
were: Lanky, Leftie, Retired, 
Phillies, Pitcher, Modest, 
Great Carlson.
Corner of 4th & Beacon 
in Sidney
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. Open year round. For reser­
vations phone Rockhaven Ranch, 478- 
3023. 40/tf
COLONIAL CHESTERFIELD and chair 
$350., seagull c/b $65., marine head 
$35., inflatable boat $20. 656-6772.
46,/ 46
BRAEMORE PRINT CHAIR $75. Sony 
stereo cabinet $75.. ratten swag lamp 
$25. one Bagboy golf cart $65., two 
pair cross country ski poles, two pair 
cross country ski boats, sizes, lodies 7 
and men’s 9. $100. for all ski equip­
ment. 655-1266. 46/46
GIANT GARAGE SALE Variety of items 
Sat. Nov. 15 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. (Rain or 
shine) 7109 Eost Saanich Rd. No early 
birds. 46/46
FOR SALE 16" Homelite XL1 chainsaw. 
Like new. 655-1930. 46/46
FIRST TIME QUALITY BASEMENT SALE 
from Seagull outboard motor fishing 
tools to top-notch assortment of kit­
chen household ond miscellaneous ar­
ticles Saturday Nov. 15 9-3 p.m. 2173 
Westleigh Way. No eorly birds. 46/46
BATHROOM GLASS SLIDING TUB 
DOORS, near new, valued over $200., 
holf price $100. 656-2171. 45/48
GARBAGE BURNER $75. Roll-a-way cot 
$10, maple head board $15. 656-5301.
45/46
SEASONED FIREWOOD, $60.00, large 
pick-up truck, free bundle of kindling 
with each sale, free stacking for 
disabled and O.A.P. Phone 655-1632 or 
656-9186. Peninsula Midget Rep 
Hockey (16 yr. olds) Help Sponsor Local 
Youth Hockey Team on their quest to 
Minnesota U.S.A. for a highly 
prestigious invitationol tournament.
44/47
DUTCH LACE CURTAINS different pat­
terns. Different sizes. French door 





FOR SALE two girls' coaster bicycles. 
Excellent condition $50. each. Phone 
656-2749. 46/47
FOR SALE rocking chair, wood frame, 
recently upholstered seat and back, 
padded armrests $75. Phone 652-0737.
46/47
SAWMILL Mobile Dimension for hire. 
Custom cr' lumber to your specifica­
tions. F.r:. ... 9-5359 ofter 5 p.m. 43/46 
LUM'J ; SALE Fir - full dimensions 1 or 
2 inch 2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10, 4x4, 5x5, 
6x6, etc. etc. Will cut odd dimensions. 





MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates.
652-4688.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 33/tf
RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­






FALL CLEAN-UPS and hauling, etc. 
After 5 p.m. call 652-3667. 44/46
MASONRY
PENINSULA SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing, business or private. Pick-up 
and delivery. Available Brentwood 
and Saanichton. Available for tem- 
poroiy assignments, Connie. 652-0189.
43/46
Ads from all over B.G 
and the Yukon.
25 words for $119 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES, 
or student. Pat 652-0476.
Business
44/06 AUTOMOTIVE
PLASTER, STUCCO, imitation brick and 
rock. Clean, quality work at 




DAVID LEHTON AAASONRY. Fireplaces, 
chimneys, repairs, brick, stone, mar­





Repairs to Lawnmowers, 
Chahsaws.
• Husqvarna • Pioneer* Toro 
• Shlndalwa • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
sae-Tri**
Buy/lease any truck or RV. 
Nothing down OAC, LTL 
9000 with contract. We deli­
ver. Call Bob Langstaff or 
Tom Morgan collect 464- 




FOR SALE, MISC. HELP WANTED REAL ESTATE
iv gas/diesel 
from volumetruck direct 
factory dealer. Nothing 
down OAC. Easy monthfy 
Call Wally or Al
Needlecrafters! Excellent in­
come potential teaching and 
selling needlecralts for Pan­
da Stitchcraft. Representa­
tives especially needed In 
smaller communities. Write: 
Panda Stitchcraft, Station 
“B", Box 1654, Regina, 
Sask. S4P 3C4.
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada^s largest display.. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur­
naby, B.C, V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666.
World Vision aids families 
in underdeveloped coun­
tries. Please volunteer for 
local tasks - for their sake 
and yours. Call World Vis­
ion in Richmond at 272-0140 
collect.
Ideal Recreational property - 
Log Cabin - 108 Ranch near 
100 Mile House. On .5 acre, 
with appis., fully winteriz­
ed, corral & barn. Asking 
$28,000. O.B.O. Call 1-(604) 
248-8409.
1EDUCATI0NAL
Montreal Military Surplus: 
Workshirts $2.75, workpants 
$3.50, workbools $15. For
f'"''®®- ■'986 guide to study- catalogue, send $2 (reim- 
erJon n rI?! at-home correspondence bursed first order): Military
- Diploma courses for presti- Surplus, Box 243, St. Tlmo-
MUSIC LESSONS, piano, theory, 
recorder, private or group. Classical 
and popular lessons, Include eartroin- 
ing, sight-reading, theory. Diano 
English. Guitar lessons, all styles. 15 
yrs. experience Toronto and Van­
couver. Lloyd English, 656-1315, 43/46 
piANoTESSON'sT’Roglster 'now for 
autumn. Highly skilled experienced
JOHN'S SA4ALL ENGINES We repair and 
overhaul comletely oil small engine 
motors. We also have parts for them, 
478-4345. 44/47
Buy/lease any gas/dlesel 
R)truck direct. angers from 
$156 MO. Nothing down 
OAC. We deliver, Cali Gary 
or Mark lor Immediate ap­






toachor has a few openings. Classical 
and/or popular. All egos and all 
methods, R.C.M. or Suzuki. Mrs, 
Oonoy 656-4060, _ 45/47
HOWE'S TREE SERVICE, general foiling, 
topping, dangerous tree removal. Ful­
ly insured. We'll go out on a limb for 
you.^78:2553. . 87/41/28
65 PAINTING
SPECIALIZING IN TREE WORK, hedge 
pruning, and houling. Sidney, Brent­
wood, Saanichton, 656-8730, 45/40
Ladies clothing business on 
Main Street Fort Nelson, 
Inventory and equipment 
approximately $85,000. de­
pending on inventory at 
time of sale. Write Box 192, 






vel. Granton, (1A) 1055
West Georgia Street 1/2002.
Vancouver, 1-800-268-1121.
Auction' icliool, T4!1t~ye'ar,' Wholesale - refalf. 
1,300 graduate.s. Courses GARDENING 
April, August and Decern- 
ber. Write Western Canada 
School of Auctioneering,
Box 687, Lacomhe, Alberta.
TOC, ISO, (403)782-6215 ev- 
13)346
thee, Quebec. JOS 1X0,
Dollhouses and Miniatures 
Mail Order Catalogue - $20. 
Over 10,000 Items, over 300 
pages. Ross' Treasure 
House, 823 West Ist 
Street, North Vancouver. 
V7P 1A4, (604)980-2715,
Nutrition Corporation - 
N.Y.S.E. listed, seeks moti­
vated agents. Interviews; 
CranbrooK, Kamloops, Kel­
owna, Fort St. John, Ter­
race. KItImat, Prince Geo­
rge/Rupert, Victoria, Nan­
aimo, Vancouver. Dental, 
car, travel. For appointment 
call Gordon Gibbs nowl 1- 
922-7773.
Central Alberta 600 cow 
ranch. 12,000 acres (inc­
ludes grazing, cultivation, 
leases). Good water, fences, 
facilities. $80 an acre (num­
erous listings). Jack Folsom, 

























10124C McDonald Pork Rd. 
SIDNEY
Five Bay commercial build­
ing. All Bays rented. Also 
antique store, good well, 
small house on, 'A acre. 
Purchase price $110,000. or 
trade (or acreage Inferior 
B.C. 1-883-9113. M. Tho­
mas, RRffl, Garden Bay,
B.C.______________ ^_______
Earn extra $$ lor Xmas pro-
EQUIPMENT & 
MACHINERY
One year, old Lowon Saw 
Head c/w drive motor, bar 
& chain. $23,000. Phone 
992-7256 days, 249-5419 ov- 
enlngs,
10' X 10' Greenhouse $149, 
1000W Metal Halldo $185. 
Plus 10,000 gardening pro­
ducts. Groat prices, Send 
$2. for Info-pack. Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, B,C. 
V6D 3N 9 (6(34)66 2-66 36.
Mr. Mike's Restaurant Is 
locking for an Assistant 
Manager with cooking ex­
perience. Salary to be set on 
qualifications. Send resume 
to Mr, Mike’s, 1218 South 
Broadway, Williams Lake, 
B.C. V26 1A2.
Rooming house, eleven 
units. Group home or care 
home? Century 21 Saanich' 
Peninsula Realty Ltd., 2395 
beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 
V8L 1W9.
Earn While You Learn. 
Train to be a Professional 
Nanny, Ministry of Labour 
approved. Registering now 
for November 26th, Call
681-5456 or write Monday 
.............................. -700
aontlng llngorla and loungo' 
wear. One T( 'ook will convince 
you. Apply: Forget-Me-Not 
llngerln, P.O. Box B'7017, 
North Vancouver, V'7L 4L.1.
..............
Dealers required kir lank- 
less hoi water heaters, un­
limited Income, save up to 
50% on hoi water hoatlng 
costs, Continuous hot water. 
Send m X 11 S.A.S. Enve­
lope: Flumack Industries
Pacific Forklift Sales. Wes­
tern Canada's largest Inde­
pendent used (orkflfl dealer. 
Dozens of good used elect­
ric, gas, propane, diesel, 
4x4, Terry Simpson 533- 
■ 35-138
Curved glass patio exten­
sions starting al $1,050. 
Hobby greenhouses starting 
at $549. Full line of green­
house accessories. Call B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders toll- 
free 1-800-242-0673 or write 
7425 Hodley Avoruio, Burn­
aby. B.C. V5e 2R1,
School of Nannies, 901",__ 
West Ponder, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 1Q8.
SERVICES_______________
Major ICBC Personal injury 
Claims? Carey Linde, Law­
yer, 14 years, 1650 Duran- 
leau, Vancouver, Phone col­
lect 0-684-7798 for Free 
How to information; ICBC 
Claims and Awards. "Wo 
work only (or you - never
for ICBC, and you pay us
........Ac
Wanted licensed body man 
for work In now body shop. 
Wages $14-$16/hour do-
only after wo colled," Affil­
iated Offices in Campbell 
River, Kamloops, Kelowna, 
Victoria. Nanaimo, Williams 
LoKj^Nelsofij Prince George.
ponding on exporlonco, abil­
ity In h
9
; I eavy collision. (604) 
56-3434, ask (or Dave,
5331 Eyas, say 1, 
FOR l5ALT"MiSC7
HEALTH & BEAUTY____
Drugltins Pain Roilof with 
natural Dlo-mugnotic field 
Therapy, normallzo.s body
ing Scirvlcofj- editing, typo- rrr«« nr i pa,,sotting, printing, rnarkol ng rinf,, r'„h' '
(or short-run Canadian 172. tmo, Out,
Excolloni lor solf-troatment.
Noodod Irnmodlatoly. Wold- 
ofs, carpenters, electricians, 
plumbers, management, 
moch., macti,, drivers, oper­
ators, entry lovol/dogrood 
up to $32.60/hour. (300)382- 
3/00, Transcontinental Job 
Search, foe,
Major personal Injury 
claims, Joel A. Wonor, Law­
yer experienced In litigation 
since 1988. Call collect 0- 
736-8261, Free Inllial con- 
sullallon, Conilngoncy foes 
available, 1632 West 7th, 
Vancouver.
books. Box 247, MataquI, 
n.C. VOX 1 SO 820-0721,
POW.kEO,____
Soro Fuel?
Hobby and Craft supplies.
cataloSavings through gue
Expof lenco
206’Croe Road, ShorwooU 9^0 Bargalniil Save up^ to ;;Wnlklng on Air" with now 
Park, Alberta T8A 4G2, 40% by subscribing lo"1 ho "Air-Mo Insolos". Sallsfac-
(403)487-7700. Gunrunner", The Cariadlan lion Guaronloed, For Insoles
shopping. For calaloguo
flit
COLWCK3D PAINTING AND OfiCORA- 
TING. Wulltovotingi., spray polidlno, 
brush ond roll. Our prlcos will pl«fiH*> 
you, Call (or (ruo oslinioU. ony lime, 
478.00,30, 33,'tf
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR polnir.t. Rnnovniinnf. rilfco. 
For Irao estlmolrm plionu Tnin. 656' 
.>951. 41/53
RO'INPAINflMG656 8911. 4L if
EXPERIENCtD PAINtER Fnsl, r.((uU.ni, 
aruf lop quality vrork, Nfj job loo biq or 
•.mall, CalLnow (rrr your oslinmtu. FjS'J- 
1127,' " 43/46
* • » 0) • • • a
CLAIR DOWNEY
Service
. UCKNSCD MECHANICS 
. 5 HAYS TO SERVE YOU 
• TUNE UPS • riRAKES • uunmcAT 
. TIRES* RATIPnilCS 
• fil'CURITV MUFFLER 
. PROPANE CaMVl'RBIONS 






Fantastic Sams-wilh over 
1200 locations, has 23 stores 
now open In B.C, Venture 
Magazine "estimate 151% 
return In first two yoars",
Our proven training systems ^iin i q-rx 
and owner supporl Is the IV ,^a ' ' * ’
secret to our success. If you ♦I'P'’’-
monthly nowspapor listing 
hundreds of new/used, 
modern ond antique Oro- 
arms (or sale or trade. Sub­
scription $17, yoar. Gunrun­
ner, Box 565K, Lolhbrklge, 
Sample
send $0,90 &. shoo size. 
Sundial Services, «4A-031 
Burns Street, Penticton, 
fl'C,. V2A jy,2..______
HELPWANfED
send SI (rolmbursod irst 
order) to; Crafts by Mall, 
Box 003, Now Weslmlnsior, 
V3L 5C3.
Mutual Funds, Rates nogo- 
iiablo, RFtSP's, Bluochlpo, 
Gold Stocks,., (roo broch- 
uros-consullallon. John Gor­
don/Lavrrenco Nicol - 37 
years oxperionco. Richard'- 
son Qroonshlalds, «500-1060





72 BMW 2007, low tnilMoye, Plonoui 
Yihle fogs, v/eljbnr r.orb, 
$5000, 0,n.0 4’/9 014H, 45/11






tlew Qmtuiction iind Ikmin,
10410 All 0Bynd.,Sklnoy
Phone 656-15110
FOR SAl|, Huick Century P/S, ctuii.«, 
till, power Itirks, A'C UKrulltinl luniv 
ing rfwidlllatt $190000 08,0 656 
l.*52, . .i.5/46 ■
V7RECKINO 1970 1 RAVI I. AH, 345
(.finbi*'. turbo 400. itnnvftti tri'.r* (i(ii.l 
firxtl (»(kI wilh bjikino fail:.;. All ut 
wurkuig onb'f. 1(56 ,','15,>. 45'4ft
19711 OAI5UN 510 HATCHBACK, 5 .
4 (.yl,. nlrr, ftlrnnu,' $2?50,i:H) 19711 Inlof 
rtallotvil 4x4 fi'toiil, niri! iltop.,*, no 
rir.l, qn;/ '2.1.11.5 45''46
have a genuine desire to be 
In your own buslnoas wo 
can help. For more Informa- 
. lion phone 1-852-3037.
Earn per yeiir in U,S. 
dollars Guariiinleodl '• By 
way rj( luiujlng Marino Car­
go Cantainors, RonUil In­
come ‘ live Marino Cargo 
Conlalnoia pay $2,325 pur 
year, 10 pay $4.bb0 (wit 
year, 25 pay $11,825 per 
yf>,:rr, Longlh of loiir.o Is up 
10 1& years (live year Incro- 
monia), Minimum (nvftiil- 
merit $3,100,, All ahovo In 
, U.S dulliKS /v;|K ui/uul uui 
capKiiil appreciation pro- 
gram. Call 273-1110, Write: 
Pacilic Rim Conlalnnr Salos 
Lid., «100 ■■ 10851 Sholb 
PiMiuii l/Vity, HH.biiniiiu, 
B C VI.,X 2WH. Tiller: O-l- 
' :)57r»02 ,
Don't dig, lei zyinos/baclor- 
la keep your sower system 
working. Nliro Sopllo. Deal­
er enquiries welcome, Amb­
ler Disiribulora, Box 2338, 
Salmon Arm, B.C. VOE 2T0, 
______...
4/4 Wostminslor Pendulums 
$29,, Ounrlz Movonionln, 
Barometers, Cnvirotox, 
Bozeln, Pons Sols. Dank- 
Slot Musicals, Diuibils, Dis­
count Prices! free cala- 
loguol M.irco Sales, 0838 
Selkirk, Vancouver, B.C,
, V8P,4 JB., 1.804-281-4245,
Lluclnc wlioolcliai/u, liiiuu" 
wheel, Consult the experts. 
Sierra, Pacific Money back 
guftranifio. 3114-3817 vlcior- 
le, 277-1)740 Vancouver, 
Piiuiit.i lur iiilurniiiliun anil 
brochure.
Ma Chorlo Homo Fashion 
Shows, EsI, 1075. Join our 
Biicc.ofluful family of Repre- 
senlatlves In presenting
PERSONAL .... .
Dates Galore, Fo? ¥lT ages 
and unattached. Thousands 
of members anxious to mepl 
you. Prestige Acqualnianc- 
08. Call. Toll Free 1-800- 
203-867v3, Hours; 9 a.m, to 7 
p,m^...... ..... ................. ......
Ausiralla/Now Zealand tra­
vel plans? Now you can call 
tree to ANZA Travel - the 
Down Under oxporia. Low- 
OMl (area, host planned trip, 
734-7726, Toll-lroe in B.C. 
1-800.972-0928,
quality lingerie and lounge- 
.arties (orwear at In-Horno p f  





Slngles Lino. Whore hun­
dreds of singles are moepnp 
oltiers in a safe, easy, af- 
(ordalile and confidential 
way. Do iiomelhlng nice (or 
vousolf. Singles Lino • 1-688 
-LOVE.
PICfldllly HoU'il, 820 W, Pon­
der, Vancouver, B.C. Quiet 
Clean Comfortable Budget 
Accommodation. European 
Charm situated In the sha­
dows of two_^giant shoppinj^
Meet Someone Now, Per- 
sorml Acquaintance Service
B.C, Roglonal Office, I4ld 
2lhVii'tisl 1 ti Ave,, Vancouver, 
V6H 1M8, Since 1087, wo 
have introduced itiousands 
(or (r Ieri<1 sh I p pr in nr 11age, 
Your own porsonai splrituel 
iti.iding nil l.ipu t.y (iiali, 
Foitv years experience. Lec­
tures, groups, Individuals. 
Modllnilori, past lives, Irans 
medium, Dotnlis from Box
45-1. '.iiii.lmit, li C, 'VUH. 3.AU 
ur call TfilM)4;S3:(i4yi3.
REAL.t-STATl:,^.,;........
For sale iwo bedroom cabTri 
on 450 (I lake (ronlagn T'A 
acroa, hydro, pnono, located 
at MoboiTy l.oko. $39,000. 
0,0 0. Box 1376, (ihol- 
wynd, D C, VOC 1J0 or 461- 
.1010,
complexes, Sears Tower 




For sale - Fort 81. James, 
no acres with small house 
and cabin, small creek,
of properly cleared, Asking
I.”!:.,000. Call DOC 70i5 wl
...
reaching iiior* than 900,000 
honiei and up te two million 
readers»oeh weak
Jn.n a briok club ihaCe an 
exciting .md unique money
making iipt'iUiUmily. No in 
voslmenl lequired, Call 1- 
526-7298 or write Brw 16'28, 
Abiergrovr*, B.C., VOX 1A0,
Rahblts! Filleen easy, delio Loeking lur penpalin/fiTenda 
loutt recupea. Haallhv econo- (i»m CD, Euroju), America 
mic nulHtion tei youi lannly. ur wet iiSwule / / Uol 40 
iiocHirq) .-iiuiicf $:j. nholo;'!/dct.yil.^ aiinialicci 
Chcil Alexis' Kdch'itn,. Box (roe of charge Universal 
2. 2645 West 3r(1, Varrcee-' Cluh (74), Bex /t'itiB. 2 Mam-
ri...-,.I,ver, H C. VITK 1M2. mug 20, (iwrmiiny;
ftunny fildney, Vancouvru 
Inland 8 72 acres woedtjd, 
tuboividablM. Bruali house, 
OutPuil.lllHM, OIUus 
on $r2t).500. 058-5102;
DW Johnson. 10081 - fith 
81 , Sidney, B C VHI 2X8
blanket
dassil'ieds
cm' i.'alliliH'H it all
HlL


















Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.









SEASONED FIREWOOD fir slobwood. 
$75/cord, 3 cords/$200.00. Delivered 
limited quantities Eric, 479-5859 after 5 
p.m. 43/46
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD seasoned fire 
$110.00, seasoned alder $100.00. All 
cords 128 cu. ft. 652-6063. 44/53
FIREWOOD CUT to order phone 656- 
4213. 45/53
FURNITURE
NEW HAND CRAFTED cedar chests lin­




MILKING ALPINE doe for sale, $150, 
one free brooding included. 656-4326,
' . , ' 44/47
DRY FIR and homlocU sawdust for sale 
656.5671, 45/49
A PAIR very healthy lovely poach 
Lovebird looking for good hornu, Price 
$140.00 including cage. 656.6091,
45/46
RIDING LESSOnV available or\ schooh 
od horses or owit horso. Central 
Saanich area. Indooi ting, 727.2147,
:................ ■....... '.......... ;..........'.... ; ,,45/47
HAY no rain, vvoll ferliil/od $3.00 bale, 
656..1062. 45/47
jGOOD 'ldCAr'HAY, Ysf'and 
Cloverdolo 594-4617 cloys, 591-9125 
oyonings, ; ■ 46/40
FOR SALE purehrod Germon Shophord 
puppies, 10 wk, old. Very dork, 
f’nieiils Itnpoilod fiotn Germnny 
Father: SCHUICH UND 111 5374303 
ofter 7 p.ivi, 46/46
5D LOST&FOUND
LOST: Oiongo end while red in vicinity 
of 3id ond Anwlia wearing collar soy. 
Ing "I ntiod r.i honni' Call 655.1196 or
59?-56jl1. .............. ...... ;46/47
FOUND; hallowoen, (einalo lobby cal, 
oroy, Oiango, Ardwoll Avu, orou. 656- 
4064, 46/47
6 MONTH OLD male cat. Lost Oct, 3Hl 
ginger, riffetlloncile. REWARD, lost in 




WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE
Cii;,i;. llrif 303 3232, V/c vll»,.i(
linn, support and refcntcjlh. 24 houi's d 
rloy, 7 doys 0 week. 3,3/tl
COUNSELLING lor (afiillliis and In, 
elivlduol* of nil ogos • serving Ihe 
f*enln*ulo, Cominuniiy Counsullirig 
Ketvlce, 9751 Thiid St., Sidney, 656- 
0134, ' 33^11
PERSONALS
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overealers Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353. 33/tf
BASIC RHYTHM'gUITARIST. (3 yr. ex­
perience) learning RSR, RSB seeks 
adult, femal-male, bass guitar player 
with same interested in exchanging 
musical ideas. Brian 656-2405. 45/47
VOTE JAN GARNETT! Central Saanich. 
Qualified, trustworthy, responsible, 
energetic. 46/46
I, DENICE JOLLEYS will not be responsi­
ble for any debts incurred in my name 
os of November 12, 1986. 46/46
LOOKING FOR RIDE from Sidney to Vic­
toria 3-4 days per wk. Will provide 




DRESSA4AKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­
tions, Joan Diakow, 656-3190. 33/tf
COMING EVENTS 
& ANNOUNCEMENTS
You and your friends are 





M. Morgan Warren 
in the Oak Room at the 




11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
and
Sunday,
November 16th, 1986 
11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
CALLING COLLECTORS
Victoria Stamp Fair 
SUN., NOV. 16 




SANCHA HALL Fieo Market every Sun­
day. For tables and info. 656-4523.
41/tf
FIRST-TAKE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
Video for all occasions. Transfers, 
duplications and editing. Don't let 
those precious home movies sit in the 
closet. Transfer your still photos, 
slides, 8 mm super 8 mm or 16 mm film 
to VHS or Beta Video tope. Tha perfect 
Xmas gift for your children. 656-5038, 
652-4089. 45/46
POTTERY AND WEAVING SALE Nov. 
14th 7 p.m. -9 p.m. preview, Nov. 15th 
10 o.m. - 4 p.m. sale. Potters: Mavis 
Mooney, Betty Fulton, Deep Cove Spin­
ners and Weavers. St. Johns Church 
10990 W. Saanich Rood. 45/46
MUSIC FROM THE HEART The Peace 
Concert with Sri Chinmoy Noy- 20 8 
p.ml "Victoria Memorial Arerio FREE 
TICKETS at oreno box office and usual 
ticket outlets. 45/47'
SAANICH PENINSULA ARTS AND 
CRAFTS 4th annual christmos croft foir. 
Nov. 22 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sidney-North 
Saanich library, Resthoven Dr., Sidney.
46/47
VICTORIA FLOWER ARRANGERS GUILD 
Chrisimas Show. "Holiday Magic" lx 
Fri. November 21st. 1986, 1-9 p.m. 
Saturday, November 22nd 1986 11-5 
p.m. First United Church Hall, 932 
Balmoral St., Victoria. Parking at rear 
on North Pork St. Admission $1.00, Too 
$1.50. 46/47
SHADY CREEK UNITED CHRUCH 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR AND TEA Satur­
day November 15 ot 2 p.m. in church 
ball 7184 East Saanich Rd. 46/46
THE FRIENDLIEST LIHLE CASH BINGO 
on the Saanich Peninsula happens 
every Wednesdoy, 1 p.m. and 7 p.rn. at 
the Seniors Centre beside the library 
on Oorke Rd in Brentwood Boy. 46/53
75 BERTHANNOUNCEMENTS
■O'ANGEIO PHOTOCnAPHY will 
photog.taph your now baby In hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages available. Phono 656-3420 




J.O, ANDERSON, 7601 East Saanich. 
The commiltoo of the above "Senior 
Cilliotis Soclol Club" wish lo ihonk oil 
morthanfs of Slilnoy who so kindly 
donaloci la our boiaor Winners of the 
raffle, Alice Showon, Saanichton, M. 
Williams, Ml, Doug, Vlclorla. Thoroso 
Lovell, Saanichton, 46/46
ON NOV. 1 a »uc(:o#»ful fall foa and 
haronr wos en|o^ocl hy many Pylhion 
Sisters of Victory Temple 36 wish to 
Ihonk communlly lor support In ihoir 
oflorl lo raise funds lor Ihoir 
Chorlloble Donolions, Winners rtf 
various yolllos are as follows: Grocery 
Hampuf • A, Banks; Planlor • Lynn 
Reid: Picture ■ Ruby McGowtin: 
Chicken Dinner * Jean McDowell; Door 
PrI/e - Mory floalon, 46/46
35 OBITUARIES
BIGG: WoHor Lionel Dlgg, 79, of 
Sidney, B.C, possod oway peocofully o1 
the Spanith Peninsula Hospital on Nov, 
2 Ho Is survived Ity his loving wife E(- 
flo, son Gordon und family Richmond, 
daughter Dori Wood and family, 
Cnlgory ond son Gory and lomlly Fd 
rnortlon, fie is olso survived by loving 
sisters Phyllis West, Voncouvor and 
Winnie Munro, Nipowin, Sask, us well 
os numeious other coring roloilves 
nnd fr’iind;;, lAt, P-igg v/rc, n Pfolu;. 
slonol Brigineor ,wlito Ibughl el ihe 
Unlvutiilly of Alberlo in Cdmonlon, A 
memorial service was held at St. An­









NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO APPLY FORA 
DISPOSITION OF 
CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District of Pender 
Island Cowichan District and situated 
Browning Harbour.
Take notice that Leon Perrel, of Razor 
Pf. Rd. Pender Island, occupation 
Retired, Intends lo apply for a 
Foreshore Lease of the following 
described lands:
Fronting Lot 2 Section 12 Plan 14850 
— Pender Island Commencing 37 (t. 
West of S.E. corner of Lot 2 thence 
180 ft. South: thence 32 ft. West; 
thence 180 ft. North: thence 37 ft. 
West to Point of Commencement and 
containing 640 sq. yds. more or less. 
The purpose for which the disposition 
Is required is Private Boot Moorage 
Access — Private Upland.
Leon Perret.
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Senior Land Of­
ficer, Ministry of Forests and Lands, 
851 Yates St., Victoria, B.C. V8W 
1M1, telephone 387-501 1. File 
41403623.
Dated Oct. 20, 1986
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
NOTICE is hereby given that an ap­
plication will be made to the Director of 
Vital Statistics for a change of name 
pursuant to the provisions of the 
"Name Act" by me:— Carolyn Lee 
May of 20218 Winmeadow PI, in 
Sidney, B.C. as follows:
TO CHANGE MY NAME from Carolyn 
Lee May to Carolyn Lee Favelle,
Dated this 4th day of November, 
1986.
Carolyn Lee Favelle




FOR PENINSULA HOME BUYERS I
NOW AT BLOCK BR0S|
¥@y sif
4. An invitation to view (at
FREEI
05in*buii 




Mombor • VIclorfa M.L.S. 
650-1 lai
n REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
I
1. A list of all the homes in || 
your price range in the area. | 
', Full details of the inside, No. | 
of bedrooms, baths, size of g 
living room, rec. room, S 
square footage etc. etc'. ”
3. An up to date computer E 
print out of all homes rec- “ 
ently sold in the area. i
nil lii iui uii Lu ^ i _
absolutely no obligation) the i 
homes YOU choose to look i 
inside. i
5. A guided tour to "Preview” i 
your choice of homes. |
6. Up to the minute info, on i 
what to watch fori Flight | 
path location, sewer prob- g 
lems, highway noise, com- g 
mercial development, high » 
density crowding & more. “
7. Professional assistance that ™ 
eliminates the "complexity" “ 
of home buying. ®
® Do you need an appraisal? 9
• Who has the plot plan? Q
• Where's the best financing? ^
• Is there dry rot? g
• Who pays the lawyer? g
• What about taxes S
• Can I move in sooner? I
ITS A COMPETITIVE! 




Call JOHN TATE or! 
PETER SMALL today, i 
Offico: 656-65841
Rea: John 656-6466 g 
Ros: Potor 656-0624II 
"Ono Call does it all" i






Energy efficient westcoast split 
level. Pride of ownership revealed in 
this 4 bedroom split shake roof. 
Large paved driveway, ideal tor 
R.V. parking. 3 car garage. 2x6 
construction, therrnopanes, 
screens lor your living pleasure. 
Sunken living room. Pleasant kit­
chen with bay window in eating 
area. A must see home. Asking 
$109,000.
ONE ACRE with potential view. 
Road & well already in, producing 






1350 sq, ft, 3 BR in nev^ subdivi­
sion of custom homes close to 
beach in quiet area of Sidney, 
Asking $97,900. 
new rancher. 1150 sq. (1. within 
walking distances to shopping, 
etc. $79,900.
new 1200 sq. (t. rancher. 2 BR. 
in new subdivision. Asking 
$84,000.
AMHERST BY THE SEA 
Only 4 left of the most exciting 
retirement ranchers in Sidney. Ot­
tering all the amenities that one 
v/ould expect in quality and 
development such as this. Located 
in the most sought alter area, close 
to all amenities yet situated on the 
most beautiful bay in Sidney. Turn 
left oft Beacon onto Third Street 
and turn right onto Amherst.
OCEAN VIEW FROM $39,900 
One acre lots in new exclusive con­
trolled subdivision. Fantastic op­
portunity to have your dream 
estate. This is by far the most 
prestigious sub-division on the 
Peninsula and on city water.
P DON’T FORGET TO PHONE 





location, CLOSE to all 
amenities, with 3 
BEDROOMS, 2 rock 
FIREPLACES, REMODELL­
ED kitchen, FAMILY room 














QUIET cul-de-sac: GREAT 
Location, FAMILY home, 4 
BEDROOMS and DEN, fruit 
trees, PRIVATE lot.
FRANK SIMS 656-5584 
Block Bros, Realty





For Dependable Friendly & 




rnoni on privolw 'A aero liooil iol,
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Sidnoy • ollrat:-
LANDSEND AREA, Now 3 bdim, ton- 
chur |h‘^•ko rool, crsdai sldlnu. 
Sepurola dinin(] luoni, / b(ith«>, (iuublu 
guraoii, largu dock, nunny ovpoiUfi), 
l otKkcoped, 656 (1164, 46/49
BY OWt-JIR r-riild 4 bdrni family Irfumt 
Nnrltt Sidney nfrr>%% frnm waterfront 
Bockti onfn poik. Wood floori, unrkir 
rorpef, Two firtiploeo, fruit trees. 
$83,000, 6IV..5.150, 46/48
711
ONE ACRE LANDSEND AREA. 160 ft. 
frontage. Excolloni buy for this private 
and woodod proporty. $35,000, firm. 
Build to suit, 656-8164. Anyfimo, 43/46 
DEAN PARK RANCHER Idoal rollro-
Backing on la "Gllloln Manor Proporty'' 
1600 r.q. It. cuistom built. $r.i4,000 
Phono owner at 656-5681, 4,3/46
five lomlly homo. Up and down soil 
eonlolnod, noparalo onfrancos, oocli 2 
bdrrn,, kilclien, 4 pco, bih, nicely land­
scaped, low traffic with quiol lomlly 
homos on eul-do-sac. Clrjso to all ton- 
vonlorires, senior contro, llbrory. Only 
$04,500. Call 470-8493 or 656-70(17,
_ ...... ............... ■ ^ 44/40
SWARTZ BAY orea, 0.72 acres, Col 
logo, togs, Bubdividnhie. Cdfori, lo 
$129,500, 656-5102 Sunday lo Tltiirr.,
44/47
ROOERVS BAY - 2300 sq It, 3 bdrrn 
family homo. No opjonts, 721 0/03,
44/46
HOUSE AND CONTENTS ruithlufe 
tools, elr;. to be solil snpciintoly, Idool 
for corpontor, hanriyman etc. lorolloii 
wall«lf^() distance to sdionl rmd shopi* 
Ing' By oppolntmonl only. 656-1116',7.
44,-46
SEAVItW LOT ,6 uc., Hoibuur ,Vluw 
Terrace, EosI Sooke. Satviced, 
clenred, driveway *qnd, hamip siltJ, 
niiiqhnd In Tor quirk cnir- $14 0(X) 
656-2994. 45/411
BY OWNER in Sidney 3 bdrm. 
bungalow, quiet area nnm orenn, 
Gorul valirrr at $74,500, 595 6627 46/47 
SIX BEDROOMS 2'. I.aths, tom 
bedrooms, four plotn bntb find eiwuile 
op, large 2 bedroqm sullcs down, 
Vaulted cOtJai toilinys,. llieinuil (mm.- 
wledowf,. idr,it;,hh firr-pIrK r, i-jiul 
skyllghtg in living raom. llout,e hmll 











Well run Sidney Coin Laundry now offered for sale. This quality 
business has a good location and lots of parking. Consistently a 
high money maker. Good opportunity for a retired couple or so­
meone who is looking for a job. Offered for sale at $60,000. Call 
me today to receive much more information.
SLIGHTLY USED 
NEVER ABUSED
3 bedroom home located iust minutes from Beacon Ave. Large 
home features, spacious kithen, Ige. living room with (ireplace. 
family room, den, fenced yard and much more. Low price due 
lo need for quick sale. First time offered for sale at $68,000. 
Call me today. T177
RENTING IS 
NON-CENTS
Stop throwing cash out the window! Get your money working! 
You apartment dwellers and home renters take a good look al 
this price tag of $74,000 and pick up the phone and ask about 
this 3 bdrm Brentwood home. Don't miss out, call now. T984
NEED A HOME? 
NEED AN OFFICE?
Why not get both in one location. This spacious 3 bdrm home 
with valley views has a large partially developed level entry 
basement that is ideally suited for an office or shop. So keep 
your costs low and combine the two. Offered for sale at 
$95,900. T968
RANCHER RELAXER
Delightful 3 bedroom home is located just minutes from town 
and is steps to the beach. Home is situated on a lovely, level Vz 
acre lot and is fully landscaped. Imagine sitting underneath the 
heritage oak trees and looking out over the water. This no-step 
home is very well insulated with low heating costs and is an 
easy care home. Now offered for sale at $107,500. TI 78
A LOT OF LiVEABiLITY
Found in this spacious home, 3 good size bedrooms to start 
followed by a comfortable kitchen chock full of cupboards, for­
mal dining rcHjm and an open living room with brick fireplace 
and one of the most efficient fireplace inserts that keeps 
heating costs to a minimum. Double size rec room has lots of 
storage for all your seasonal sporting equip. Small workshop, 
cold storage and laundry room finish off the home. All this and 
more is located on over Vz acre in the original part of Dean 
;;Park'. Now offered'for sale at $114,500. Call today to arrange 
your personal viewing. TI 80 , :,
WHAT A RARE
p p 1
To find the perfect home in 
1986 Peter Wardle-desi. 
kind. From beechw''
Ige. master suj, 
breathtaking 
rently has ov
ation. This lovely 
is truly one of a 
ceilings, radiant heat, 
^l, fantastic grounds and a 
d rare opportunity. Property cur- 
e trees and is a producing orchard, 
Numerous outL^fesiP^s and much more. Phone me today to find 
out more on thiu great home and to arrange for your personal 
viewing. Offered for sale at $490,000. TiC
Do you know vjhat your home is worth In today’s 
market? I specialize in the sale of Saanich Penin­
sula Properties and you may be ploasaritly surprised 
with your home’s value. Why not phone me today 
for a Professional Market Evaluation on yous home 
with no obligation.
Thinking Real Estate?
Selling or Purchasing 
Why not give me a call and lot’s 
discuss all your Real Estate needs and 
together we can make It happen!
iSllEl^
Block Bros. Really 
“To Solve All Your Real Estate Problems”
rms? REAL ESTATE
IMMACULATE
l ijfijt* |(.)iji t.plii li)V(4 tioiiu,' ht! tii/ if ra
niiinvl I'V'iiiliin-'n-i!-w'u', ,1-1 iiv ■ - - i , .
, hallitooinii, 1)11 nlaciflt: |i(j,u Ovci IMmi !| nn Uindiicijfuitf rtlt- 
i\()l Idl III qiiii't MliM i')| IiHti'K-v I 'iii’.inl iltihl ,(l Mh.'/il')
Off. DILLMO.SnEn Rua.
386 7355 MONTni:AL TRUoT CO. LTD. (.bli./t v/
747 FORT ST. VICTORIA
mmmmm











with or without house 
anywhere on the 
peninsula. Quick 
decisions.





Large family home in Brentwood with self-contained in­
law suite (mortgage helper) also with a dynamic ocean 
view over Brentwood Bay. Separate garage, spacious 
sundeck and greenhouse are only some of the features 
of this fine home. To view phone right now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 




Super 3 Bdrm. no step Rancher situated on a fully land­
scaped lot close to all amenities, spacious Living-Dining 
room with heatilator F.P. and Bay window. Ther'mopane 
windows and a skylight. Kitchen with eating area and 
OAK cabinets throughout, covered patio, heated crawl 
space and roughed in for vacuum system — For more 
info, phone right now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 




Vendor needs more space, will trade his beautiful 2 
bdrm. Condo on ground floor, plus cash for your family 
home anywhere on the Penisula, preferably Sidney, up 
to $85,000. For more info, phone right now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
IMMACULATE RANCHER—$79,900 
This 3 bedroom no-step rancher is situated on a fully 
fenced lot with rose bushes and a small garden plot. Kit­
chen with lots of cupboards and eating area. 
Entertainment-sized living room with a feature cedar 
wall and fireplace. Walking distance to Beacon Ave. To 
view this immaculate home phone right now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
SUPER MOBILE $39,900 
Situated on Centra! Saanich Rd. next to Mobile Park. 
Spacious 3 bedrm. home. Master bedroom with en- 
suite, Living-Dining room. Family room. Greenhouse. 
Great family accommodation. Phone right now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
Don’t Delay—phone today 
Joe Starke 656-8751 or 656-0747
: LiSTffSiGSWAiMTED
PEMBERTON,






OR POSSIBILITY OF 
RENTING TO OWN J
This one bedroom condo is not your average suite! PARQUET 
FLOORING and PLUSH AREA CARPETS make the living and din­
ing rooms beautiful entertaining areas, GLASSED IN PORCH can 
be used as a SOLARIUM or GUEST ROOM, LARGE BEDROOM is 
bright and cheery. Included In this Sidney condominium complex is 
a WORKSHOP and GAMES ROOM. Asking $49,900. For more 





REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, vSidnoy
656-3928 ’
REALTY WORLDr
BUYING/SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE




OPEN HOUSE SAT., NOV. 15 2-4 PM
IMMACULATE FAMILY HOME:
,0498GREEN,GLAPE,„^ :
In good location, close to elomenlary school, 3 bedrooms up, 
could bo 4llt down. Lirgo sundeck, private fenced yard, largo 
biiyiil Kik'hoii, yuia()e, NAr, luum n.iuJy lui cJuvuiupmt. it*, f'ltui. 
includes some appllnncos ond drapes.
John Tnto
Pater Small block dros. realty ltd.




This fine home offers a well designed and elegantly decorated in­
terior, The landscaping is complete and easy care. Split-level with 
2'/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, vaulted ceilings, Casablanca fan. and 
greeniiouse window. The kitchen has oak cabinets, dishwasher, 
and garburator. The location is convenient to schools, shopping 
and city transportation. Act soon if you've been searching (or a 
new home.
If you’re interested in selling why not 
call the top Block Bros, salesman. A 






A MtMBER OF i^NATIONAl KtAUSUTE SfRVICf KEALn tID.
SAANiCH PENiNSULA REALTY LTD. 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
^PROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS •INSURANCE
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
-OFFICE HOURS-— 
Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 4 pm
LARGE CONDO FOR $39,900
Close to Shoal Harbour, generous sized balcony, appliances in­
cluded.
Pat Collett 652-5922
YOU SEETHE BEST OF 
AUTUMN IN ARDMORE
on .93 acre for $112,000,00. Large living room, separate dining 
room. 2 bedrooms, recreation room, plus kitchen with nook & pan-
i.^hy.' ,
Pat Collett 652-5922
A MEMBER OF ! 5 NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICE REALTY LTD.
LISTINGS NEEDED!
Do You Want Action?
Call us now for free market evaluation of your 
home & find out about the EXTRA services we 
provide in marketing your home.
I....
Bob King












Kick to foce 
nets probation
A kick to another student’s 
face landed a 17-year-old Stel- 
ly’s student with 12 months pro­
bation in Sidney Provincial 
Court last week.
Changing his plea to guilty 
midway through a trial Oct. 2, 
the student admitted fighting 
with a school mate during lunch 
hour Feb. 10.
The victim, another 17-year- 
old male, was taken lo hospital 
for head X-rays, facial lacera­
tions and bruising over the 
stomach.
Names cannot be published 
as both parties are protected 
under the Young Offenders 
Act.
The brawl started when the 
accused believed his target had 
turned him into authorities for
drug dealing.
After a shouting match in the 
school parking lot, the victim 
bent down to pick up his books 
and was kicked in the side of the 
head. “He then started throw­
ing punches to my stomach and 
face,” the complainant 
testified.
As a result, the victim missed 
si.x days of school.
“It was the attack of a bully 
surrounded by his friends,” 
said Crown counsel Derek 
Lister.
The accused also pleaded 
guilty to a theft charge, after 
helping steal a car battery from 
a Verdier Avenue residence.
Judge Robert Metzger also 
ordered the youth to make a 
written apology to the assault 
victim.
Acquittal awarded
A pre-wedding celebration in 
Centra! Saanich turned into a 
tragedy, but Stephen Evans 
should not be punished for it, a 
Victoria county court judge 
decided last week.
Evans was behind the wheel 
when friend Joseph Allan Bob 
fell to his death out the window 
of Evan’s van. Bob, who had a 
blood alcohol level of .26, had 
been hanging out the window 
with just his hands and feet in­
side before the accident on Mar- 
chant Road in Central Saanich.
Evans, 24, had warned Bob 
to get back inside to no avail. 
Bob, 26, suffered fata! head in­
juries and died just days before 
he was due to be married.
Evans had been charged with 
criminal negligence causing 
death, but had pleaded guilty to 
the lesser charge of dangerous 
driving. Judge Kenneth Murphy 
granted him an ., absolute
5^5 REAL ESTATE 
FOR RENT
BRENTWOOD BAY, execufive rancher 
in Greig Estates, near Butcharf 
Gardens, 3 bedrooms, fully furnished, 
available Dec. Ist. through March. 
Dates flexible, non-smokers, no pets, 
$780.00 plus utilities 652-0464 or 652- 
9433,   46/47
QUIET, N/S, MID THIRTIES female to 
share house with same. No pets. $300 
per month. 652.0270, 44/47
2 "bedroom APAmfMENt7T475”ii>
eludes heat, hot water, cable, parking, 
Newly decorated, now carpets, now 
drapes. Mature adults only. 658.8845.
.......................     '44/50
SIDNEY, office space, 500 sq. ft. se­
cond jloor. 656-2040. 46/49
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM, "gro^^^^^^ 
floor, waterfront apartment. $400. 
plus hydro, Roforoncos please. 656-
3^_._________ __ ______ __ 46/46
TWO BDRM, HOME close to downtown 
Sidney, Adults only, no pots. $550.00, 
Phono 656-7141 days, 656-2358 oven- 
ijigs, 46/tf
COMMERCIAL
Ave. (opposite Post Offiro) Approx. 
1000 sq, ft. (It $7,00 sq, ft. plus taxes. 
Phono 656-7141 days; 656-2358 even­
ings, 46/If
discharge on that count.
But Murphy imposed a $250 
fine on Evans for refusing a 
breathalyzer test.
Evans and Bob had been 
drinking at the Brentwood Inn 




One hundred and fifty seven 
days in jail.
That’s the price Frances Lyn­
wood Hooker paid for driving 
drunk after his licence had 
already been suspended.
Sentenced in Sidney Provin­
cial Court Oct. 30, Hooker was 
also fined $300 and ordered not 










nuiil IncliiilK* h««i, T.v,, 
taiinn, nwliliinnl, 
blllHiiti, «n<l wdiltKhap, lO 
ruin, lo niilnay, 311 miri. lo 
VIoliitIn. 110 oiiUo coiiiplon no 
4 Kiiirn iioiklnii■vkllnlilH,
Mr. A Mrs. n«cwfl8
COMMERCIAL RENTAL,
2423 Beacon Ave. (oppofiile 
Post O(fico) Approx, 1000 sq, 
(t, at $7,00 sq. ft. plus laxus, 
Phono 066-7141 days; 656- 
236» overlings,
SIDNEY WAREHOUSC 2560 nq. ft, 
wqrtihounr.i, vvrivhraom and olllco, roll­
up londiiiq door, good pnddiK) aud 
hiqhwny rixposurn 388 4011 (■idico, 
5'/2'6i6l iromu, *11 ll
FURNISHED 1 BDRM SUITf;. All 
idllllloH, (ciblii, IV, piiiklufj, mcild iin- 
vl(», Tnlirincd (Udirlioil Oan|oiii(.
uUiy r/iuyiS-lJ/ $525,vH) pi.t 
iiioidli, 652-22:14 nr 652 1551. 43/ (1
rURNISHED riACHt:i.OR SIJITTS with oil 
iittllrlfin, Cnhio IV, pntkloi), iruikKftr 
vicr?. Bioiilwond Hoy irviximum rdoy 
Mriy 1,''()7 $350,(.H,l niinjlt.* (toiriciii $!iO,(K) 




SIDNEY, lurnlsliml room lo tonl 9601 
7|h 51, at Otoon St. $185.00pm monlh, 
Indiidos olllltitts, is ocross from park.
^ ..........38/53
SELF CONTAINED SUITE to ront In 
piusllgu cituu, Wuukl suit lutlicid cuu- 
plo or piofosslonol portion, Furnlsliod, 
No pills, Non-sinokors, $550. 656-80/1. 
.... .......................... ........................ 46/47
ONE BDRM. basomorit miIIo in cminiry 
soiling. All utllltlos Including cablonnd 
loundry, $395, Non-smohon, ploaso, 
6561396, 44/46
MAR, 1 TO APR. 30/07 wllii opiion to 
buy, fotully lurnlshml 2 lidrin. in 
rollroinoni r.oniro (Si/mimiiqoio 
Vlllogo) $550, ulilillos includod also 
swimming, Jacuril llbrory, roc, hoH, 
Phono 6W)'3032 doys 656,4685 ovon- 
Ing. 4,5/46
a BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE In 
Sidnoy ciroci, E/S, W/D (lliilrwoshor 
$425, ovollnblo Nov, 1.5. 3M-3334 work 
656'50(16 homo, 46'46
APT. AVAILABLE lor snniors, 
Hoosonohlo lonf, 656-3612 Norgardon 
Court. ' 46/53
QUIET ADULT BLOCK, 1 Wrm, wolm 
und porliing incl, <mly I','5. (lra()mi. No 
pots Tnviow roll 656 7821 46,'.lH
IMMlACUtATE SXS 3 bdini. f /P E !>, no 
pots, l«060 $590 pm nmnlli, Phono 656- 
4066, 6521,40(13, 46/48
linNrV 2 |3r'„-|.<; Irr.iv, p.'OO.n. I P,Pm
suilo. r/5 lni;l. pliorui ,3W) 1)041, 656- 
,47'72', . ' n6/47
3 BDRM, DUPIEX ovoll. Dm I $.525, 
pm inondi. 652*,029) aPm;ii.m, 46/46 
SIDNEY, roltiH hpof.m Ap)i(ox, (100 sq, 
ft, (jocid locallon, r»iasr.nitiblf) rrint. 656 
2040, . , , 46/49
REAL ESTATE 
WANTED
WE NEED A SAFE GARAGE for our cor, 
Monthly rqntoL 656'2004. 43/45
WANTED: corporl for sonior. 




OLDFIR MODEL but lllllo userd compo* 
nriril tloitjo lunor phonograph 
tpittakots tape and hoodphonos, $50.00 
656-6404 oyoti. 46/46
RV STORAGE lor lour RV or trallor, 
Lockud compound, Easy occoss, 
civailabiri, (III April 30, 656-3616, 46/49 
ALLURE sfublO complolo skin caro 
lorvicos by llcoiKod osthollclon Nov. 
ipociol 20 pur cmrl off all makri-up by 
Dr. Ronaud, By oppolnimoni only. 656*
7090. ,.... :..............  ................ 46/47
3 BDRM HOUSE wlllr collrodrol on- 
Iranco, Close lo all amonllios in 
Sldnuy, 2 lull ballii. Roc Room, goiogo, 
sundock, flroploco lyismi, D/W, fObI, 
drive woy. Gordmi, Asking $85,700. 
»i56*5130, ,16/46
TWO SNOW TIRES good condition, 
Alloii WoathnrgordR luboloss 8,115,14 4 
ply litO.OO lor poir wlllr wIiooIk, (5 
bolus) 656 6038, 46, 4(»
SWIVEL ROCKER, lovosool and ho(n, 
$390, solid ook Kroohlm ond lalilo 
$200, Bundy clorlnr;*l, Vic 20 wlllr oi;,
ull tti ijiHu! r.uciuiiiuu.
Roosonoblo ollors occwplod. 653 .V230 
ollor 5 p.m, 46 46
BRENTWOOD LAUNDROMAT I Chongo 
of ownmsbtp! tolloi on promitw* will 
do nil kiruitt ol rt'pnirs ond ollmallons, 
f o4tl In o hurry I We do Iriundiy lor you 
in on bout , 652.3012, 46/46
OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER needed for 
2 yr. old. Landsend/Deep Cove area. 
656-9105,45/46
76 FIREBIRD, 350 auto, sunroof, mags, 
$4300. O.B.O. Good condition 655- 
1689,46/46 
74 ’A TON, 4 wheel drive $1200.00 
O.B.O, 655-1689, 46/46
I HAVE A 1 TON TR'uOt with a raised
box and I will haul anything, 
anywhere. Low roles. Call Rob 656-
3429._________   46/J6
FOR SALE optical tape measure $14., 
electric bun warmer $10, 2 2 light coil­
ing fixtures $10. each, apartment table 
and 2 chairs $40., 2 musical novelty 
decanters $5. each, glass and chrome 
lory suson $15, All as now good gift
itor^^ftor 6 p.m. 655-1370._____ 46/46
1 BEDROOM BASEMeWMtE,”^^^^^ 
cl. $300.00, non-smoker. 656-1610.
________46/46
GRAMAPHONf TeCORDS ' siTkIo 
mower, men's 5-spd,, skis, boots. 
Bathtub doors. Dlngby Dornljobn. 
Ladles ski boots, bicycles. Wonted; 14 






and don't know 
which way to turn, 
call the
LTO
You'll bo glad you did. 
fwstossoaal;
(Sidnoy A Norlh Saanich) 
Thoriisa Thom 656.7746 
Arlolto Smart 656.6762
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Eyeing more equipment
OPERATING MICROSCOPE demonstrated by Op- 
tharnologist Dr. M.M. du Toit enables many new 
surgical procedures at Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Ap­
proximately one-third of the microscope’s $100,000 
cost was donated by SPH Auxiliary, whose members 
hope for a good turnout to this Saturday’s Christmas 
Bazaar from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m,. at the Agricultural Hall at 
Saanichton Fairgrounds.
Poachers charged on James island
Provincial environment of­
ficers are monitoring James 
Island for poachers who appear 
to be trespassing on the CIL- 
owned island, said district con- 
servation officer Ken 
Broadland.
The problem is that two of­
ficers have to patrol an area en­
compassing Chemainus in the 
north over to Nitinat Lake 
down to southern Vancouver 
Island and the Gulf Islands.
And because hunting season 
is well underway, Broadland 
said, “We can’t afford to con­
centrate all efforts in one area.”
James Hatter, fish and 
wildlife manager of James and 
Sidney Islands, reported several 
incidents of poachers on James 
Island last month.
Following the reports, an of-, 
ficer patrolled the area. “On 
one occasion, vie didn’t find 
anything. On another, one of 
the officers spoke to a person 
who appeared to.be trespassing 
which may be pursued with 
Crown counsel in Nanaimo.
On Sunday, Sidney RCMP 
members caught three men on 
the island without permission, 
allegedly with six gutted deer in
their possession. Charges are 
contemplated.
But for Broadland, enforcing 
poaching regulations on a 
privately-owned island is dif­
ficult. “At this point, one has to 
question whose responsibility is 
it for the problem — the land 
owners, RCMP or ministry of 
environment?”
To compound the problem. 
Hatter acts as a guide for 
hunters on both islands. “You 
get into the situation of some 
hunters trespassing while others 
are being guided,” said 
Broadland.
“I see the trespass matter as 
one for the land owner and 
RCMP. However, if other 
violations a.re being committed, 
such as hunting fallow deer, we 
can act,” he added.
Another update on the status of the threatened whooping 
crane from the Canadian custodian of the rare species, Ernie 
Kuyt of the Canadian Wildlife Service. Ernie is jubilant about 
the reproductive success of these great birds this year, 1986. 
Twenty-eight pairs of adults have raised a record of 20 young 
this spring and summer, compared with 16 in 1985 and 15 in 
1984! While a female whooper normally lays two eggs per 
breeding season only one of the chicks tends to survive.
Ernie states that this year’s success is the result of several 
factors. In the first place, frequent heavy rainfalls produced 
lush conditions and an abundant food supply on the breeding 
grounds in Wood Buffalo Park. In addition, the increased 
cover and high water levels discouraged predation. When 
water levels are low, nests are much more vulnerable to such 
predators as coyotes and foxes. Thirdly, CWS took measures 
to ensure that each nest contained a viable egg. Biologists 
dropped in by helicopter and tested all eggs laid by floating 
them in water. Six of the eggs were graded infertile and were 
replaced with eggs likely to hatch. Finally, each nest was left 
with a single viable egg; the remainder were flown to Gray’s 
Lake National Wildlife Refuge in Idaho to be placed in the 






The whoopers raised by sandhills in the Idaho Refuge have 
been migrating south with the sandhill cranes to the wintering 
grounds. In the spring the males have been returning to the 
refuge where they were raised. However, the females tend to
roam a bit rather making their way to the fledging area. The 
trick has been to come up with a practical scheme to bring 
both sexes together on a potential breeding ground.
This year, biologists experimented by capturing four 
females at night and taking them to the males on the refuge. 
And results to date read like another probable success story in 
the long history of attempting to save these magnificent birds 
from extinction.
The females remained with the site males throughout the 
summer and one pair has even begun to indulge in the 
characteristic whooper mating dance, the first evidence of 
preparation for breeding shown by any of the refuge raised 
birds. Events on the Aransas wintering ground's over the next 
few months, together wilh behavior next spring on the refuge, 
will determine the soundness of the experiment.
It might be noticed in the situation above that female 
whoopers lend to roam while the solid, exemplary, constant, 
indefatigable, thoroughly dependable males tend the farm. 
But isn’t tliis the way human males have always behaved, as 
well?
Meanwhile, our shorelines are at present alive with birds. 
While white crowned baldpaics or American widgeons 
dominate in numbers, vving-whistling goldeneyes, all Ihrec 
stout near-black .scoters, diminutive buoyant black and white 
bufficheads, rcd-brcasicd mergansers, grey and white horned 
grebes, and green-headed mallards are also present. Colorful 
harlequin ducks and “hoodie.'t”, the Beau Brummels of the 
mergan.scr tribe have just begun to make tlieir appearance.
One should also be on the look out for killdeer, long limbed 
yellowlcgs, spotted sandpipers, black oystercaichcrs, sanderl- 
ings (nearly while in winter plumage), tmd turnstoncs. I..oons 
are always present, usually present in slightly deeper water.
Hope to sec you at our slide and film show in aid of Save 
The CTiildren r'und on ITidny, Nov. 7 at 7 p.m, in St. An­




New Saanich and the Islands 
MLA Mcl Couvelier was named 
B.C.’s finance minister last 
week, a post held for many 
years by his predecessor as loctil 
representative Hugh Curtis.
Couvelier resigned as Stianieh 
mayor on Friday. He said the 
cabinet appointment was “a 
pretty significant career jiath 
change and today is a day to be 
remembered.”
He has been cluirged with 
developing a plan to privatize 
the Liquor Distribution Branch.
Couvelier’s partner Ml.A, 
Terry Huberts, remtiins on the 
Social Credit back liencli.
Couvelier was also given 
responsibility for coriiorate 
relations, including super\ ision 
of banks, credit unions, the 
V'ancouver Stock Exchange and 
the B.C. Systems Corporation.
Three more suspected 
poachers were arrested on 
James Island Sunday morning 
— after eight slaughtered deer 
were found on the island.
A Sidney RCMP boat landed 
on the island after a telephone 





A Combination Storm Door 
Tornporod Safety QIaas 
Vertical Sliding Vent










TOWN OF SIDNEY 
PUBLIC AUCTION
A public Aucllon will bo hold on f Tlday, Novomboi 1 19fiQ, at 3
P.M, at Iho Public V/orki;'. Yai'd.CH'‘.(;aii Avenuo,
Alliclus fur saiu on rui 'an is, wbum |‘i' basitj, inc.lui.lri,-
itt/3 loyoia vStation Wtiyun, 3 Bjuall bout trailors, 1,b bicyciosi 
6 '’.ubmorGihlb pumpn, rnowniT,, wood OiTilora, concrnio 
plnnUtrs, l,awn avdnqs, and oIIhh iniscollanooua oquiprnont 
antlatlicloH,,
Torirv.5 ql sal0. cosh or choqui).
Artlclci,t3 wlH bo ort display for pinvlowinfj Ttiuindov, Novotnhnr 
13th, I'.tnh, tromPP M, tO'l P.M andfiorn2 P M, piior totno Auc­
tion, Porsons unnblo lo bo prf.»9oni at Iho Auction may Kulrmll ;t bid 
logoihcir witli: a (jhoquo and narno and nddrosrt, In a soalod 








For Alderman Sat. Nov. 15 
EXPERIENCED
- Former Chairman of 
Finance
LONDON BOBBY
Give that special someone a 
Christmas treasure to enjoy tor 
many years. NOT only will they be 
able to appreci.ale Its beauty , but II 







"WE IMPORT DIRECT FROM 
ENGLAND AND PASS THE 
SAVINGS ON TO YOU"
•Also featuring Border Fine 
Arts hand crafted Animal 
figures from Scotland 
•We also specialize in the 
restoration ot fine china.




BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQ. 
7120 W. SAANICH RD.
SIDNEY JAZZ SOCIETY
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Sunday, November 23,198611:00-11:30 




Enjoy an afternoon of live dixieland jazz and a great Sunday 
Brunch.
$9.50 per person












Tenders are invited by the Town of Sidnoy for the supply of 
Janitorial Services for the Senior Citizens' Centre, for tlie years 
1907 and 1908, Contracts will be based on the schedule of dutlorj, 
etc. available from the Works and Services Department at the 
Town Hall, 2440 Sidnoy Avenue
Tenders should be in the hands o( the undersignod by 3 p.rn, 
November 27th, 1986, Lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-’ 
ceplod.
G, S. Logan, A.C.I.S,. P.Adiri,, C.M.C, 
Town Administrator 




BUSINESS PEOPLE ON NOVEMBER aOth/BB
An FBDD roprosenlatlvo will bo In your area and would bo 
pleased lo visit you, There la no obllgahon or cost and your 
business can gain a lot from It,
II you’re looking for financial aid in tho forru of loans, loan 
guarantees or evorr selling an equity position in your bu!ilr>erjf), 
come and discuss it wilh us, Wo li,ivo experienced counsollots 
who can help you plot a course for growth and gucco.ss lor yotir 
■bunlnesB, Wo can provide you with direction to yot gavommant 






Fodcirat auatn«4« El(inieu« (Adiraifif 
D«VBlopm«nt Bunk d« tl«veloppfimBrd GaiindW
..Imi
l^agc B14 THE REVIEW 9781-2ncl Si., Sidney B.C. Wednesday, November 12, 1986
PRESTO-LOGS
THE REAL THING - BULK PRESTO LOGS!!
ONLY
DOORS!!
6 PANEL SOLSD 
HEMLOCK DOOR
2’6” X 6’8” X 1-3/8” ONLY^^9^^
6 & 9 PANEL S/C MAHOGANY 2’e” x 6’8” x 1-3/8”
ENTRANCE DOOR
!« only"119^' wooden STORM DOOR
only^11 9^^ 2’8” X 6’8” X 1-3/8
VINYL/MAPLE DOORS 
Pre-Hung C/W Jamb & Casing
S':?q95
ONLY
2’8” X 6’8” X 1-3/4” 
3’0” X 6’a” X 1-3/4” ONLY
33500






























VINYL COVERED I6”x96” 
GYPROC ALMOND

















100 sq.ft, per roll 
50 Sb. 90 lb.
ONLY ONLY
$ j 495 $-1799
TOILET BOWL 
AND TANK







Double Sliding Mirrors 
ONLY
WHITE GUHER





















P A 1 N T S
30x30 









IHTERfOR EXTERIOR FLAT LATEX
White and pastel colours 
Easy water-clean-up, .
fast drying.






















INTERIOR EGGSHELL SHEEN LATEX
Excellent washability
White and pastel $ 4^95
colours. 4 litre 
Reg. 24.95 SALE
48” FLUORESCENT TUBES ONLY
INTERIOR SEIWI-GLOSS LATEX








Pino, Elm, Oak 








^ . . 2’x4’
White and pastel colours. H
4 litre I









Black or Brown 
Will boat up to 
IBUOaq.ft.
NORTHLAND I FURNACE 









HOMECARE STAIN ; 
Yearend Clearance of good quality 
Interior-exterior stain 
Available in walriMt 
and natural cedar.
Reg. 15.99
BRUSHES &
ROLLERS
ALL STOCKI
[0/rJ /OoFF
BISiBS
POLYFILLA
1 kg Box
Mini
